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Mayor’s Address
Gentlemen of the City Council:
I assure you that it is with the greatest pleasure that 
I appear before a representative gathering of Westbrook 
citizens which compose our City Council to deliver an 
inaugural address for the fourth consecutive time as the 
Mayor of the city. 1 think that the citizens of our city 
will admit that a great deal of permanent work in the 
right direction has been accomplished during the past 
three years and this result has been accomplished through 
the honest efforts of the members of this board, who have 
worked for the best interests of the city without regard 
to party lines or politics.
I do not refer to this with any expectation that poli­
tics will enter into the deliberations of the City Council 
this year. I feel that the members of the 1914 Board of 
Aldermen will readily unite in faithfully serving the vot­
ers and taxpayers who elected us and that at the close of 
the present year we will have established a clean record, 
that we shall have accomplished the objects for which we 
have been elected by giving to the city a fair, impartial 
and business-like administration.
As you all are well aware, the expense of conducting 
the affairs of the city increases materially from year to 
year, and the amount of money necessary to maintain the 
various departments must be increased in proportion. As 
we grow each year in wealth and population we must also 
show progress in our civic affairs, but this growth should 
be met with a conservative business judgment.
The business of the city should be considered by you 
personally and the same consideration should be given to 
it that you devote to your own personal affairs. I will
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take a brief review of last year’s business and a few rec­
ommendations for the coming year.
This year marks the hundredth anniversary of West­
brook and it is my opinion that the event should be^  
marked in a fitting manner. This matter is now under 
consideration by a committee of the Board of Trade and I 
feel it is my duty to call your attention to it.
Another matter upon which I would recommend early 
action is the establishment of suitable traffic regulations 
within the city limits. During the past year there have 
been several severe accidents and some form of regulation 
seems necessary to insure against their recurrence.
FINANCES.
A most careful and thorough study of the needs and 
requirements of the various departments is necessary in 
making up the appropriation for each year and 1914 will 
be no exception to this rule. There are, of course, many 
fixed expenses in all departments and these are easily 
ascertained. However, the appropriations for permanent 
work, improvements and repairs must be made after the 
situation has been carefully investigated.
The tax rate for 1913 was $23.00, against $20.70 for 
1912, an increase of $2.30 per thousand. This increase 
was made necessary by the increase in the State and 
county tax,"the taking up of a part of the city debt and 
the increase in the fixed charges. The total increase in 
the State and county tax was $6,770.21, while the decrease 
in the city debt by reason of taking up serial paving bonds 
and the Roberts property note was $4,000.00. The in­
crease in the fixed charges was general in almost evety 
department. While there is no means of determining 
what the tax rate will be for the present year I see no 
reason why it cannot be reduced to some extent.
The following figures show the valuation of the city 
as placed by the Board of Assessors.
Real estate,
VALUATION, 1913.
$4,622,060 00
1m a y o r ’ s  a d d r e s s 7
Personal estate, 788,595 00
Total, $5,410,655 00
Appropriation, 1913, $ 130,000 00
Overlay, 2,243 54
Total, $ 132,243 54
Total tax on real estate, $ 106,307 35
Total tax on personal estate, 18,145 71
Number of polls, 2,225, poll tax, 6,675 00
Total, $ 131,128 06
Tax on street sprinkling, $ 1,034 81
Tax on brown tail moths, 80 67
Total, $ 132,234 54
Rate of taxation, $28.00 per $1,000. Poll tax, $3.00.
I will now submit to you the following figures obtained
from the books of the Auditor and Treasurer.
LIABILITIES.
Bonded indebtedness, $181,500 00
Notes, 23,500 00
Trustees Valentine Hose Oo., 100 00
Woodlawn cemetery bonds, 9,757 00
Unpaid Mayor’s orders, 210 88
i $215,067 88
RESOURCES.
Due from collector, $ 12,057 52
State pensions, 366 00
Sewer assessments, 66 52
Sidewalk assessments, 284 64
Sewer and sidewalk deeds, 665 54
Tax deeds, 918 13
R. K. Jordan, treasurer, 5,497 09
Net debt,
$ 19,855 44 
$195,212 44
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Notes due 1914,
Paving bonds due 1914, 
High school bonds due 1914,
9,500 00 
3,000 00 
30,000 00
Total bonds and notes due 1914, $ 42,500 00
SCHOOLS.
Speaking in a general way the schools of the city have 
made rapid strides in the right direction during the past 
year and, backed by the approval of the citizens, the 
officials of the school department and of the city have 
united in an effort to maintain the high standard of the 
Westbrook schools. In the possession of such men as con­
stitute the school board, a superintendent of such marked 
ability as Mr. Keyes has many times demonstrated, and 
a corps of able and efficient teachers Westbrook is indeed 
fortunate, and with the backing that is almost without 
exception given to any proposed improvement in this de­
partment there seems to be no reason why the Westbrook 
schools should not easily keep the position they now hold 
among the schools of the State.
In a review of the past year’s work in this depart­
ment the most important feature is the construction of an 
annex of the High School and a workshop for the indus­
trial course. This work necessitated the expenditure of 
some $30,000, the amount being secured by a bond issue 
and this method of raising the funds was advocated at a 
public meeting called for the purpose. It was the sense 
of the meeting that the bond issue was necessary to secure 
a sufficient sum of money for the construction of tlie 
buildings and also to purchase from the Saccarappa Gram­
mar School Association sufficient land for the purpose in 
the rear of the present High School building. The 1913 
city government followed the plans adopted at this meet­
ing of the citizens with the result that upon its comple­
tion the addition to the High School will easily take care 
of all present needs and the workshop will broaden the 
scope of the industrial course to a large degree. Through 
the generosity of Miss Cornelia Warren, to whom the citi-
\I
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zens of Westbrook should be deeply grateful, much mod­
ern machinery has been installed in the new workshop 
and the course made more thorough thereby.
In connection with this I have the following recom­
mendation to make. There is at present no steam heat 
in the workshop, stoves being used for heating purposes, 
and this situation can be easily remedied with a small 
outlay of money. By the placing of the steam heating 
plant now in the basement of the High School in a small 
building constructed for the purpose and located between 
the High School and the workshop the heat could be dis­
tributed through the High School, workshop and annex 
and thus do away with the necessity of installing an inde­
pendent heating plant in the workshop. It would not be 
necessary to change the heating system in any of the 
buildings, merely to move the boilers and change the 
mains leading to them from the three buildings. In ad­
dition to bettering the heating system this would provide 
space for two additional rooms in the basement of the 
High School. In the end this would indirectly tend to 
relieve the crowded condition existing in some of the 
lower grades, as the School Board has found it necessary 
to hire outside rooms for the accommodation of these 
scholars. I feel that this is not only a solution of the 
heating problem of the High School, workshop and annex 
but also may prevent the expenditure of a much larger 
sum of money by the city in the near future for the con­
struction of a building for the primary grades.
The school houses have been kept in excellent con­
dition during the past year and the members of the 
School Board have acted wisely in this direction, making 
the buildings and their surroundings attractive in every 
way.' There is still more work to be done this year in the 
way of necessary repairs.
WALKER MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
That the people of Westbrook fully appreciate the 
usefulness of this important public institution has been
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manifested during the past year by the continued increase 
in patronage accorded it. The usual number of new 
books, treating of various subjects, have been added 
during 1913 and nothing has been left undone that would 
tend to maintain the high standard of excellence estab­
lished for this library. The fence recommended last year 
to encircle the library grounds has been purchased and is 
partly installed. There are the usual number of repairs 
to be made this year and the customary amounts of 
money to be spent in up-keep.
STREET LIGHTS.
An inererse in the appropriation for street lights will 
be necessary this year owing to the fact that in the five- 
year contract signed during the past year larger candle 
power lights were called for and more lights are now in 
use than ever before. In making this appropriation the 
necessary addition of lights during the coming year should 
be considered and the appropriation made sufficient to 
meet the increase. No city of its size in the State is bet­
ter lighted than Westbrook and the committee should 
see to it that this department is made adequate to the 
needs of the city. According to the usual custom the 
business section of Main street has been brilliantly light­
ed during the Christmas and New Year’s holiday season 
by strings of extra lights along both sides of thei street, 
furnished by the Presumpscot Electric Company. This 
firm also generously donated the illumination for the 
“ Tree of Light,”  which was a new municipal feature this 
year and was made possible by the members of the Girls’ 
Social Club.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Never in the history of Westbrook has this depart­
ment been in better condition than at the present time. 
During the past year the number of fires entailing prop­
erty loss has been less than in any previous year and not 
only does this speak well for the fire department but also 
for the class of fire hazard in Westbrook. All apparatus
m a y o r ’ s  a d d r e s s 11
is in excellent condition. The alarm system has given 
but little trouble during the past year and the apparatus 
at both fire houses has been kept in the best possible 
shape. A pair of horses has been added to the equip­
ment of the Presumpscot Hose house, a thousand feet of 
hose has been purchased for the department and a still 
alarm system has been established at both houses. Owing 
to the possibility of a large property loss by fire in the 
remote section of Ward five the efforts of the Oity Coun­
cil of the past year have been devoted to establishing ad­
equate protection for the residents here.
Nine new hydrants have been installed on Brighton 
Road between the Riverton Bridge and Pride’s Corner, 
and a hose reel and a thousand feet of hose have been 
placed in convenient quarters at Pride’s Corner, a man 
placed in charge of it and a volunteer fire company 
formed. In connection with the regular signal system I 
would recommend that an emergency alarm box be placed 
near the corner of Main and Bridge streets so that in case 
there is any difficulty with the signal system an alarm 
may be sounded immediately. This could be done at a 
very small expense as the batteries and connections are 
already in place at the Valentine Hose house.
Again I wish to call your attention to the salaries 
paid the assistant engineers. These sums are far from 
adequate and I would recommend that the salaries of 
these two officials be raised in proportion to those of other 
members of the department.
HIGHWAYS, SIDEWALKS AND BRIDGES.»
Following the system of permanent work inaugurated 
in 1912 the Hassamite pavement was constructed in vari­
ous sections of the city during 1913. The largest piece of 
Hassamite construction work during the past year was on 
the northerly side of Main street, beginning at the double 
tracks near Deer Hill avenue and extending to the end of 
the State road work near Lamb street. This piece in­
cluded 3,728.74 square yards at $1.65 a square yard, mak­
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ing the total cost $5,409.92, of which sum the State reim­
bursed the city $2,500 from the Automobile Fund. The 
State road, also constructed from Hassamite, had its be­
ginning at the end of the above mentioned road at Lamb 
street and extended to the junction of Cumberland and 
Main streets, and then along the northerly side of Main 
street from Warren avenue to the Maine Central tracks, 
a total of 1,363.67 square yards, costing $2,250.05, and of 
this amount the city received from the State $900.00. 
Thus the cost of these two important pieces of road to the 
city was $4,259.97. On Cumberland street, from the Bos­
ton & Maine tracks to the junction with Main street, 
there were 1,012.10 square yards of Hassamite paving laid 
at a cost of $1,669.96. Of the total sum paid out on this 
road work on Main and Cumberland streets the Cumber­
land Light and Power Company reimbursed the city for 
the cost of 18 inches of the paving outside its tracks, a 
total of $736.46.
In order to overcome the almost impassable condition 
of Bridge street, between Main street and the bridge, 
1,087 square yards of Hassamite was constructed at a cost 
of $1,793.55. In addition to this, curbing was reset and 
sidewalks relaid the entire length of both sides of the 
street. All this Hassamite wrork has a five years’ guar­
antee.
A large piece of stone Macadam road was constructed 
on Brown street between Garfield street and the Maine 
Central tracks, underdrains built and the road put in the 
best possible condition. Forest street was cut to grade 
and filled with stone taken frbm Main street. Through 
the generosity of S. D. Warren & Co., by a donation' of 
coal ashes, many other streets in the city and outskirts 
were resurfaced.
A large number of sidewalks were relaid during the 
past year. The sidewalk on the southerly side of Brown 
street, from Reserve street to the Maine Central bridge, 
has been completely resurfaced with tar concrete. An 
ash sidewalk was built on Stroudwater street from 
Hawkes street to Woodlawn cemetery, approximately a
13
mile in length. A long piece of ash sidewalk was also 
built on Bridgton road. Other sidewalks have been re­
surfaced and otherwise repaired.
For the approval of the members of the City Council 
I have the following recommendations to make for this 
department:
Continue permanent work on Brown street from the 
Maine Central bridge to Cumberland street, bringing 
street to grade and covering it with stone Macadam.
State road work on Bridge street from the bridge to 
the top of Christian Hill, so called.
Resurface Cumberland street westerly from the Bos­
ton & Maine crossing.
Stone Macadam construction on following streets: 
Mechanic street from Main street to Boston & Maine 
crossing; Central street from Boston & Maine crossing 
southerly; Church street entire length; Spring street 
from Main street to Valentine street.
Sidewalk on northerly side of Brown street from Re­
serve street to the Maine Central bridge, or as far as the 
appropriation will permit.
Sidewalk on easterly side of Spring street from Bos­
ton & Maine crossing southerly as far as Valentine street.
Brick sidewalk on northerly side of Main street from 
Maine Central crossing to Warren avenue.
Warren avenue between Main and Cumberland 
streets be straightened, sewer constructed and sidewalks 
built.
Also resurfacing of a large amount of tar concrete 
sidewalks.
POLICE.
There has been no exception to the high grade of effi­
ciency maintained in this department during the past 
year and I feel that it is in as good condition as possible. 
There has been no change in the personnel of the force 
and the work of the department has been carried out 
without difficulty or friction of any kind. The station and 
signal system are in good repair and with the exception
m a y o r ’ s  a d d r e s s
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of the fixed charges for salaries, rent, etc., there seems 
to be no need for any large expenditure during 1914. The 
addition of a light system in connection with the signal 
system now in operation would be a great improvement, 
and if it is thought necessary by the aldermen provision 
must be made for it in the appropriation.
ALMSHOUSE AND POOR.
Everything that would tend to better the condition 
of the unfortunate poor of the city has been done by the 
members of the Overseers of the Poor during the past 
year. I feel that these men have proved themselves cap­
able and have used excellent judgment in the perform­
ance of their duties. While the conditions at the farm 
are excellent and its management during 1913 has been 
of the best, there are a number of needed repairs which 
should be considered early in the present year. The 
farm buildings would be much improved by a few minor 
repairs. John W. Keep was selected by the Overseers as 
Superintendent of the farm to fill the vacancy caused by 
the resignation of W. F. Reed during the past year. 
About the usual number of outside poor were assisted by 
this department during 1913. In making the appopria- 
tion all these matters in relation to the poor department 
should be taken into consideration.
SEWERS.
In making the appropriation for sewers it is necessary 
to take into consideration the fact that, in addition to 
the new construction work which becomes necessary each 
year, provision must also be made for adequate mainten­
ance for the present system in order that the drainage of 
the city may be-efficient at all times, for the health of the 
city depends in a great measure upon the sewers. A con­
siderable amount of new sewer construction work was car­
ried through during the past year and an unusually large 
amount of repairs was necessary. I desire to make the 
following recommendations relative to the department of 
sewers: The construction of a sewer in the vicinity of
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Spring, Union, Roosevelt, Maple, Middle streets and Mc­
Kinley avenue to drain this thickly populated section of 
the city. There is no drainage of any description in this 
locality at the present time and the conditions create a 
menace to the public health.
The construction of a sewer on Berkeley street.
A sewer on Warren avenue, beginning near Morton 
street and extending in a southerly direction toward Main 
street, a distance of 300 or 400 feet.
A sewer on Warren avenue near the Warren Church.
CEMETERIES.
The affairs of Woodlawn cemetery have been carried 
out by the present board of trustees in a manner that 
must be gratifying to the citizens of the city. The grounds 
have been beautified in many ways and all matters per­
taining to the department have been transacted in a most 
business-like and satisfactory manner.
The management and control of the old Saccarappa 
cemetery has been placed in the hands of these trustees 
by an act of the last Legislature. It will be necessary to 
make a number of improvements in this cemetery, such 
as repairing driveways, fences, etc., and an appropriation 
for this work should be made.
CONCLUSION.
. There is little I can say in conclusion that you do not 
already know. We have been elected by the people of 
Westbrook to transact the municipal business of the city 
during 1914 and it is our duty to devote our time and our 
abilities to this work in order that we may serve them in 
a prompt and faithful manner. Feeling the utmost con­
fidence that you will work to serve the best interests of 
the city I submit to your best judgment the recom­
mendations I have made and the affairs of the city.
%
REPORT OF THE
Supt. of Streets and Sewers
W estbrook, Me ., Dec. 31, 1914.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Westbrook :
G entlemen:—I herewith submit my fourth annual 
report as Superintendent of Streets and Sewers.
HASS AM.
3,158 sq. yds. on Bridge street, from the bridge
to beyond Lincoln street, at $1.65, $5,210 70
Incidental work done by city, 121 72
Repairing wing wall and building cement walk, 622 28
Total, $5,954 70
Reimbursed by State, 1,199 23
Net cost to city, __ $4,|T55 47
The above work includes state road work.
MACADAM.
Brown street, from overhead bridge to Cumber­
land street, 790 ft. long, 845 tons of stone,
Labor of grading, underdraining and sewer, 
spreading and rollingstone,manholes,catch- 
basins, rebuilding culvert and cement steps 
and grading for sidewalk,
190 sq. yds. concrete walk at 70c,
$1,267 50
1,135 50 
133 25
Total cost, $2,536 25
I
I
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Spring street, 1,000 feet,
Main street, 165 feet, )
Mechanic street, 270 feet, >
Conant’ s Hill, 380 feet, )
Church street, 927 feet,
Metal culverts (not including expense of laying),
Ashes were used during the year for surfacing
on the following streets:
I
Saco,
Stroud water,
Spring,
Myrtle,
Rochester,
Warren avenue,
East Bridge,
West Pleasant,
Monroe avenue,
Gray,
Knight,
Highland,
High,
Garfield,
Park Road,
Conant,
Valentine,
Oak,
Cumberland,
Morton,
Middle Gorham Road, 
Brackett,
West Valentine,
Hammond, __
Total,
The above refers to surfacing. Maintenance of streets 
and sidewalks is not itemized.
Guide boards have been placed-on practically every 
street corner in the city and those which have not been
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placed are ready and will be placed in position as soon as 
possible.
OUT DISTRICTS.
Work has been done on the following roads : Buxton 
road, Bierce street, Cumberland street above Four Cor­
ners, Methodist street, Hardy street, Sawyer street, Duck 
Pond road, Falmouth street, Gowen street, Brook street, 
Pride street, Austin street and Brighton street at an 
expense of $2,858.78.
Street cleaning,
Sanding sidewalks,
Breaking sidewalks,
SIDEWALKS.
Sidewalk on Main street, between Mason and 
Forest streets, rebuilt and widened, brick,
180 sq. yds.,
New brick sidewalk, built on Main street, in 
front of Chase’s block, 250 sq. yds.,
Bridge street, west from Myrtle, 480 feet, ash,
Berkeley street, 300 feet, ash.
Bridgton street, 1,900 feet, ash,
Duck Pond street, gravel.
R esurfaced and B uilt Concrete.
Cumberland street, north of Brown, to S. D. W.
Co. tracks--
Cumberland street, in front of Warren Church,
222.6 sq. yds.,
Saco street, 1903  ^ sq. yds.,
Brown street (new), 190 sq. yds.
Bridge street, 126 linear feet, cement.
Six stone cross walks have been built, 1 Brown and 
Cumberland, 3 Bridge, 1 Dunn and Cloudman, 1 Warren 
avenue and Reservoir, at an expense of $270.00.
$745 72 
341 00 
338 47
$175 00
241 60 
70 00
310 00
$310. 00
100 62 
66 34
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NEW MACHINERY.
Under this head comes the installation of new crusher, 
engine, new drills, bins, house, crushing plant at Pride’s 
Corner, road drags and incidentals, at an expense of 
$2,700.00.
The balance of the appropriation was used for sur­
facing sidewalks, repairing streets, stable expenses and 
incidentals.
SEWERS.
Warren avenue, 365 ft. 10 in., 1 manhole, $278 74
Berkeley street (it was necessary to lower the 
old sewe r^), 450 ft. of new 8 in., and build 
manhole, 301 15
Middle Gorham road, old plank sewer renewed
with 24 in. pipe for a distance of 112 feet, 217 45 
Manhole placed at the corner of Pleasant and Main 
streets, and one built at the end of the Mason street 
sewer.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
For 1915 I would recommend an appropriation suffi­
cient to repair Warren avenue with Hassam from Main 
street to Cumberland street; Cumberland street from 
Boston & Maine crossing to Warren avenue, both sides 
of street car tracks, thence north to the railroad crossing 
of S. D. Warren & Co., near the residence of Joseph A. 
Warren, with Hassam 16 feet wide; a continuance of 
Macadam on our most traveled cross streets ; money suffi­
cient to start the portable crusher, and a sidewalk on the 
north side of Brown street from Myrtle street to the over­
head bridge of the Maine Central railroad. All of the iron 
bridges should be painted this year. Sheds must be 
provided to house tools and machinery.
REMARKS.
While the streets and sidewalks are in a most excel­
lent condition, to reduce the appropriation to any extent 
this coming year would be false economy. In order to
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hold that which has been accomplished and to continue to 
improve, a reasonable amount of money must be appro­
priated over the amount needed for fixed charges. We 
are breaking and sanding over 30 miles of sidewalks 
(% ash) and the maintenance is no small expense. The 
dragging of roads, a total of more than 40 miles, is worth 
all it costs, but the expense is considerable during a sea­
son. To fill the holes and ruts successfully there must be 
something to drag from the shoulders. If the roads are 
to be dragged often they must be surfaced often or clay 
and loam will be dragged on top of the gravel. Crushed 
stone should be used on the hills in the out districts. 
The expense would be a third more, but it would be more 
than 90 per cent cheaper in the end.
Cumberland street and Warren avenue, the latter 
between Main and Cumberland streets, should be repaired 
this year. Main street from the residence of William 
Holston to the Portland line, Main street from Church 
street to the M. 0. R. R. crossing will need attention 
within two years. Would it be good policy to have this 
work all come in one year?
From the appropriation this year we were obliged to 
use $2,700.00 for machinery, buildings, steam drills, etc., 
and we have now a complete new crushing plant. By 
using the old engine and boiler and the small crusher we 
have a portable plant convenient to use and easy tq move 
that will last for manyfyears. This has been needed for" 
a long time. The portable crusher is located on the city 
ledge near Pride’s Corner, with over 350 tons of stone 
ready to be crushed.
The State Road this coming year, is intended for Cum­
berland street.
INVENTORY.
One steam roller and scarifi-er, $3,000 00
Three road machines, 350 00
Two crushers and boilers, and incidentals, 4,000 00
Four horses, dump carts, sleds and incidentals, 1,200 00 
One chain fall, 15 00
STREETS AND SEWERS 2l
Two tar kettles, 100 00
One sidewalk roller, 12 00
Six sidewalk ploughs, 300 00
One derrick and fixtures, 125 00
One Edson pump and hose, 75 00
Two steam drills, battery and drills, 300 00
Ploughs, 25 00
One hard-pan plough, 20 00
One forge, anvil and hammers, 15 00
Six wheelbarrows, 12 00
Fifteen stone hammers and extra handles, 25 00
Tamping mauls. 5 00
One sprinkler, 150 00
Two Stetson wrenches, 3 00
One street push cart, '8 00
One grind stone, 3 00
50 lbs. stone drills and wedges, 5 00
Six sign posts, 6 00
Picks, 10 00
Sewer rods, 20 00
Lumber, 125 00
Waste, 5 00
Lanterns. 6 00
Four scythes, ' 4 00
One hundred lbs. nails, 3 50
Four saws, 5 00
Twelve rubbish cans, 12 00
One post spoon, 1 00
Three oil cans, 1 50
One sewer brush, 2 00
Two trowels, 1 00
Seven barrels Tarvia A., 29 75
Five barrels asphalt, Tascoill oil, /  80. 00
Eight street horses, 10 00
Two levels, 2 00
One loot, 3 00
Axes, 2 00
Shovels, 15 00
Pipes and Ys, 142 00
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Two sets tackle and fall, 8 00
One turf cutter and peevey, • 1 50
One Adams 3-way drag, 55 00
King drags, 50 00
One Standard platform scales, 150 00
Chains, 6 00
$10,514 25
I wish to thank S. D. Warren & Co. for ashes gener­
ously donated, without which it would not have been 
possible to have kept the streets and walks in the con-, 
dition they now are. Also to the Mayor, City Council 
and the departments for their help and patience.
To the employees of this department I wish to ac­
knowledge my appreciation of their faithful assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
A. D . W oodbury,
Supt. of Streets and Sewers.
I
y
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Report o f the Assessors
W estbrook, M e ., Jan. 1, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Westbrook:
G entlemen:—We, the Assessors of Westbrook, beg 
leave to submit the following report for the year ending 
Dec. 31, 1914.
Appropriation by the City. Council for 1914, $133,500 00
Divided as follows:
Abatements, $ 700 00
Almshouse and Farm, 2,000 00
Browntail Moths, 1,910 00
City Debt, 1,000 00
County Tax, 6,881 12
Drains and Sewers, 2,800 00
Fire Department, 7,000 00
Health Department, 3,000 00
Incidentals, 5,429 11
Insurance, 275 00
Interest, 10,604 12
Memorial Day, 125 00
Memorial Library, 2,000 00
Old Liabilities, 2,496 99
Police, 4,500 00
Roads and Bridges, 14,500 00
Salaries, 5,500 00
School Books, 1,100 00
Schools, Common, 5,500 00
Schools, Cooking and Sewing, 600 00
Schools, Evening, 300 00
School, High, 8,000 00
School House Repairs, 2,000 00
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Schools, Industrial, 400 00
School House Insurance, 450 00
School, Manual Training, 600 00
State Roads, 1,599 00
State Tax, 24,794 66
Paving Bond, 3,000 00
Street Sprinkling, 1,200 00
Street Lights, 5,535 00
Support of Poor, 2,500 00
Water Contract, 1,050 00
Saccarappa Cemetery, 150 00
Permanent Roads, 4,000 00
Total Appropriation, $133,500 00
Total Tax, Real Estate, $109,838 76
Total Tax, Personal Estate, 18,567 00
Total Real and Personal Estate, $128,405 76
Poll Tax, 2161 Polls, 6,483 00
Street Sprinkling, 1,034 67
Brown Tail Moths, 106 80
Supplemental Tax, 395 84
Total Tax for 1914, $136,426 07
Appropriation, 133,500 00
Overlay, $2,926 07
VALUATION FOR 1914.
Real Estate, Resident, $2,463,335 00
Real Estate, Non-resident, 2,210,615 00
Total Real Estate, $4,673,950 00
Personal Estate, Resident, $395,210 00
Personal Estate, Non-resident, 394,915 00
Total Personal Estate, $790,125 00
Total Valuation for 1914, $5,464,075 00
Total Valuation for 1913, 5,410,655 00
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Value of Land, $828,153.00.
Value of Buildings, $3,845,797.00. 
Tax Rate, $23.50 per $1,000. 
Number of Polls Taxable, 2,187. 
Number of Polls not Taxable, 160. 
Total Number of Polls, 2,347.
Poll Tax, $3.00.
PERSONAL PROPERTY ASSESSED AS FOLLOWS:
L ivestock.
Horses, 363,
Oows, 390,
Sheep, 14,
Total Value of Livestock,
$27,225 00 
9,750 00 
70 00
$37,045 00
A ll O ther K ind of P ersonal P roperty.
Bank Stock, 198 Shares, $19,740 00
Trust Company Stock, 232 Shares, 18,250 00
Money at Interest, 50,530 00
Stock in Trade, 127,615 00
Motor Boats, 950 00
Lumber, 20,395 00
Carriages, 1,100 00
Automobiles, 30,650 00
Musical Instruments, 49,700 00
Furniture, 18,300 00
Finished Product in Mills, 100,000 00
Materials in Stock, 270,000 00
Machinery not taxed as Real Estate, 14',850 00
Other Property, 31,000 00
Total, $753,080 00
Amount of Livestock Brought Forward, 37,045 00
Total Amount Personal Property, $790,125 00
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DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE AND ASSESSED
VALUATION.
Railroad Property, $ 22,100 00
Street Railroad Property 23,000 00
Water Company, 3,900 00
Electric Light Company, 281,400 00
Gas Company, 2,700 00
Silk Mill, 62,000 00
Cotton Mill, 409,400 00
Paper and Pulp Mill, 1,601,450 00
Planing Mill and Foundry, 5,500 00
Hawkes Brick Works, 5,000 00
Ames Shovel and Tool Company, 5,600 00
Total, $2,421,650 00
NUMBER OF POLLS.
Assessed by Wards, 1914:
Ward 1, 432
Ward 2, 532
Ward 3, 407
Ward 4, 435
Ward 5, 355
Total, . 2,161
Supplemental Polls, 26
t
Total Number of Polls Assessed, 2,187
/  .
APPROPRIATION DIVIDED AS FOLLOWS. I
County Tax, $ 6,881 12
State Tax, 24,794 66
City Tax, 101,824 22
Total, $133,500 00
Overlay, 2,926 07
Total, $186,426 07
ASSESSORS 27
The Assessors have made abatement on taxes for the 
years 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913 and 1914 to the amount of 
$678.85.
D r . Or .
To Expenditures, $673 85 By Appropriation, $700 00 
Bal. Unexpended, 26 15
Total, $700 00 Total, $700 00*
Respectfully submitted,
S imon B. Strout, Chairman,
Soloman A. H ermann,
J oseph K night,
A lfred T urgeon,
J ohn P. G raham , Secretary,
Westbrook Board of Assessors.
.  >
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Report of the City Marshal
W estbrook, Me., Dec. 31, 1914.
♦
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Westbrook :
I submit herewith my annual report for the year 1914.
Total number of arrests,
Number before court,
Intoxication and disturbance, 
Intoxication,
Breaking and entering,
Larceny,
Assault and battery,
Adultery,
Immoral practices,
Assault with intent to kill,
Affray on street,
Forging and uttering,
Non-support of family,
Turned over to matron,
Doors found unlocked,
Street lights found out,
Applied for lodging,
Turned over to outside officials,
House calls,
Respectfully submitted,
105
53
15
11
2
8
6
2
2
2 •
2
1
1
1
■ 66 
35 
1051
G eorge R. B ennett,
City Marshal.
i
Vital Statistics
OF THE
CITY OF WESTBROOK FOR THE YEAR ENDING 
DECEMBER 31, 1914
Compiled by Alexander G. Wilson, City Clerk
B irths R eported by Local P hysicians.
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January, 0 3 0 5 0 7 0 2 18
February, 1 2 3 0 0 10 1 5 22
March, 0 1 8 4 2 7 0 1 23
April, 0 2 1 2 2 10 0 0 17
May, 4 3 1 7 0 5 0 0 20
June, 0 3 3 0 0 5 0 0 11
July, 3 1 2 2 0 3 0 3 14
August, 3 4 4 0 3 6 0 1 21
September, 3 1 3 3 0 6 0 2 18
October, 0 4 4 1 0 1 0 1 11
November, 0 1 1 0 0 9 0 3 14
December, 5 2 3 0 0 . 5 0 3 18
Totals, 19 27 34 24 7 74 1 21 207
N on-R esidents. 1
R . D. Smith, Portland, Maine, January, 1
W. D. Williamson, 4 4 4 4 February, 1
Harry S. Emery, ( 4 4 4 April, 1
Ernest B. Folsom, 4 C 4 4 4 4 2
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B. F. Wentworth, Scarboro, Maine, June, 1
0. 0. Moulton, So. Windham, “  July, 1
0. B. Thombs, Portland, “  August, 1
J. B. Drummond, So. Portland, “  October, 1
E. W. Files, Portland, “  November, 1
Grazia Furnio, Westbrook, “  “  1
Total, 11
M arriages R eported by  L ocal C lergymen .
Totals, 6 24 2
R eported by  N on-R esidents.
January, E. C. Harmon, Gorham, Me., 
February, B. J. Lipsky, Gorham, Me., 
March, Louis Blanchet, LimingtOn, Me., 
H. L. McCann, Portland, Me.,
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November,
December,
VITAL STATISTICS
April,
June,
September,
October,
November,
December,
H. L. McCann, Portland, Me.,
G. R. Stair, Portland, Me.,
B. J. Lipsky, Gorham, Me.,
0. G. Mosher, Augusta, Me.,
J. B. Ranger, Springvale, Me.,
T. F. McHugh, Somerville, Mass.,
H. G. Booth, Portland, Me.,
Jesse Hill, Portland, Me.,
H. G. Clarke, South Portland, Me., 
M. L. Pinanskey, Portland, Me.,
H. W. Haynes, Augusta, Me.,
L. Malveon, Peabody,Mass.,
G. R. Stair, Portland, Me.,
E. 0. Harmon, Gorham, Me.,
G. R. Stair, Portland, Me.,
John O’Dowd, Portland, Me.,
E. A. Carswell, Gorham, Me.,
Total,
D eaths R eported by  L ocal P hysicians .
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Totals,
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January,
March,
April,
June,
July,
September,
October,
November,
December,
R eported by N on-R esidents.
E. W. Files, Portland, Me.,
R. H. Bunker, Derry, N. H.,
W. A. Coombs, Lewiston, Me.,
A. H. Myers, Stonington, Conn.,
F. J. Weld, Portland, Me.,
F. X. Mahoney, Boston, Mass.,
0 . C. Moulton, South Windham, Me., 
C. L. c rague, Portland, Me.,
C. D. Smith, Portland, Me.,
H. E. Bates, Coroner, Augusta, Me.,
B. F. Wentworth, Scarboro, Me.,
B. B. Foster, Portland, Me.,
W. A. Porter, Portland, Me.,
F. O. Vanamee, Portland, Me.,
A. 0. Wright, Augusta, Me.,
O. 0. Moulton, South Windham, Me.,
C. H. Redlin, Gorham, Me.,
H. F. Twitchell, Portland, Me.,
0. M. Burr, Portland, Me.,
G. I. Geer, Portland, Me.,
N. M. Marshall, Portland, Me.,
O. D. Smith, Portland, Me.,
I. D. Harper, South Windham, Me., 
L. F. Norris, Bangor, Me.,
Total,
RECAPITULATION.
B irth s .
Reported by Local Physicians,
“  Non-Residents,
Total,
D eaths.
Reported by Local Physicians,
“  “  Non-Residents,
Total,
M arriages .
Reported by Local Clergymen,
“  Non-Residents,
Total,
Report of the Overseers o f the Poor
W e s t b r o o k , Me ., Jan. 1, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and Oity Council of Westbrook:
• G e n t l e m e n :—We beg to submit the following report 
for this department for 1914:
OUTSIDE POOR.
I think we can safely say that never before in the 
history of the city has this board been called upon to do 
so much for the poor as it has during 1914, not only for 
our own people, but for a large number having residences 
in other parts of the State and in other States.
Although we are reimbursed for their support, we 
have not only to care for them as we would our own, but 
we must furnish proof of their residence and collect the 
bills. Although we have spent a large sum, we think it 
has been well spent, and we had rather be criticised for 
using our poor well than otherwise. I think the people 
of this city will uphold us in so doing, and we think the 
appropriation should be large enough to cover the amount 
in order that there should be no overdraft as in former 
years.
No more money is expended by this board than is ab­
solutely necessary to relieve the distress and make the 
people comfortable. We are going to make no recom­
mendations, but trust your committee in making up the 
appropriation will look at this matter in the proper light.
ALMSHOUSE AND FARM.
The almshouse and farm has been a problem for us 
the past year, but we can truthfully say that the con­
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ditions there at the present are as good, if not better, 
than they have been for a long time. Although the finan­
cial showing is not what we wish it might be, we think it 
is very good considering the conditions with which we 
have had to contend. We have spent a large amount 
during the year, but it can be seen by the figures that the 
appropriation has not been much overdrawn. We have a 
large quantity of wood on hand, as we have recently pur­
chased, by the authority of the City Council, a large wood 
lot at a very reasonable price, and have been able to fur­
nish labor for a number of men who were out of work.
We have made repairs on the heating apparatus, but 
have not been able to paint the buildings, which are in 
bad condition. We are also in need of a shed in which 
to keep the farm wagons and other implements in order 
that they shall not be ruined by sun and rain, and we 
hope that you will consider these matters this year.
Supt. Kemp and wife resigned their position, and 
concluded their duties August 23d, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Eugene Crockett took charge that date. We think Mr. 
and Mrs. Crockett will prove the right people in the right 
place, as they are young and want to do what is right.
The number of inmates at the present time is 11, as 
follows: William Carroll, Joseph LaPage, Archie Ray­
mond, Pierre Theriault, Charles Haskell, Edward Small, 
Mrs. Barbour, Mrs. Babb, Miss Libby, Miss Stevehs, Miss 
Tefft.
INVENTORY OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROP­
ERTY AT ALMSHOUSE AND FARM
REAL ESTATE.
The Original Farm, $6,000 00
Chapman Farm, 4,000 00
$10,000 00
IOVERSEERS OF THE POOR
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
1 silo, $300 00 2 grain chests, 6
1 seeder, 20 00 1 set measures, 1
1 manure spreader, 70 00 1 double sled, 40
1 sulky plow, 35 00 1 single sled, 15
1 potato sprayer, 125 00 2 hayraeksand wheels, 60
1 corn planter, 20 00 75 cords wood at
1 spring-tooth harrow, 15 00 $7.50, 562
1 potato digger 75 00 200 cords wood at
1 weeder, 15 00 $5.00, 1,000
1 mowing machine, 40 00 2 hand rakes, 2 drag
4 potato diggers 2 50 rakes, 5 blankets
2 horse rakes, 40 00 and halters, 15
1 two-row cultivator, 38 00 6 sythes and snaths, 1
2 plows, 3 harrows, 2 bush sythe and
cultivators, 60 00 snath, 7
1 feed truck, 5 00 1 pick-axe, 2
3 axes, 4 00 1 crosscut saw, 2
1 stone hammer, 2 bars, 3 00 Carpenter bench and
7 shovels, 3 -00 tools, 25
2 double harnesses, 40 00 1 wheelbarrow, 2
3 single harnesses, 60 00 1 seed sower, 5
4 manure forks, 2 50 1 lawn mower, 3
5 hay forks, 3 00 23 tie chains, 5
2 wagons, 50 00 9 cows, 540
1 double wagon, 2 1 bull, 75
carts, 150 00 1 calf, 10
100 feet hose, 4 00 1 heifer, 15
14 drinking tubs, 28 00 1 pair horses, 600
4 ladders, 15 00 1 horse, 200
Platform scales, 9 00 8 hogs, 132
3 barn brooms, 1 50 35 hens, 20
2 sets blocks and rope, 13 50 60 cords manure, 180
2 feed pails, 80 55 tons hay, '935
1 monkey wrench, 1 00 Grain, 90
1 pipe wrench, 1 50 1 ton plaster, 8
1 logging chain, 1 50 2 barrels flour, 12
1 logging bunk, 2 00 Clothes line and pins, 1
1 stump lifter, 10 00 1 sewing machine , 5
35
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
X  •
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1 meat saw, carving set, 2 50 1 doz. napkins, 12
Cleavers, 2 00 small towels, 3 50
1 one-half bu. basket, 50 Butter carriers, 5 00
3 hand sprinklers, 1 50 Pork jar, 3 50
2 kitchen tables, 2 00 7 baking pans, 3 00
1 milk separator, 65 00 18 knives and forks, 4 00
1 clothes wringer, 2 00 1 ladle, 50
2 tables, 10 00 8 tea, 6 dessert spoons, 4 00
2 wash boards, 1 50 3 carving knives, 1 50
15 chairs, 2 50 8 mixing spoons, 1 00
4 mirrors, 10 00 10 bath towels, 1 00
1 chamber set, 25 00 Pictures and frames, 5 00
4 bedsteads, 12 00 Butter mixers, 10 00
1 china closet, 7 00 6 dining chairs, 6 00
Dust pan and brooms, 1 50 1 desk, 13 00
2 tea kettles, 2 00 1 couch, 17 00
1 set dishes, 12 00 Butter board, cake
1 hall tree, 10 00 board, 2 00
2 straw carpets, 10 00 Bread board and roll­
1 porcelain preserve ing pin, 1 50
dish, 1 00 1 churn, 2 00
1 pump, 3 00 2 bean pots, 80
1 stepladder, 1 00 4 parlor chairs, 20 00
Ice tongs, 1 00 4 morris chairs, 8 00
35 bu. potatoes, 17 50 1 art square, 17 00
Cabbage, 8 00 1 art square, 2 00
250 lbs. pork, 30 00 3 carpets, 20 00
5 gals, vinegar, 1 00 2 porcelain kettles, 80
26 lbs. butter, 8 75 10 wiping towels, 2 50
1 dipper, 1 steamer, 50 Groceries, 60 00
Chopping tray and Preserves, 24 00
knife, 1 50 2 cooler cans, 3 00
Scales, scoop and Bath and set tubs, 500 00
weights, 2 00 Heating apparatus, 900 00
1 washing machine, 10 00 9 doz. preserve jars, 10 00
Oil heater, 3 50 3 feather beds, 20 00
2 frying pans, 1 00 11 blankets, 13 00
2 clocks, 7 00 7 table cloths, 9 00
Butter tray and stamp, 4 00 1 bread pan, 1 00
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Cream and milk pails, 10 pillows, 10 00
straining pail, 4 00 4 bed springs, 10 00
7 screen doors, 12 00 1 ton coal, 7 00
12 empty barrels, 3 00 2 one-bu. baskets, 1 00
1 range, 160 00 Coal hod, 50
5 bowls, 1 00 Hose, 2 00
5 milk pitchers, 1 00 25 lbs. sugar, 2 50
3 pudding dishes, 1 50 3 gals, molassess, 1 20
2 fruit dishes, 75 2 oil cans, 1 00
3 stone jars, 3 00 1 coffee pot, 1 tea pot, 1 00
Meat grinder, 3 00 2 firkins, 4 00
2 wash boilers. 4 50 1 hanging lamp, 4 00
2 roasting pans, 3 00 3 bureaus, 8 00
Refrigerator, 5 00 Soap, 17 50
Medicine chest, 5 00 2 clothes horses, 22 00
2 rugs, curtains and 8 flatirons, 2 50
fixtures, 2 50 1 rocking chair,26 window screens
5 00
, 10 004 mattresses,
2 dish pans, 36 milk 
pans,
8 00 Ensilage, 120 00
6 00 $8,362 60
INMATES’ DEPARTMENT.
Dishes and kitchen 2 bed pans, 2 50
ware, $15 00 8 feather beds, 40 00
4 rocking chairs, 3 00 20 mattresses, 40 00
4 chairs, 2 00 42 pillows, 42 00
6 stands, 4 00 40 pillow cases, 8 00
3 bureaus, __ 2 00 33 sheets, 16 50
Dust pan and broom, 60 10 bed spreads, 20 00
24 bedsteads, 48 00 10 pair blankets, 10 00
2 tables, 6 00 10 comforters, 10 00
1 mirror, 75 10 towels, 1 50
1 coffee pot, 1 tea pot, 
3 pair crutches,
1 00 
4 50
Clothing, 75 00
Balls, fetters, chains, 5 00 $359 35
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Total amount of expenditures at the Farm, $5,204 34
Receipts, $1,564 56
Value of wood on hand, 1,562 50
-----------  $3,127 06
Balance, $2,077 28
Appropriation, $2,000 00
Overdraft, 77 28
Total, $2,077 28
Total expenditure, support of poor, $6,359 74
Receipts, 1,004 50
Balance, $5,355 24
Appropriation, $2,500 00
Overdraft, 2,855 24
Total, $5,355 24
Respectfully submitted,
A rthur E. G ray ,
Secretary.
REPORT OF THE
Trustees o f Woodlawn Cemetery
W e stb r o o k , M a in e , Dec. 31, 1914.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of 
Westbrook:
The Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery respectfully
submit the following report:
Received for sale of lots, half lots and single
graves, $1,963 00
Received for perpetual care, 696 88
opening and trimming graves, 240 50
Miscellaneous receipts, 304 00
Interest on bond, 951 00
Total receipts, not including perpetual care, $3,458 50
Expended for care and development, $1,968 18
Trustees’ salaries, 75 00
Total expenditures, $2,043 38
IMPROVEMENTS.
The trustees feel that the improvements for the year 
in the cemetery have far exceeded all other years, es­
pecially in the central and lower sections, where a/ large 
amount of work has been done.
During the year eight (8) lots have been developed 
in Section B at a valuation of $1,000, four (4) lots in Sec­
tion F and one in Section I, estimated at $875. Sixty (60) 
lots have been top-dressed and six (6) lots have been dug 
over and improved.
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The usual amount of leveling of sunken graves has 
been done at the expense of the city, and the trustees 
have kept the cemetery clean and attractive.
The trustees have installed two (2) new watering 
places in the lower section, which is a great advantage to 
the lot owners in that part of the cemetery, which is fast 
developing. The trustees have also supervised the erec­
tion of four (4) ornamental posts at the central entrance, 
which was under contemplation last year. These posts 
are of brick and granite and the work was in charge of 
Geo. T. Roberts of Gorham. The work was completed in 
early summer and dedicated with impressive ceremonies.
Eastern avenue has been lowered to correspond with 
the established grade, and the undeveloped land between 
Eastern and Western avenues has been leveled and seed­
ed down and makes a much neater appearance. The 
building formerly used as a tool-house has been moved to 
a more convenient location and remodeled. It now an­
swers the purpose of a tool-house and waiting-room and is 
estimated to be worth at least one hundred dollars ($100) 
more than before remodeling.
Further improvements on this building are under con­
templation for the next year. Annual care has been 
maintained on thirty-eight (38) lots for the year, much to 
the improvement of the cemetery, and fifty (50) vases 
have been watered the past summer. 1
An excellent showing has been made in regard to care 
and the trustees would again urge all those owning lots 
not provided with care to arrange for same as far as pos­
sible. The prices for perpetual care are $50 for circle and 
sixteen-grave lots and $25 for eight-grave lots. By vote 
of the trustees the price of one-half of sixteen-grave lots 
has been changed from $87.50 to $100. Four attractive 
signs relating to care have been placed in conspicuous 
parts of the cemetery.
In the early part of the year Mr. Daniel Taggart, who 
had acted so faithfully as care-taker of the cemetery, was 
on account of poor health obliged to resign and E. J. 
Laverty was elected to be care-taker, and the general ap-
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pearance of the cemetery would show that he took up the 
work with earnestness and interest and was the right 
man for the place.
The trustees would be glad to talk over matters per­
taining to the cemetery with anyone calling at their 
office, the office hours being from 7 to 9 F. M. the first 
and third Thursdays of every month.
Following is an inventory of tools, etc., on hand for 
the year ending Dec. 31, 1914:
2 lawn mowers, $10 00
2 rakes, 1 00
2 hoes, 50
1 fork, ' 50
2 scythes, 1 50
1 sickle, 50
100 feet garden hose, no value
6 lawn settees, 12 00
5 shovels, 2 50
1 striking hammer, 1 00
1 canvas, 2 00
4 rubbish tubs, 4 00
2 picks, 1 50
1 trimmer, 5 00
Annual markers, 10 40
Perpetual markers (new this year), 10 00
Office building, 150 00
Miscellaneous, 13 00
SAOCARAPPA CEMETERY.
This cemetery has been under the charge of the 
trustees for the past year and so far as the appropriation 
from the city would allow many improvements have been 
made. A tool house was purchased, moved and repaired 
and some tools were bought. A large amount of unsight­
ly brush and undergrowth has been cut and burned, es­
pecially along the banks of the Beaver pond, so called. 
It is hoped the Oity Council will allow us a liberal amount
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of money with which to work the coming year. The 
trustees would like to sow some grass seed and plant 
some trees and remove considerable brush and dead trees 
in the gully between the old and new parts of the ceme­
tery.
A lfred W . Swett,
E. J. Laverty,
Lewis L. Leighton,
Trustees Woodlawn Cemetery.
>
.1
Chief Engineer o f Fire Department
W estbrook, Maine, Feb. 15, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
I beg leave to submit the following,
Engineer’s report for the year 1914.
During the year there were 50 alarms.
Bell alarms,
Still alarms,
Loss on buildings,
Insurance on buildings,
Excess of insurance over loss,
Loss on contents,
Insurance on contents,
Excess of insurance over loss,
IMPROVEMENTS.
During the past year there have been two new 
hydrants added, one at the corner of Mason and Oak 
streets and one at the corner of Berkeley and Oak streets. 
The hydrants have all been newly painted. A hose wagon 
has been purchased for Valentine Hose Company, No. 2, 
and five hundred feet of new hose has been added to the 
Department. I will recommend that one thousand feet 
be bought this year and a larger hook and ladder truck, 
also a combination chemical and hose truck for Presump- 
scot Hose Company, No. 1.
To the Mayor and Committee on Fire Department, I 
wish to express my thanks for the courtesy and services 
rendered the Department during the year. s
Respectfully submitted,
O scar 0 .  L ibby ,
Chief Engineer.
REPORT OF THE
as the Chief
21
29
$ 6,013 00
35,600 00
29,587 00
3,480 00
6,700 00
3,220 00
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ROSTER OF
Westbrook Fire Department
N
OSCAR C. LIBBY,
0. E. RENY,
CHARLES A. YALLEE,
Chief E ngineer 
F irst A ssistant 
Second A ssistant
Committee on Fire Department
John G irard A rthur J . (^uilette
H arold N . Lord
i
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Presumpscot Hose Company, No. 1
J. W. Kelly, 
0. P. Strout, 
H. Babb,
L. A. Frank, 
W. W. Neal, 
F. L. Elwell, 
T. Green,
Captain 
Lieutenant 
Clerk and Treasurer 
Steward
First Pipeman, First Line .
T. Green,
J. McDonald,
E. I. Cummings,
J. W. Graham, “
L. Goff,
E. Barker, “
H. Frank, “
E. Hawkes, “
T. Hendrickson, “
Charles E. Douglas, Driver
Thomas Meehau,
A. L. McCubrey, “
William Miller, “
Charles Swett,
Alexander Bryson,
Edward Reny,
William Byrne, First Substitute
Robert Perrin, Second
Wilfield Welch, Third
Eli R. Cook,
Valentine Hose Company, No. 2
Otis J. Young, 
George Weymouth, 
Henry B. Pride, 
Frank A. Boyce, 
Millard Libby, 
Frank Young, 
William Walker, 
Harry Reny,
D. K. Hamilton,
Captain 
Lieutenant 
Clerk 
. Steward 
First Pipeman 
Assistant 
Second 
Assistant
Hoseman
Driver
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Hook and Ladder Company, No. 1
James Fairservice, 
Joseph A. Byrne, 
Charles H. Leighton, 
Albert G. Meserve, 
Ernest S. Estes, 
Manning S. Berry, 
Thomas L. Beatty, 
Harold N. Lord, 
Frank Robinson, 
Michael F. Mogan, 
William L. Hamiton, 
Herbert D; Barbour, 
Marshall H. Merrill, 
Fr*ed H. Naylor,
W. Rexford Poole, 
George R. Bennett,
Captain
Lieutenant
Clerk
Steward
Dogger
Axeman
44
Rakeman
4 4
Ladder man
Driver
I
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List o f Hydrants
1—Brackett at Cross, M. P. Free
2—Brackett at No. 38, M .P. Free
3—Brackett at Main, B. M. Co. Free
4—Bridge at Main, M. P. Free
5—Bridge at No. 70, M. P. Free
6—Bridge at Walker, M. P. Free
7—Brown near Dodge, M. P. Free
8—Brown at Walker, M.,P. Free
9—Brown at Reserve, M. P. Free
10—Brown at King, M. P. Free
11—Brown near Knight, M. P. Free
12—Brown opp. Garfield, M. P. Free
13—Brown near M. C. R. R., M. P. Free
14—Brown at Co. Bdg. House, M. P. Free
15—Conant, opp. W., N. & P. R. R., M. P. Free
16—Central at Cross, M. P. Free
17—Central at No. 41, M. P. Free
18—Central near B. & M. R. R., M. P. Free
19—Cottage Place, M. P. Free
20—Cross at Church, M. P. Free
21—Cumberland at Main, M. P. Free
22—Cumberland at Warren, M. P. Free
23—Cumberland at Mill Entrance, M. P. Free
24—Cumberland, opp. J. E. Warren’s, M. P. Free
25—Dodge at Bridge, M. P. Free
26—East Valentine, opp. Schoolhouse, M. P. Free 
1 Free27—East Valentine at Spring, M. P.
28—Gorham Road, near Bixby’s, 20-in., M. P. July 1, ’18
29—Hawkes St., M. P. Free
30—Haskell and Main, M. P. Free
31—Haskell at No. 30, * M. P. Free
32—Lamb at Oak, M. P. Free
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33— Lamb at Cottage, M. P. Free
34— Lamb at Gray, M. P. Free
35— Longfellow at No. 1, M. P. Free
36— Longfellow at No. 2, M. P. Free
37— Main at Memorial Library, M. P. July 1, ’20
38— Main at Saco, M. P. Free
39— Main at Central, M. P. Free
40— Main at Church, M. P. Free
41— Main near Dunn, . M. P. Free
42— Main at No. 199, M. P. Free
43— Main opp. Warren School, M. P. Free
44— Main opp. Brown’s Hall, M. P. Free
45— Main at Forest, M. P. Free
46— Main opp. Manning’s, M. P. Free
47— Main at Tolman, M. P. Free
48— Main opp. Foster & Brown’s, M. P. Free
49— Main at Spring, M. P. Free
50— Main at Stroud water, M. P. Free
51— Main opp. W. K. Dana’s, M. P. Free
52— Mechanic at West Valentine, M. P. Free
53— North opp. L. Morris, M. P. July 1, '16
54— North at Kiver, M. P. Free
55— Pleasant near Main, M. P. July 1, ’20
56— Park at Lamb, M. P. Free
57— Pennell at Brackett, M. P. Free
58— Pine at Haskell, M. P. Free
59— Rochester at Lamb, M. P. July 1, ’20
60— Rochester at No. 19, M. P. Free
61— Rochester at Main, M. P. Free
62— Stroudw’r Road near Sheehan’s, 20-in., M. P. July 1 ,’18
63— Stroud water at Main, M. P. July 1,'*20
64— Stroudwater at Files, M. P. Free
65— Stroudwater at Hawkes, M. P. Free
66— State near Main, M. P. July 1, ’20
67— Saco at Old Canal, M. P. Free
68— Saco at West Valentine, M. P. Free
69— Seavey at Main, M. P. Free
70— Seavey at Cottage, M. P. Free
71— Seavey at Gray, M. P. Free
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72— Spring near B. & M. R. R., M. P. Free
73— Spring at No. 34, M. P. Free
74— Spring opp. Jere Staples’ , M. P. Faee
75— Spring at Union, M. P. Free
76— Union at McKinley, 6-in., M. P. July 1, ’18
77— Warren at Pearl, M. P. Free
78— Walker at No. 32, M. P. Free
79— Forest cor. Cottage, M. P. Jan. 1, ’21
80— Pearl near Raymond, M. P. Jan. 1, ’21
81— Spring opp. W. B. Bragdon’s, M. P. July, 1923
82— Bridge opp. Star Laundry, M. P. July, 1923
83— Mechanic near B. & M. R. R., M. P. July, 1923
84— Gorham near A. F. Warren’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
85— Gorham near Old Canal, M. P. Jan., 1925
86— Gorham near Wra. Hall’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
87— Pierce near E. J. Haskell’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
88— Pierce near Howard Pride’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
89— Pierce near John Kinmond’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
90— Bridge cor. North, M. P. Jan., 1925
91— Bridge near Peter Levigne’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
92— Cumberland near David Stack’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
93— Cumberland near F. H. Allen’s, M. P. Jan., 1925
94— Park Road near S.D.W.& Co.’s barn,M. P. Jan., 1926
95— Park Road cor. Longley Road, M. P. Jan., 1926
96— Park Road near M. Fabricus’ , M. P. Jan., 1926
97— Brighton near Lyman Walker’s, M. P. Jan., 1926
98— Bridgton near Warren & Smith’s houses,
M. P. Jan., 1925
99— Bridgton opp. Warren & Smith’s houses,
M. P. Jan., 1925
100— Bridgton between Beecher’s, and Smith
and Warren’s, M. P. Jan., 1926
101— Bridgton near Beecher’s house, M. P. Jan., 1926
102— Bridgton near Pat Flynn’s, M. P. Jan., 1926
103— Bridgton near EdwardS. Walker’s, M. P. Jan., 1926
104— Bridgton cor. Brook, M. P. Jan., 1926
105— Bridgton opp. Geo. F. Bailey’s, M. P. Jan., 1926
106— Oak at Berkeley, M. P. Jan., 1926
107— Oak at Mason, M. P. Jan., 1926
IReport of the City Forester
W estbrook, Me ., Jan. 26, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of Westbrook:
I submit the following report of the Brown-tail moth 
work for the year 1914.
The Brown-tail moth nests were found in large num­
bers, especially near the street lights, along the highway. 
The large elm trees are the most difficult to clean, owing 
to the height and size.
The work covered all the highways and property be­
longing to the city. The expense was large, because of 
the numerous nests found on all trees and bushes.
For the cost of removal refer to the Treasurer’s re­
port.
Examination of many nests were made for parasites. 
Many were found, which accounts for the few nests found 
at the present time. 1
Respectfully submitted,
Cleophas B oucher,
City Forester.
i
REPORT OF THE
Trustees o f Memorial Library
To the Honorable Council of the City of Westbrook :
G entlemen :—The Trustees and Regents of the Me­
morial Library beg leave to submit the following report 
for the year 1914.
The organization for the past year has been as follows : 
President—J. E. Warren.
Vice President—H. E. Townsend.
Secretary—E. J. Haskell.
Auditing Committee—Mayor Robinson, Ovide Fortin, 
0. E. Bailey.
Purchasing Committee—H. E. Townsend, K. S. Ray­
mond, E. J. Haskell.
During the year extensive repairs were made on the 
roof of the building.
Also an iron fence was erected around the grounds. 
The library is used by our citizens, especially by the 
Ladies’ Clubs and the pupils in our scoools.
The report of the librarian gives the work done dur­
ing the year.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the Trustees and Regents of the Memorial Library of 
Westbrook :
G entlemen :—1 have the honor to present the libra­
rian’s twenty-first annual report, which gives the record 
of the library for 1914.
ACCESSIONS.
There have been 600 accessions, classified as follows: 
340 fiction, 56 history or travel, 40 reference literature,
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24 biography, 31 philosophy or sociology, 38 arts or science, 
and the remainder miscellaneous.
The entire number of books now in the library is 
14,606. 95 books were withdrawn from the library and
13 of them replaced. A number of the withdrawn books 
were destroyed by the Board of Health on account of ex­
posure to contagious disease.
512 of the accessions were purchased ; 64 were bound 
magazines and 11 were gifts. Almost all of the gifts 
were from the Maine State Library.
The number of bound magazines now in the library 
is 1,177.
Many of the older or less called-for books have been 
placed in the upper stack-room, thus necessitating some 
change in the cataloguing.
We have followed the example of last year in not 
buying many books in sets. Instead, we have tried to 
find out the real needs of the public, which can be met 
more often by the purchase of single volumes, and to en­
rich the library where the needs arose. We have con­
tinued to buy many valuable works on local history. 
This department of ours is unusually good for a small 
library.
We have endeavored tu complete our set of the Maine 
Historical Society publications, many volumes of which 
were lacking. We have purchased, also, books of(especial 
interest to our own people, as, for instance, “ Westbrook 
Papers,’ ’ a compilation of the letters of Col. Thomas 
Westbrook and others; “ The Life of Sir William Pepper- 
rell,” by David Thurston; “ The Pine Tree Coast," by 
Samuel Adams Drake; “ The Life of Samuel Tucker,’’ by 
John H. Sheppard, and “ The Life of Sir Henry Yane, Jr.,” 
by H. M. King. We might mention also “ The History of 
Castine, Penobscot and Brooksville,” by George A. Wheeler 
and “ The Records of Narragansett Township, No. 1,”  
which is really the very early history of the town of Bux­
ton. Also “ The History of Kennebunk” by Daniel Re- 
mich, and “ The History of Mount Mica”  by A. C. Hamlin, 
which gives an account of Maine tourmalines. “ The Life
t
I
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and Times of Hannibal Hamlin,” by Ohas. E. Hamlin 
would interest many people.
We have tried to keep in touch with the schools and 
to supplement the school libraries. We have had sur­
prising success in this. Some books of value in this con­
nection are “ The Microscope and its Revelations,” by W. 
B. Carpenter; “ Harper’s Wireless Book,” by A. H. V erill; 
“ With the Men Who do Things,”  by A. R. Bond; “ A 
Short History of Art,”  by J. B. De Forest, and a number 
of Boy Scout books.
It would be useless to attempt to mention the books 
which we have bought at the request of the various 
women’s clubs, the programs of which are all extremely 
familiar to the librarians. It is enough to say that we 
have tried to keep every department of the library up to 
date, and at the same time to please the greatest possible 
number of people.
REGISTRATION.
There were 279 new cards issued, which is a larger 
number than were issued in 1913. Westbrook High School 
students living outside of the city are allowed to use 
cards. The total registration is now 7,019.
CIRCULATION.
There were 34,244 books taken out of the library for 
home use. This would seem to show a slight falling off 
in circulation from that of the year before. However, 
the library was open for the delivery of books only 299 
days, and the average daily output, therefore, was greater 
than that of 1913, being about 115 books per day. The 
library was closed entirely during one week in April for 
the purpose of fumigation, and also partially closed'' upon 
June 9th, which was the most important of the Westbrook 
Centennial days. Upon this Centennial day, however, 
the reading rooms were kept open, and the librarian was 
present to show strangers about the library.
The number of books other than fiction which have 
been taken out of the library during the year, has risen
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one per cent. This may seem very little to the public at 
large, but it is a very important indication, indeed, to 
the librarian.
The largest number of books delivered in one day wTas 
290 on March 7th. The smallest number was 20 on April 
14th, the day before the library was closed for fumigation.
There were 81 mail notices sent for over-due books.
I l l  books have been rebound..
We have loaned books toother libraries, and borrowed 
from them, also, during the year.
READING ROOMS.
The work in the upper reading room has greatly in­
creased. The number of books given out for reading room 
use is registered at 2,722, but a great deal of work is done 
at the desk for the students in the city schools. This co­
operation between school and library has been very pro­
nounced during the year.
We receive a number of periodicals regularly as gifts, 
“ The Protectionist,” from Mr. Woodbury K. ‘Dana, 
“ Science,” from Mr. Percy L. Ricker of Washington, 
D. 0., and “ The Woman’s Journal,” from Mrs. Marilla 
M. Ricker of Dover, N. H. We have substituted “ The 
Country Gentleman” for “ The New England Homestead.”
FINANCE.
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1914, $ 5 22 1
Total cash receipts for the year, 
Expenditures,
72 45
$64 63
Balance on hand, V 13 04
$77 67 $77,67
GENERAL STATISTICS.
Total number of books in library, 14,606
Volumes added during the year, 600
Volumes withdrawn, 95
Notices sent for over-due books, 81
Total registration, 7,019
Respectfully submitted,
Lillian Q uinby, Librarian.
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The librarians and janitor have our thanks for the 
faithful and efficient service they have rendered.
( Signed,
J ohn E. W arren ,
O. G. K . R obinson,
W . K . D an a ,
K ing S. R aymond,
H . E. Townsend,
Joseph K night,
O vide F ortin,
Ohas. 0 . B ailey ,
E. J. H askell.
Report of the Board of Health
W estbrook, Me., Jan. 1, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and the Board of Aldermen of 
the Oity of Westbrook :
We, the Board of Health of the Oity of Westbrook, 
beg leave to submit the following report for the year 
1914. The city during the past year has enjoyed one of 
the most healtful periods in its history, with the excep­
tion of an epidemic of smallpox of quite large proportions. 
Although there were no fatalities this was a great loss to 
the city financially. As you are probably aware, to offer 
free vaccination to the public means a great expense, and 
as we were wholly unprepared to handle a smallpox epi­
demic this meant a still larger expense. However it is 
now our pleasure to report that the city now has an up to 
date Detention Hospital located on the city farm. It is 
provided with all modern improvements and facilities for 
handling any cases where it is deemed best to quarantine 
a family, and should prove an important factor in safe­
guarding the public health against possible exposure and 
cut down the cost to the city to about one-half.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
You will notice that with the exception of smallpox 
and tubercular cases there have been the smallest num­
ber of contagious diseases on record. There have been 
reported to the secretary of the board 56 cases, classified 
as follows: Scarlet Fever 3, Typhoid Fever 3, Diphtheria 
1, Tuberculosis 9, Smallpox 40.
NUISANCE COMPLAINTS.
There were reported to the board 20 cases of nuisance, 
two of which can be remedied only by the construction of
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sewers, which have already been recommended by his 
honor, Mayor Robinson. Seven other complaints were 
made on account of the odor arising from catch basins and 
cesspools along the streets of the city and to relieve this 
we would recommend that some suitable trap be installed 
in these places. The other eleven cases were taken care 
of by the owners of the property or their agents.
TUBERCULOSIS.
Nine deaths from tuberculosis have been reported to 
the secretary of the board, and this is about the same 
number as for the last two years. There seems to be 
something wrong with the system of reporting this dis­
ease. The State law requires that immediately upon the 
discovery of a case of tuberculosis, the attending physi­
cian shall report it to the secretary of the State Board of 
Health, who shall notify the local board. This system is 
not carried out at the present time and the board is 
endeavoring to adjust the matter more satisfactorily.
MILK INSPECTION.
The matter of the inspection of milk is one which we 
think should not be neglected. There is no doubt but 
that the milk supply in this city is as good as that of any 
city, but we have no means of knowing whether or not 
the milk comes from cows that have been tested. As the 
creation of the office of a milk inspector can come only 
through the municipal council, we would recommend that 
such an office be created and that a capable man be ap­
pointed to do this important work.
In closing we wish to express to the Mayor and the 
members of the City Council our appreciation of the 
prompt manner in which they have granted our requests, 
and for their courteous treatment of and hearty coopera­
tion with the board.
Respectfully submitted,
P atrick H. W elch,
Secretary.
Report of the Inspector of Plumbing
During the year year 1914, 56 permits have been 
granted and the following work has been done :
Bath tubs installed, • 25
Water closets installed, 66
Lavatories installed, 27
New sinks trapped and old re-trapped, 42 
Drinking fountains installed, 1
Respectfully submitted,
J ohn O uilette,
Inspector of Plumbing.
I
IPlumbing Rules and Regulations
Section 1. No person shall carry on the business of 
plumbing in the city of Westbrook, hereafter, unless he 
shall have first, under such regulations as the Board of 
Health of the said city shall prescribe, registered his 
name and place of business at the office of said Board of 
Health ; and notice of any change of place of business of 
a registered plumber shall be immediately given at the 
office of said Board of Health.
Section 2. Every plumber before doing any work in 
a building, except in the case of repairs of leaks, shall file 
at the office of the Board of Health, upon blanks to be 
provided for that purpose, a specification of the work to 
performed, and no plumbing work shall be done in any 
building without the approval of said Board of Health, 
and in accordance with such rules and regulations as the 
said Board of Health shall adopt and make public.
Section 3. Any violations of the provisions of the 
foregoing sections, or of the provisions of the rules and 
regulations prescribed by the Board of Health with refer­
ence to the registration of plumbers or methods of doing 
work, shall be deemed a misdemeanor and punished by a 
fine not exceeding twenty dollars.
Section 4. Every master or journeyman plumber en­
gaged in business or doing work in the city of Westbrook, 
shall appear in person at the office of the Board of Health, 
Scates Building, at such times as the Board shall appoint, 
and register his name and place of business, in accordance 
with an Ordinance relating to the registration of 
plumbers.
Section 5. Each journeyman plumber, and master 
plumber who does the work of a journeyman plumber,
J
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will be required to show to the Board, by an examination, 
that he possesses the knowledge, ability and capacity re­
quisite to do the work of his trade in a thorough and 
workmanlike manner.
Section 6. It shall be the duty of every plumber to 
give to the Secretary of the Board immediate notice of 
any change <5f residence or place of business, for the cor­
rection of the register.
Section 7. The plumbing and drainage of all new 
buildings, and of those already built, when material al­
terations are made, must be done in accordance with 
specifications submitted to, and approved by the Board of 
Health.
(B lanks fo r the above mentioned specifications will be furnished 
by the Board upon application therefor.)
Section 8. All houses and other buildings on prem­
ises abutting on a street in which there is a public sewer, 
shall be connected with the sewer by the owner or agent 
of the premises, in the most direct manner possible, and, 
if feasible with a separate connection for each house or 
building.
Section 9. All materials used must be of good quali­
ty, and free from defects. All work must be executed in 
a thorough and workmanlike manner, and no work shall 
be covered or in any way concealed, until it has been in­
spected and tested by said Board of Health and a certifi­
cate of approval issued to the person doing the work.
For the purpose of this inspection and testing, due 
notice shall be given the Board when the work is suffi­
ciently far advanced for its proper performance. If'any 
work is found unsatisfactory it shall be, within a reason­
able time, to be fixed by the Board in each case, either 
made satisfactory or removed by the person doing the 
work or having it in charge; which, if he fails to do, the 
Board will have the work done at his expense or that of 
the owner or agent, and the name of the plumber doing 
or responsible for the work shall be stricken from the list 
of registered plumbers.
Section 10. The drain from the sewer to the house- 
drain junction, must he of hard, salt-glazed, cylindrical, 
earthenware, or iron pipe free from defects and not less 
than six inches in diameter, if of earthenware.
It must be laid upon a smooth bottom and in a per­
fect line, both laterally and vertically, with a fall of at 
least one-fourth of an inch to the foot, and more when 
practicable. All joints in earthen pipes must be uni- 
formallyand completely filled with best hydraulic cement, 
none of which must be forced into the pipe to obstruct its 
calibre and in iron pipe either calked with lead or have 
screw joints.
Section 11. The house-drain from a point at least 
ten feet outside the cellar wall, shall be of extra heavy 
cast iron pipe, at least four inches in diameter and of uni­
form thickness, free from holes and cracks and with tight 
calked leaded joints (unless wrought iron pipe with screw 
joints is used); this pipe shall not be subjected to press­
ure when passing through the wall and shall extend by 
the most direct course to receive the fittings, to at least 
two feet above the roof of the building undiminished in 
size, and its top shall not be obstructed by any hood or 
cowl, but may have a wire basket on its top; if in an ad­
dition or ell, its height must have a safe relation to the 
roof of the main house or of nearby windows.
Above the highest fixtures, standard pipe may be 
used. All horizontal portions shall have a fall of at least 
x/i inch to the foot, and more if practicable; shall be firm­
ly ironed or secured to the cellar walls, suspended from, 
or laid on floor timbers unless this is impracticable, in 
which case they may be laid in a trench in the cellar bot­
tom, but must be securely supported. There shall be a 
main running trap with an accessible clean-out, witlj gas 
tight plug screw and a water seal of sufficient depth, 
either just outside or just inside the cellar wall. The 
main drain should also have an opening for cleaning pur­
poses, closed with a brass screw plug.
All fittings used in connection with this drain or soil 
pipe must correspond with it in weight and quality.
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Section 12. Every sink, basin, bath-tub, slop-hopper, 
and each set of trays, and every fixture having a waste 
pipe, shall be furnished with a non-syphoning trap placed 
as near fixture as practicable, and no trap shall be placed 
at the bottom of a vertical line of waste pipe; all branch 
lines to fixture of ten feet or more in length must be 
vented through roof or into the main stock above highest 
fixture by carrying this branch line undiminished in size, 
so as to form a circuit vent. All vent pipes must have a 
continuous pitch, to prevent collecting water by conden­
sation. Drip or overflow pipes from safes under fixtures, 
or from tanks shall be run into some open place where 
they can be seen, and in no case connected with a soil or 
waste pipe.
Section 13. No ventilator for sewer, soil or waste 
pipe, trap or drain shall be constructed of brick, sheet 
metal or earthenware, nor shall any chimney flue be used 
for such ventilator. Rain water leaders, when connected 
with soil or drain pipes, shall be of cast or screw joints 
wrought iron through the outside wall. All surface 
drainage shall be connected with deep sealed traps. All 
sub-soil drains shall have a trap outside the cellar wall 
and connect with drain or sewer at least ten feet outside 
of said wall.
Section 14. Every water closet must be supplied 
with water from a tank or cistern, and the flushing pipe 
shall not be less than one and one-fourth inches inside 
diameter. No pan closet will be allowed, or shall any 
closet be flushed direct from Sebago pipes, except in case 
where flush omitter valves are used with 1% inch supply. 
Water closets in the cellar of tenement or lodging houses 
will only be allowed by special permission of the Board 
of Health.
Section 15. The following weights of iron pipe, per 
lineal foot, will be considered as “ extra heavy,”  to wit: 
Two inch . . . 53^  pounds
m i ____  • i a 1 /  ( iThree inch 
Four inch 
Five inch 
Six inch
9K
13
17
20
/ r
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All joints in cast iron drain, soil, waste and vent 
pipes shall be run with hot lead resting upon a gasket of 
oakum and calked gas tight. The amount of lead required 
is about twelve ounces to each inch of diameter of pipe.
Section 16. The test mentioned in Section 9 shall be 
applied by the plumber after soil waste and vent work is 
completed and ready for fixtures, closing all openings in 
soil, drain, waste and vent pipes, and filling the system 
with water to its tops, in the presence of the Board or its 
duly accredited inspector, and after all connections are 
made and the water admitted to fill the traps, either the 
“ peppermint,” “ ether” or “ smoke” tests shall be applied 
by the Board or its inspector. If any leaky pipe is found 
it must be replaced by new, and any leaky joints must be 
made tight.
Section 17. All connections of lead with iron pipes 
must be made with a brass sleeve or ferrule of the same 
size as the lead pipe, and securely fastened to it by a 
wiped joint, and to the iron by a lead-calked joint. All 
connections of lead waste pipes and vent pipes shall be 
made by means of wiped joints.
Section 18. The waste pipe from refrigerators shall 
in no case be directly connected with any soil or waste 
pipe, drain or sewer. No steam exhaust, blow off or drip 
pipe from a steam boiler shall connect with any drain, 
soil or waste pipe without the intervention of a condensa­
tion tank.
Section 19. No waste pipe from bowl or bath-tub 
shall be connected with water closet trap, nor shall any 
bath-tub waste pipe be connected with a waste pipe from 
a *Wash-bowl or sink.
Section 20. Deviations and variations from these 
rules will be allowed only when in the opinion o;f the 
Board they will not be liable to become a source of danger 
to the public health.
Approved December 15, 1913.
)
REPORT OF THE
Committee on Street Lights
W estbrook, Maine, Jan. 1, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
G entlemen:—Your Committee on Street Lights re­
spectfully submit the following report:
Amount of appropriation, $5,535.00.
Amount expended for lights, $5,603.76.
By vote of City Council we have installed the fol­
lowing new lights:
Two 25-0. P. lights on Berkeley street.
One 25-0. P. light on Mason street.
One 25-0. P. light on Haskell street.
Three 25-0. P. lights on Rochester street, near 
Cemetery.
Two 25-0. P. lights on Hawkes street.
One 25-0. P. light on Maple street.
One 25-0. P. light corner of Bridge and King s^treets. 
One 25-0. P. light corner Water and Mentor streets. 
We have at present 458 25-C. P. lights at $12.00 per 
year, and 3 arc lights at $85.00 per year.
Respectfully submitted,
f
F rank E. F airbanks,
Oral W. G agne,
H arry F . Mayo,
Committee on Street Lights.
Report of the Building Inspector
W estbrook, M e ., Feb. 15, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and Oity Council of Westbrook:
G entlemen:—I have the honor to submit the follow­
ing report of my official duties as Building Inspector, for 
the municipal year of 1914.
Following is the list of buildings which have been 
built, enlarged and repaired during the past year:
Pride’s Corner Union Society (Church), Pride’s
Corner, $1,200 00
Philip Conant, Lincoln St., dwelling house, 1,000 00 
David Harnois, King St., enlarged dwelling house, 400 00 
Ernest Lebel, Cor. North and Brown Sts., repairs
dwelling house, 500 00
Almon M. Wheeler, Bridgton St., dwelling house, 2,000 00 
A. L. Crocket, Park Rd., dwelling house, 800 00
Fred Esty, Rochester St., dwelling house, 1,000 00
Thomas Smith, Berkeley St., dwelling house, 2,000 00
Charles Moses, Berkeley St., dwelling house, 2,000 00
Charles Stokes, Berkeley St., dwelling house, 1,800 00
Willie Lavigne, Mitchell St., dwelling house, 2,000 00 
Peter Lavigne, North St., dwelling house, 1,500 00
Alphonse Turgeon, King St., enlarged dwelling
house, 1,500 00
Gray & Hueston, Sargent St., dwelling house, 2,000 00
Gray <fc Hueston, Sargent St., dwelling house, 2,500 00
Nicholas Peterson, Union St., dwelling house, 800 00 
Mrs. Hugh Lawler, Main St., enlarged building, 8,000 00 
Suvend Hendres, Haskell St., dwelling house, 1,200 00 
Ulric Labrecque, Lincoln St., enlarged dwelling
house, • 500 00
$27,700 00
Yours respectfully,
B enj. P erry,
Building Inspector.
REPORT OF THE
Sealer of Weights and Measures
To the Honorable Mayor and Oity Council:
I beg leave to submit herewith my annual report as 
Sealer of Weights and Measures for the year 1914.
R. R. platform balances, 40,000 lbs. and upwards, 1
R. R. platform balances, 20,000 lbs. and upwards, 2
R. R. platform balances, 5,000 lbs. and upwards, 5
Beef truck balances, 1,000 lbs. and upwards, 12
Beef truck balances, 1,000 lbs. and less, 20
Platform counter scales, , 25
Hanging butcher and fish mongrel scales, 15
Counter spring balances, 24
Counter balances and tip, 10
Milk cans, large and small, 36
Milk bottles, large and small, 412
Yard measures, 9
Dry measures, 12
Wet measures, ( 10
Measuring pumps, 15
Weights, heavy, 4
Weights, light, 2
Weights correct, 225
Amount paid Oity Treasurer, $26.65
Respectfully submitted,
R alph W . Miller ,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
School Committee
V
I
MEMBERS.
Ward 1—Rev. Edward E. Keedy, 70 Cumberland St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1916.
Ward 2— Luther Dana, 55 Stroudwater St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1914.
Ward 3—Albert G. Meserve, 125 Brackett St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1915.
Ward 4— William F. Bishop, 31 Webb St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1915.
Ward 5—Edwin L. Brown, 140 Cumberland St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1914.
At Large— Charles W. Carll, 68 Seavey St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1916.
Edwin J. Haskell, 98 Bridge St.
Term expires Dec. 31, 1915.
ORGANIZATION.
Chairman— Chas. W. Carll.
Secretary— Prescott Keyes.
Superintendent of Schools 
PRESCOTT KEYES
I
Office— High School Building, Room 15.
Office Hours of Superintendent— 8 to 9 a . m ., and 4 to 
5 p. m ., Mondays and Thursdays. Saturdays, 9 to 10 a . m .
Regular meeting of the School Committee the third 
Monday of each month at 7.30 p. m .
Truant Officer— Percival A. Bachelder.
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SUPERVISORS.
High School—The Committee, Mr. Keedy.
Bridge Street—Messrs. Haskell and Bishop.
Forest Street—Messrs. Keedy and Carll.
Warren School—Mr. Dana.
Brown Street—Mr. Bishop.
Saco Street—Mr. Meserve.
Valentine Street—Mr. Meserve.
Rocky Hill—Mr. Keedy.
Highland Lake—Mr. Brown.
Pride’s Corner—Mr. Brown.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
Teachers and Instruction— Messrs. Haskell, Keedy and 
Carll.
Text Books, Supplies, and Course of Study—Messrs. 
Dana, Keedy and Meserve.
Rules, Regulations, and Discipline—Messrs. Meserve, 
Brown and Dana.
Janitors, Fuel, Heating and Ventilating Apparatus— 
Messrs. Brown, Haskell and Bishop.
School Houses, Grounds, Hygiene and Sanitary Regu­
lations—Messrs. Carll, Brown and Meserve.
Finance and Statistics—Messrs. Keedy, Bishop and 
Haskell.
Manual Training, Physical Training, Cooking and 
Sewing—Messrs. Bishop, Carll and Dana.
Night School—Messrs. Bishop, Haskell and Keedy.
CALENDAR.
Fall Term begins September 14, 1914. Fall Term ends 
December 18, 1914.
Winter Term begins January 4, 1915. Winter Term 
ends March 26, 1915.
Spring Term begins April 12, 1915. Spring Term 
ends June 18, 1915.
The following holidays will be observed: Columbus 
Day, Oct. 12; Thanksgiving Day and the day following; 
Washington’s Birthday, Feb. 22; Patriot’s Day, April 19; 
Memorial Day, May 30.
STORM SIGNALS FOR NO SCHOOL.
Eight blasts of the fire whistle at 7.15 a . m . will be the 
signal for no school in the high school and grades below.
Eight blasts at 8 a . m . will be the signal for no school 
in all grades below the high school for the forenoon.
Eight blasts at 12.30 p. m . will be the signal for no 
school in the afternoon.
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REPORT OF THE
Superintending School Committee
W estbrook, M aine , Jan. 1, 1915.
To the Mayor and City Council:
Gentlemen  : With the report of the Superintendent 
of Schools, report of the Principal of High School, Principals 
of the Grammar Schools and reports of the Special Teachers, 
it is unnecessary for the School Committee to make an ex­
tended report. As repairs are not covered in these reports 
we will mention a few of the most important.
At Saco Street the building was shingled with asbestos 
shingles, the hallways were remodeled and steel ceiled, also a 
new brick walk laid.
At Valentine, owing to faulty installation of the heating 
plant (the School Committee did not have this plant in­
stalled), we were obliged to have the boiler placed in a pit 
and the basement repiped. This building will have to be re­
shingled this coming year.
At Pride’s Corner a cess-pool was placed in the yard 
and drinking fountains installed. A boiler ought to be 
placed in this building as we are obliged to run six (6) stoves 
to heat the same.
At Warren School we have steel ceiled one room and laid 
a new brick walk for the use of the grade schools as the old 
walk only accommodated the Cooking and Sloyd schools. 
One room in this building needs new plastering or a steel 
ceiling, also a fence will have to be erected on the east side 
of the lot. N
At Bridge Street one new floor was laid, one new steel 
ceiling, and some painting done. The'ceiling of another
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room should he repaired this year. It looks as if we shall 
be obliged to have a new boiler in this building this year. 
We shall have this boiler tested again in the spring.
At the High School we expended the most of our over­
draft of the appropriation on schoolhouses, which we tried 
to keep within the appropriation but could not. Of this 
over-draft One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) was expended in 
repiping the boiler, as the Committee asked for when the 
plans were made. Three Hundred Dollars ($300.00) was 
expended for Desks in the Commercial Department, for 
which no provision was made. The Trustees of the Metho­
dist Church ask for a new fence.
At Forest Street some new tubes to the boiler and other 
repairs were made.
Hew steps were made for Brown Street schoolhouse.
At Rocky Hill, owing to the increase of scholars, we 
were obliged to partition the entry and make a recitation 
room. A condition of affairs here exists that should be 
corrected. Either a new site and a new building, or an ad­
dition to the present one, is necessary. A new outhouse is 
imperative, as the present one is not in a sanitary condition.
We are still hiring a room in the Westbrook Congrega­
tional Church for a school room. Our schools are in good 
condition with a good teaching force and an efficient super­
intendent but there is an urgent demand for more room.
In closing this report we wish to express our apprecia­
tion and thanks to the City Government which made it 
possible for an addition to our High School, the establish­
ment of a Commercial Course and new quarters for the In­
dustrial School.
Respectfully submitted,
E dw in  L. B rown , !
W illia m  F . B ishop ,
Charles W. Carll ,
L uther  D ana ,
E. J. H askell ,
R ev . E dward E. K eedy, 
A lbert  G. M eserve.
REPORT OF THE
Superintendent of Schools
To tlie Superintending School Committee:
Gentlemen  : I am pleased to submit the following 
report of the condition and progress of the schools of West­
brook for the municipal year ending December 31, 1914. 
With this report will be found the reports of special teachers 
and principals. To these appended reports I wish to call 
your attention, since they contain much information of a 
specific nature relative to the work that is actually being 
done to educate the children enrolled in these schools.
TEACHERS.
Outside of the High School, few changes have been 
necessary the past year. At Rocky Hill, Miss Helen M. 
Reny of Westbrook,- a teacher of experience, succeeded Miss 
Henrietta V. Hueston, and Miss Marguerite B. Martin of 
Portland, a recent graduate of Gorham Normal School, was 
hired to assist in this school.
In the High School four new teachers have been em­
ployed, beginning their work at the opening of the fall term.
Mr. Lewis H. Conant, a graduate of Brown University, 
and formerly principal of the High School at Gardiner, 
Maine, succeeded Mr. W. B. Andrews as principal.
Miss Emma Demuth is the present teacher of French, 
succeeding Miss Agnes Stetson. Miss Demuth has had suc­
cessful experience as a teacher. She came to Westbrook 
from Geneva, Switzerland, where she had spent two years in 
study.
Miss Pauline Herring, who had taught successfully in
Ithe Brunswick High School, is the new teacher of History.
Miss Martha Hopkins of Portland is teaching Mathe­
matics. She is a graduate of Colby College and has had 
experience in the schools of Hew Jersey.
Miss Mary S. Small, who has taught Bookkeeping in the 
Westbrook High School for several years, was elected princi­
pal of the new Commercial Course.
THE SCHOOL CENSUS AND FINANCES.
The canvass of the city last April to ascertain the num­
ber of persons residing in Westbrook between the ages of 
five and twenty-one years showed that there were 2914. The 
number returned the previous year waif2893. The increase 
in the school census, therefore, for the year just past is 21.
Westbrook has received from the State, to aid its differ­
ent departments of education, the following:
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For Common Schools ..........................................$19,465.44
For Eree High School.......................................  500.00
For Industrial School.................... '. ............... , . 500.00
For Manual Training......................................... 800.00
For Domestic Science.........................................  400.00
Total...................................................$21,665.44
The appropriations made by the city for support of its
public schools the past year were:
For Common Schools.............................................$5,500.00
For High School....................................................  8,000.00
For Industrial School............................................  400.00
For Manual Training............................................  600.00
For Domestic Science............................................  6,00.00
For School House Repairs..................................   2,000.00
T ota l........................•................. ........$17,100.00
For a detailed account of receipts and expenditures for 
these departments, I will refer you to the financial state­
ments of the city auditor, printed in this report.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL.
The new annex to the High School, under process of 
construction at the time the last school report was published, 
was completed in March, and was opened for school use at 
the beginning of the spring term. Probably no addition to 
the school property in several years has added so much to 
the needs of the public schools of this city as the rooms 
afforded by this new building.
There are in this annex nine rooms. Two rooms are 
used for laboratories; five are for class rooms, and two are 
to be used in connection with the commercial department, 
the one for typewriting, the other for teaching business 
methods and banking.
On the third floor of the old part, a very good drafting 
room was finished. This room measures 24 feet by 42 feet 
and is furnished with drawing tables sufficient to accommo­
date a class of sixteen. Drawing at present is offered only 
to those pupils taking the Industrial Course, but should he 
made an elective study in the entire High School.
Mr. W. B. Andrews, who had been a faithful and effi­
cient principal of this High School for thirteen years, was 
obliged, at midyear 1913, on account of the condition of his 
bodily health, to ask for a leave of absence for the remainder 
of that year. This request was granted and Mr. H. E. Cole, 
formerly principal of the Bath High School, was elected as 
substitute principal. Mr. Andrews was re-elected to the 
position last June, his health having considerably improved 
during the time lie had been free from the care of the school. 
In August, however, he decided that it would be too much 
of a tax upon his strength to resume the principalship, and 
he sent to us his resignation. It was with many regrets on 
the part of the school officials, his fellow teachers, and his 
pupils, that this resignation was accepted. Mr. Andrews 
had, through his untiring efforts and skilful management, 
brought the school up to a high standard of scholarship. In 
this-work he had gained not only for himself, but for the
Ischool as well, a reputation for excellent work in the prepara­
tion of students for higher schools, which reputation is more 
than local.
Mr. Lewis II. Conant, the new principal, took up the 
work the third week of the fall term.
The opening of the new annex made it possible to offer 
for the first time to pupils entering the High School, a com­
mercial or business course. Somewhat to our surprise, there 
were 28 in the entering class who elected this course. Miss 
Mary S. Small is at the head of this new department. The 
course of study as outlined for pupils electing the business 
course will be found on another page. It is to cover a period 
of four years.
Good progress is being made in the work of the Indus­
trial Course at the High School. There are enrolled in this 
course 10 seniors, 6 juniors, 10 sophomores, and 8 freshmen. 
The new shop and new equipment have given to the boys 
electing this course an excellent opportunity to develop for 
themselves some of the many principles that underlie the 
work of the artisan. Could the citizens of Westbrook visit 
these shops on any afternoon when the school is in session, 
they must be impressed not only with the zeal manifested by 
these boys to accomplish whatever is given them to work out 
at the forges and machines, but also with the determination 
shown by them to excel in whatever they attempt to fashion. 
If we could get from the state a larger reimbursement for this 
department, I would recommend that another teacher be em­
ployed to assist in this work, and that mechanical drawing be 
offered to all pupils in the High School who should wish it ; 
and also that a. pattern shop be opened on the second floor of 
the building. Without an assistant it is impossible to offer 
these extensions, as the time, both forenoon and afternoon, is 
taken with the four classes Mr. Patrick is now teaching.
EVENING SCHOOL.
/The evening school, established two years ago, was 
opened again the first of last November. At the opening
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there were about fifty pupils enrolled. The teachers are Mr. 
W. H. Stanley of the High School, and Miss LaBonte, who 
has taught in this school since it was started. At tne present 
time the number attending is small. The teachers are active 
and are trying hard to interest their pupils. The tendency 
with the pupils is to drop out of school after a few evenings 
of attendance. Much good has been accomplished by those 
Avho have been willing to make the sacrifice for the sake of 
gaining knowledge; hut it seems to your superintendent that, 
unless there are more who wish to avail themselves of the 
advantages of this school, it will be wisdom to close it, as the 
demand, evidenced by the attendance, does not seem to war­
rant the expenditure necessary to keep the school open.
BRIDGE ST. SQUARE SCHOOL.
The new school, opened in the vestry of the Congrega­
tional Church one year ago last December, by reason of a 
crowded condition in grades one and two at Bridge Street, 
has been continued throughout the year. The school now 
numbers 29. It is housed in comfortable quarters and is very 
convenient for the pupils who live in the vicinity of the build­
ing. However, the room is not well adapted for day school 
purposes, and the rental is quite expensive. It is to be hoped 
that some better accommodations can be furnished by the 
city very soon.
ROCKY HILL SCHOOL.
This rural school in 1913 numbered but 13 pupils, and it 
seemed then that it would be but a short time before it 
would be closed by reason of the small number that would be 
attending. Today the enrollment is 38, and the school re: 
quires the services of two teachers. This somewhat sudden 
change in the school population of this section is due very 
largely to the fact that the “ Single Tax Colony,” so-called, has 
been establishing itself in the vicinity of this school. The 
several cottages, built at Halidon during the summer, are now 
occupied, and the children are attending school at Rocky
t
I
Hill. Should more cottages be built the coming year at this 
new settlement, and it is very probable that there will be, it 
is very certain that the children will have to be provided with 
more school accommodations.
After the school was opened in September and the real 
condition as to numbers confronted us, the Sub-Committee 
on School Buildings decided to make the entrance ball into a 
recitation room and to employ an assistant teacher.
But the school rooms at Rocky Hill are not sufficient 
for the pupils who are attending. Twenty-five children can 
be housed in this building comfortably, but more than that 
number means a crowded condition, and a crowded school 
never gives the pupils an equal opportunity with those en­
rolled in schools where ample provisions for their needs have 
been made.
The teachers here are working hard under very unfavor­
able conditions. Something should be done during the com­
ing summer vacation to provide more room for this school.
CHANGE OF THE OFFICE OF THE SCHOOL DEPT.
At the June meeting of the School Committee it was 
voted to move the office of the school department from the 
Scates Building to a room in the High School Building, as 
there was room available and the accommodations were much 
better for the department.
In August the furniture, books and supplies were moved 
to the new quarters. The room now occupied was formerly 
the physics laboratory.
SOME NEEDS OF THESE SCHOOLS. /f. . /
While I fully realize that the city could not the coming 
year make appropriations sufficient to supply the many needs 
of its school department, still, I believe, the School Com­
mittee ^ tnd all tax payers should be advised of the true condi­
tions of all school properties, as well as the conditions and 
efficiency of the schools.
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To jour superintendent there appear to be some needs 
that should he met as soon as it is possible to make provision.
The most urgent need is for more school room at Rocky 
Hill. Whether an addition is made to the present building 
or an entirely new structure, modern and convenient, with 
sufficient rooms to accommodate the growth of this school, is 
erected, the matter should he carefully considered and some­
thing done to relieve the situation as soon as possible.
It would seem to be a good business proposition to erect 
a new building in which to house the pupils who are attend­
ing the school in the church vestry. A two roomed building 
in the vicinity of Stroudwater St. or Sargent St. would seem 
to meet this need.
A new heating plant for the schools at Pride’s Comer 
to take the place of the six stoves now necessary to keep this 
building comfortable for the children, would seem to be a 
good proposition.
The rooms in the new Industrial Building at the High 
School should be heated by steam. The coal stoves now in use 
do not properly heat these rooms.
The school rooms in the old part of the High School 
building should he ventilated. A system similar to the one 
used in the annex could be installed at a very moderate cost. 
The contrast between the old part and the new in point of ven­
tilation is always quite apparent when the school is in session.
Some of the other buildings should also be ventilated. 
The Warren School, Saco Street, and Brown Street should 
have some means of supplying the children with pure air 
other than by open windows.
I think a very conservative estimate of the value of the 
school property of Westbrook would be about $150,000. It 
could not be replaced for several thousand more than this. 
These properties like other property are constantly in need 
of repairs and it does not seem to be good policy to allow 
them to deteriorate. Can they be maintained in good condi­
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tion without an expenditure annually of at least two per 
cent. ($3000.) on this low estittiate of value?
THE CENTENNIAL.
It seems proper that in this report I refer briefly to the 
part the schools of this city took in helping to celebrate the 
one hundredth anniversary of Westbrook.
The first day of this celebration, June the ninth, was 
called “ Children’s Hay,” for to the children was given the pro­
gram for the entertainment of the thousands of people who 
would attend. The day dawned very unfavorably for out of 
door exercises, but cleared at nine o’clock. Precisely at 9 A. 
M., the time appointed, the children of the city schools, in­
cluding the Parochial Schools, 'formed in line in Bridge 
Street Square, and, led by two excellent bands of music, 
marched down Main Street to the Warren League grounds. 
In this parade there were about 1,500 children, each bearing 
a flag of the United States.
At the park the children were massed in the grandstand, 
and under the direction of Miss Phinney, teacher of music in 
the public schools, they rendered several patriotic selections.
Mr. John Winship, an old school master, gave an ad­
dress to the large assembly on “ The Old School,” and Princi­
pal W. E. Russell of the Gorham Normal School addressed 
the gathering on “ The School of Today.”
Following these addresses, an exhibition by the pupils 
of the High and Grammar Schools was given in front of the 
grand stand. In this, the work that is being done in Physi­
cal Training by the pupils in these schools was exemplified. 
The boys and -girls in these exercises acquitted themselves 
very creditably winning from the large assembly of specta­
tors much favorable comment. Mr. Maurice Ross and Miss 
Grace Clifford had charge of this part of the program.
All these exercises were impressive and will long remain 
in the minds of those present as especially fitting for the 
occasion.
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Should I close this report without acknowledging the 
hearty cooperation that I have received from the teachers, 
who have labored so diligently to make the year’s work suc­
cessful, I would indeed be ungrateful.
To the School Committee I also owe a debt of gratitude 
for their loyal support and assistance at all times.
To the city officials with whom I have come in almost 
daily contact, I wish to express my sincere appreciation for 
their kindness and good fellowship.
I wish also to thank the citizens, who so often have ap­
proached us with words of kind interest in the welfare of 
these schools.
Respectfully submitted,
P rescott K eyes, 
Superintendent of Schools.
ENROLLMENT BY SCHOOLS AND GRADES,
FALL, 1913
GRADES
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SCHOOLS
V
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High ...... 80 52 50 45 227
Bridge St....... 28 17 24 24 43 27 57 36 32 288
forest St. 24 32 29 22 27 32 42 28 38 274
valentine St. 27 28 18 19 16 24 132
saco St. 13 15 20 17 65
warren 20 16 14 14 64
brown St. 30 17 18 18 15 98
rocky  Hill . 6 5 4 3 4 4 26
Pride’ s Corner 5 3 7 2 6  4 28
Highland Lake 2 3 4 4 2 1 1 2 .... .... .... .... 19
Totals..... 150 130 134 129 108 91 110 69 73 80 52 50 45 1221
ENROLLMENT BY SCHOOLS AND GRADES,
FALL, 1914
GRADES
SCHOOLS
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High .............. 61 60 44 5i 216
Bridge St....... 19 6 25 16 40 31 45 52 29 263
Forest St....... 29 25 28 23 34 36 32 38 30 275
Valentine St... 22 28 21 19 18 29 137
Saco St'.......... 23 17 17 17 74
Warren........... 25 18 22 15 1 . 80
Brown St....... 27 22 10 16 16 91
Bridge St. Sq. 19 11 30
Rocky H ill.... 6 7 2 5 5 4 4 5 ..... .... • • • • • • • • * 38
Pride’ s Corner 5 5 4 6 3 5 4 32
Highland Lake 4 3 3 2 1 3 16
Totals...... 175 134 130 119 122 103 86 101 66 61 60 44 51 1252
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Directory of Teachers, 1913-1914
CITY OF WESTBROOK
SCHOOLS TEA CH ER S’ NAMES GRADES STREET ADDRESS
High L. H. Conant, Prin.,
S. E. Patrick,
W. H. Stanley,
Mary S. Small, 
Harriet B. Long, 
Frances D. True, 
Grace Marchant, 
Nellie M. Potter, 
Martha B. Hopkins, 
Emma Demuth,
J. Pauline Herring,
15 Sargent 
Gorham 
9 Spring 
108 Spring 
724 Main 
Portland 
87 Spring 
87 Spring 
Portland 
762 Main 
7 Highland
Bridge Street C. W. Wentworth, Prin., IX 47 Lamb
Marion B. Skillings, 
Alice J. Libby, 
Florence B. Spring, 
Grace H. Norton, 
Angie L. Palmer, 
Kathryn C. Whitney, 
Eva M. Roberts,
Portland 
810 Main 
48 Church 
126 Saco 
Sargent 
Gorham 
Saco
Forest Street J. A. Tuttle, Prin., 
E. Claire Leighton, 
Grace M. Ricker, 
Millie D. Scribner, 
Cora E. Clay, 
Marion H. Andrews, 
Sarah E. Larrabee, 
Jennie M. Bickford,
135 Forest 
31 Lamb 
Portland 
80 Mechanic 
383 Main 
412 Main 
Conant 
Conant
Brown Street Julia A. Doyle, Prin., 
Ethel F. Pike,
Gladys Wyer,
IV & V 11 Files 
II & III Rocky Hill 
I & II 297 Warren Ave.
Valentine St. Minnie I. Hodsdon, Prin., 
Mary McCavitt,
Lillian G. Pennell, 
Josephine B. Cole,
Warren
Saco Street
Inez C. Page,
Ella A. Miller,
Susan Norton, 
Bessie M. Edwards,
Bf qgu6aretreefc W. West,
196 W. Valentine 
114 E. Valentine 
87 Spring 
69 Brackett
682 Main 
34 Myrtle
126 Saco 
18 Locust
I & II 101 Lamb
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SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.
Rocky Hill Helen M. Reny,
Marguerite B. Martin,t
Pride’ s Corner Lulu S. Farrington,
Grace M. Carll,
Highland Lake Florence A. Small,
SPECIAL SUPERVISORS.
Manual Train- charleg p  . Johnson 
ing
Music Carrie B. Phinney,
Writing and 
Drawing Mildred N. Irving,
Cooking and 
Sewing
Physical
Training
Helen M. Smith,
Maurice Ross, Director, 
Grace M. Clifford, Assistant,
Winslow
Portland
Portland 
68 Seavey
Highland Lake
9 Haskell 
747 Main 
762 Main
15 Rochester
Cumberl’d Mills 
12 Waltham
LIST OF
SCHOOL G R A D E
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
Bridge Street 9
Bridge Street 8
Bridge Street 7 and 8
Bridge Street 7
Bridge Street 6
Bridge Street 5
Bridge Street 3 and 4
Bridge Street 1 and 2
Forest Street 9
Forest Street 8
Forest Street 7
Forest Street 6
Forest Street 5
NAME
*W. B. Andrews, Prin.
H. E. Cole, Prin., (Sub.) 
+L. H. Conant, Prin. 
Stephen E. Patrick 
Winthrop H. Stanley 
Mary S. Small, Asst. 
Harriet B. Long, Asst. 
Prances D. True, Asst. 
♦Vena L. Robinson, Asst. 
♦Agnes C. Stetson, Asst. 
♦Paye M. Keene, Asst. 
Grace Marchant, Asst. 
Nellie M. Potter, Asst. 
(•Martha B. Hopkins, Asst. 
fEmma Demuth, Asst. 
tPauline Herring, Asst.
C. W. Wentworth, Prin. 
Marion B. Skillings 
Alice J. Libby 
Florence B. spring 
Grace H. Norton 
Angie L. Palmer 
Kathryn C. Whitney 
Eva M. Roberts 
J. A. Tuttle, Prin.
E. Claire Leighton 
Grace M. Ricker 
Millie D. Scribner 
Cora E. Clay
oo.
W H ERE EDUCATED DATE OP FIRST ELECTION SALARY(a)
Colby College September, 1901 $1700
Bowdoin College February, 1914 $1700
Brown University September, 1914 1650
University of Maine September, 1909 1600 1600
University of Maine August, 1913 1100 1150
Colby College September, 1906 750 900
Vassar College September, 1907 700 750
Emerson College September, 1912 550 650
Smith College September, 1912 550
Colby College January, 1913 650
Wesleyan University September, 1913 750
Boston University August, 1913 750 800
Hempel Normal College March, 1914 750 800
Colby College August, 1914 700
Geneva University September, 1914 700
Colby College August, 1914 700
University of Maine September, 1889 1200 1200
Gorham Normal School June, 1907 500 520
Westbrook High School September, 1886 500 520
Gorham Normal School September, 1906 500 520
Westbrook High School January, 1904 500 520
Gorham Normal School September, 1901 500 520
Bridgton Academy April, 1912 500 520
Gorham Normal School March, 1891 500 520
Gorham Normal School September, 1906 1150 1200
Gorham Normal Shcool June, 1914 400 425
Gorham Normal School October, 1911 500 520
Gorham Normal School September, 1908 500 520
Gorham Normal School September, 1889 500 520
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JForest Street 3 and 4 Marion H. Andrews Gorham Normal School September, 1912 450 475
Forest Street 2 and 3 Sarah E. Larrabee Gorham Normal School June, 1910 425 450
Fores^Street 1 Jennie M. Bickford Gorham Normal School September, 1899 500 520
Valentine Street 6 Minnie I. Hodsdon, Prin. Gorham Normal School March, 1887 575 600
Valentine S treet/ 4 and 5 Mary McCavitt Gorham Normal School January, 1897 500 520
Valentine Street 2 and 3 Lillian G. Pennell Gorham Normal School January, 1891 500 520
Valentine Street 1 and 2 Josephine B. Cole Gorham Normal School August, 1913 475 500
Saco Street 3 and 4 Susan Norton, Prin. Gorham Normal School September, 1903 525 545
Saco Street 1 and 2 Bessie M. Edwards Gorham Normal School June, 1910 475 500
Warren 3 and 4 Inez C. Page, Prin. - —'— September, 1903 525 545
Warren 1 and 2 Ella A. Miller Gorham Normal School September, 1905 500 520
Brown Street 4 and 5 Julia A. Doyle, Prin. Gorham Normal School September, 1888 525 545
Brown Street 2 and 3 Ethel F. Pike Gorham Normal School November, 1913 425 450
Brown Street 1 and 2 Gladys M. Wyer Gorham Normal School October, 1913 425 450
Bridge Street Sq. 1 and 2 Lillian W. West Gorham Normal School December, 1913 400 425
Rocky Hill Mixed ♦Henrietta V. Hueston Westbrook High School September, 1910 475
Rocky Hill 5 to 8 fHelen M. Reny, Prin. Westbrook High School June, 1914 450
Rocky Hill 1 to 4 •(•Marguerite Martin Gorham Normal School September, 1914 360
Pride’ s Corner 6 to 9 Lulu S. Farrington, Prin. Gorham Normal School June, 1907 485 500
Pride’s Corner 1 to 5 Grace M. Carll Westbrook High School June, 1912 450 475
Highland Lake Mixed Florence A. Small Gorham Normal School June, 1911 475 500
Manual Training Chas. F. Johnson Boston Sloyd School June, 1908 1300 1300
Cooking & Sewing Helen M. Smith Framingham Normal Sch. September, 1913 600 675
Music Carrie B. Phinney Special Instructors January, 1904 625 675
Writing & Drawing Mildred N. Irving A. N. Palmer School September, 1912 625 675
♦Resigned.
•(•Taught during Fall term.
First column of salaries refers to salaries previous to September, 1914. Second column of salaries refers to 
salaries during Fall term.
(a) Schedule of salaries commencing with September, 1914.
oo
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STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE, 1913-1914
W inter
Term
Spring
Term
Fall
Term
School Grade Name of Teacher
ID>>oPQ
CDr-Hu
• pH
o
o
£
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CDi>>oW
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73
5
6
fc
>
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(D>>OPQ
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73• pH 0
d >
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High  L. H. Conant, Principal...................... 112 110222 216 109 109 218 211 111 10521 fi 211
Stephen E. Patrick...............................
Winthrop H. Stanley............................
Mary S. Small.......................................
Harriet B. Long...................................
Frances D. True....................................
Grace Marchant....................................
Nellie Potter.........................................
Martha B. Hopkins.-..............................
Emma Demuth......................................
J. Pauline Herring...............................
Bridge Street IX Chas. W. Wentworth, Principal......... 20 9 29 27 20 9 29 28 11 18 29 27
VIII Marion B. Skillings............................... 18 14 32 28 15 12 27 24 18 19 37 29
VII & VIII Alice J. Libby ...” ................................ 14 14 28 26 13 14 27 24 14 13 27 26
VII Florence B. Spring............................... 14 12 26 24 14 12 26 23 14 19 33 27
VI Grace H. Norton.................................. 15 11 26 23 10 11 21 19 17 14 31 28
V Anerie L. Palmer.................................... 19 19 38 31 18 16 34 28 23 17 40 34
I ll  & IV Kathryn C. W hitney............................ 26 12 38 34 22 12 34 26 21 20 41 37
I & II Eva M. Roberts...................................... 15 12 27 23 17 12 29 24 16 9 25 22
Forest Street IX  J. A. Tuttle, Principal........................ 21 16 37 36 21 15 36 34 17 13 30 29
VIII E. Claire Leighton................................ 12 15 27 26 12 15 27 26 17 21 38 36
VII Grace M. Ricker.................................... 20 21 41 40 20 20 40 38 10 22 32 31
VI Millie D. Scribner................................ 9 23 32 29 9 22 31 28 18 18 36 34
V Cora E. C lay......................................... 19 18 37 35 18 18 36 33 17 17 34 33
Ill & IV Marion H. Andrews............................. 17 13 30 28 18 13 31 27 20 17 37 35
C
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Y
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E
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B
R
O
O
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II & III Sarah E. Larrabee................................ 15 15 30 28 15 17 32 27 22 17 39 35
I Jennie M. Bickford............................... 13 14 27 24 13 14 27 22 11 18 29 26
V a l e n t in e  St r e e t VI Minnie I. Hodson, Principal................ 7 15 22 19 8 13 21 18 14 15 29 26
IV & V Mary McCavitt..................................... 15 19 34 31 14 20 34 29 15 22 37 32\  / II & III Lillian G. Pennell................................. 21 15 36 32 22 15 37 28 25 11 36 33
I & II Josephine B. C ole................................. 19 16 35 29 21 18 39 30 17 18 35 31
Saco  St r e e t III & IV Susan Norton, Principal....................... 17 17 34 29 16 15 31 26 18 16 34 30
i I & II Bessie M. Edwards............................... 15 15 30 25 14 14 28 24 23 17 40 Sb
W a r r e n III & IV Inez C. Page, Principal........................ 14 19 33 30 15 17 32 28 15 22 37 32
I & II Ella A. M iller........................................ 22 16 38 31 24 17 41 31 26 17 43 37
Br o w n  St r e e t IV & V Julia A. Doyle, Principal..................... 17 16 33 31 16 16 32 29 15 17 32 30
II & III Ethel F. Pike.......................................... 9 15 24 21 8 16 24 22 12 13 25 23
I & II Gladys M. Wyer............................... .'.... 19 20 39 32 18 17 35 33 15 20 35 32
B r id g e  St r e e t  Sq u a r e  I & II Lillian W. W est.................................... 16 14 30 2 b
S U B U R B A N --------
R o ck y  H il l V to VIII Helen M. Reny, Principal................... 17 9 26 21 17 11 28 25 12 6 18 17
I to IV Marguerite B. Martin............................ 7 13 20 18
Pr id e ’ s Co rn er VI to IX Lulu S. Farrington, Principal............ 3 10 13 11 3 9 12 10 2 10 12 9
I to V Grace M. Carll........................................ 9 6 15 14 8 6 14 13 12 8 20 17
H ig h l a n d  L a k e Florence A. Small........................... . 11 8 19 16 11 7 18 12 10 6 16 13
0 0
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PROGRAM OF MUSIC TEACHER
D A Y TIME SCHOOL GRADES
Monday A. M. 
Tuesday A. M. 9.00 to 9.30
Rural (5) 
Bridge Street
All grades 
1 and 2
9.30 to 10.00 Bridge Street 3 and 4
10.00 to 10.30 Bridge Street 5
10.45 to 11.15 Bridge Street 8
Tuesday P. M. 1.30 to 2.00 Bridge Street 9
2.00 to 2.30 Bridge Street 6
2.30 to 3.00 Bridge Street 7
Wednesday A. M. 9.00 to 9.30 Forest Street 1
9.30 to 10.00 Forest Street 2 and 3
10.00 to 10.30 Forest Street 6
10.30 to 11.00 Forest Street 3 and 4
11.00 to 11.30 Forest Street 5
11.30 to 12.00 Forest Street 9
Wednesday P. M. 1.30 to 2.00 Forest Street 8
2.00 to 2.30 Forest Street 7
3.00 to 3.30 Bridge Street Sq. 1 and 2
Thursday A. M. 9.00 to 9.30 Brown Street 1 and 2
9.30 to 10.00 Brown Street 2 and 3
10.00 to 10.30 Brown Street 4 and 5
11.00 to 11.30 Warren School 1 and 2
11.30 to 12.00 Warren School 3 and 4
Friday A. M. 8.45 to 9.15 Valentine Street 1
9.15 to 9.45 Valentine Street 2 and 3
9.45 to 10.15 Valentine Street 4 and 5
10.40 to 11.10 Valentine Street 6
Friday P. M. 1.30 to 2.00 Saco Street 1 and 2
2.00 to 2.30 Saco Street 3 and 4
Monday, Thursday and Friday afternoons, after 2.30, extra 
work where needed or desired.
C a r r i e  B. P h i n n e y , Teacher of Music.
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PROGRAM OF TEACHER OF WRITING AND
DRAWING
D A Y TIME SCHOOL GRADE
Monday A. M. 8.50 to 9.30 High
9.45 to 10.15 Bridge Street Sq. 1 and 2
10.30 to 11.00 Saco Street 1 and 2
11.00 to 11.30 Saco Street 3 and 4
Monday P. M. 1.30 to 2.00 Valentine Street 1 and 2
2.00 to 2.30 Valentine Street 2 and 3
2.50 to 3.20 Valentine Street 4 and 5
3.20 to 3.50 Valentine Street 6
Tuesday A. M. 9.00 to 9.30 Forest Street 1
9.30 to 10.00 Forest Street 2 and 3
10.00 to 10.30 Forest Street 6
10.45 to 11.15 Forest Street 5
11.15 to 11.45 Forest Street 8 .
Tuesday P. M. 1.30 to 2.00 Forest Street 3 and 4
2.00 to 2.30 Forest Street 7
2.30 to 3.00 Forest Street 9
Wednesday A. M. 8.55 to 9.25 Bridge Street 1
9.25 to 9.55 Bridge Street 3 and 4
9.55 to 10.25 Bridge Street 5
10.45 to 11.15 Bridge Street 9
11.15 to 11.45 Bridge Street 6
Wednesday P. M. 1.30 to 2.00 Bridge Street 7
2.00 to 2.30 Bridge Street 6 and 7
2.30 to 3.00 Bridge Street 8
Thursday A. M. 9.00 to 12.00 Highland Lake 
Pride’ s Corner
1 to 9
Rocky Hill
Friday A. M. 9.00 to 9.30 Brown Street 1 and 2
9.30 to 10.00 Brown Street 2 and 3
10.00 to 10.30 Brown Street 4 and 5
10.45 to 11.15 Warren School 1 and 2
11.15 to 11.45 Warren School 3 and 4
Monday, Thursday and Friday afternoons, extra work where 
needed or desired.
M il d r e d  N. Ir v in g ,
Teacher of Writing and Drawing.
//
/
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Report of the Principal of the High School
W estbrook , Dec. 31, 1914.
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools, Westbrook:
The resignation of Mr. Andrews as Principal of the 
High School after thirteen years of efficient service made it 
necessary to elect a new principal. I assumed the duties of 
that office at the beginning of the third week of the Fall 
term. This being my first report, I desire to state that 1 
found the school in excellent condition. The standard of 
scholarship is high, the courses broad and liberal, the teach­
ing effective, and the pupils well prepared to do high school 
work. The loyalty and hearty cooperation of both teachers 
and pupils leads me to hope that this excellent standard may 
be maintained.
Other changes in the teaching force have taken place 
since the publication of the last annual report. Miss Potter 
assumed charge of the German department during the Spring 
term and at the beginning of the Fall term, Miss Demuth 
assumed charge of the French department. At the same 
time, Miss Hopkins was chosen to teach Mathematics and 
Miss Herring to teach History and English.
Last Fall 216 pupils registered as high school students. 
They were divided up among the classes as follows: Post 
graduates, 2; Seniors, 49; Juniors, 44; Sophomores, 60; 
Freshmen, 61. The average daily attendance for the term 
was 211. A table showing the attendance by classes for each 
term is appended to this report. Your attention is also in­
vited to another table showing the number of boys and girls 
electing the various studies offered to them.
The graduating class of 1914 numbered 44, thirteen of 
whom entered college. Of this number Bowdoin has five, 
University of Maine and Wellesley have each two and Bates, 
Brown, Colby and Ohio State University have each one. 
Hasson Institute, WFeaton and the business colleges have 
also members of the class enrolled.
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Frequent fire drills have been held during the Fall term 
to instruct the pupils in passing out of the building in a rapid 
yet orderly manner. The time occupied in leaving the build­
ing varies from fifty seconds to one minute according to the 
number of pupils on the top floor.
The new addition to the high school building, by reliev­
ing the crowded condition, and adding new equipment, has 
greatly increased the efficiency of the school.
The Commercial Course is now in the first year of its 
growth. Next fall the second year’s work will be offered to 
the members of the Sophomore Class. Thereafter the third 
and fourth years will be added in their turn. A complete 
outline of the course as planned will be found at the end of 
this report together with the other courses of study.
Respectfully submitted,
L ewis H . Oonant,
Principal.
Report of the Instructor in the Industrial Course
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
As you will see by following the outline of the Industrial 
Course, there are two options,—paper making or textile work; 
but there have never been enough boys who wanted textile 
work to warrant organizing a class.
In my experience with your boys I have never found one 
who knew what he wished to follow as a life work much 
before the beginning of his last year in the high school. No 
one trade will interest or is suited to all boys; they are in­
capable of choosing a suitable life work until near the end 
of a four years’ high school course, and we are unable to 
advise them much before that time. The work therefore has 
been broadened so that they may have an opportunity of 
learning their own inclinations and natural aptitude for 
various kinds of work.
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The course in paper making is still continued. A care­
ful study is made of all the various processes in the manu­
facture of pulp and paper; the machines are carefully studied, 
mechanical details noted, and sketches made. The hoys take 
notes and receive explanations in the class room, and we spend 
one forenoon each week in the mill where the processes 
studied are observed. We make regular visits to the various 
kinds of printing establishments in Portland and learn the 
uses of the different kinds of paper. In this way an accurate 
idea of the whole paper making industry is obtained. In the 
fourth year this work is supplemented by work in analytical 
chemistry and its application to paper making. In this year 
also the other industries of the city are studied, your cotton 
mill, silk mill, pattern shops, foundries, machine shops, 
forge shops, in fact all industries in which the boys may find 
employment. They can thus form some definite idea as to 
which industry they are best fitted for.
The course requires three years of mechanical drawing, 
which has been made extremely practical. After learning the 
fundamental principles, the boys are taught to make working 
drawings; they make their sketches, pencil drawings, tracings, 
and blue prints. For every elementary shop drawing a boy 
must have a working drawing on a blue print which he has 
made. He thus learns to make and interpret drawings, an 
accomplishment the lack of which has kept many men from 
advancement.
In the last year each boy designs some special machine 
or appliance, and so far as is practicable these problems will 
be carried into the shops for construction. At present several 
boys are working on a speed lathe, making detail and as­
sembled drawings; and we are planning to build at least one 
lathe in the shop.
The bearing of one industry on another is emphasized, 
for instance, in the design for the speed lathe, the draughts­
man must know how the pattern is to be made, how much the 
pattern maker must allow for finishing surfaces, how the
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various parts can be best molded, and how the machinist is 
lo handle the parts in finishing them.
In the first two years the boys are given instruction in 
forging. They are taught the various processes in handling 
a forge fire and forging iron and steel. They are taught 
how to draw, point, bend, shoulder, upset, weld, to make cal­
culations for the amount of stock required for the work in 
hand, in short all the fundamental forging processes. They 
make their own tools for use in the machine shop and thus 
learn how to forge, harden, and temper them.
In the last two years they are given instruction in ma­
chine work. They are taught to lace belts, oil shafting and 
machines, the proper method of operating the various ma­
chines, cutting speeds and feeds for various materials, proper 
cutting lubricants, etc.,— a large amount of information 
which will be of value to them whether they become machin­
ists or follow some other line of work.
At present only those boys who are enrolled in the in­
dustrial course are allowed to take mechanical drawing and 
shop work but I hope arrangements may soon be made, so 
* that any boy who so desires may take advantage of both.
I repeat my invitation to the public to visit and inspect 
our work at any time.
Respectfully submitted,
Stephen  E. P atr ic k .
Course of Study, Westbrook High School
Each study is taken five periods per week and counts 
two points, unless otherwise indicated. Ho pupil will be al­
lowed to elect studies which come earlier in the course than 
the class to which he belongs; but by special permission from 
the principal pupils may elect subjects from the Commercial 
Course.
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F ir st  Y ear
Required: English; Algebra.
Elective: Latin; *Greek History, 4 periods, 1 point, 
and  Roman History, 4 periods, 1 point; General Science; 
Physical Training, 1 period, point.
S econd Y ear
Required: English; Geometry.
Elective: Latin; French; German; European History; 
Biology; Physical Training, 1 period, y2 point.
T h ir d  Y ear
Required: English.
Elective: Latin; French; German; Chemistry; Re­
view of Mathematics; Debating (for boys), 1 period, y2 
point; Physical Training, 1 period, y2 point; Hygiene, 1 
period  y2 point; Cooking^  ( for girls), 1 period, y2 point.
F ourth  Y ear
Required: English.
Elective: Latin; French; German; Review of Mathe­
matics ; Physics; American History and Government; *Solid * 
Geometry, 1 point, and fTrigonometry, 1 point; Debating 
(for boys), 1 period, y2 point; Physical Training, 1 period, 
y2 point; Hygiene, 1 period, y2 point; Cooking (for girls),
1 period, y2 point.
* To be taken the first half year, 
t To be taken the second half year.
r
COMMERCIAL COURSE.
The object of the Commercial Course is primarily to 
equip pupils with the means of taking some business posi­
tion immediately after graduation from the High School; „ 
secondarily, to train them to such habits and principles as 
.will enable them to meet the modern business demands for 
efficiency; and lastly, to give these pupils, who do not expect
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to enter higher institutions of learning, the broadest possible 
education as a basis for deeper appreciation and enjoyment 
of life and more profitable employment of leisure time.
Accordingly, the purely practical has been supplemented 
with the cultural through a range of electives, including 
courses in Science, Ancient and Modern Languages, Mathe­
matics and History.
One year of Bookkeeping and one of Typewriting are 
required of all pupils taking this course; hut thereafter each 
may choose between the Bookkeeping and Stenographic 
courses, or may take both. As far as possible, arrangement 
will be made for Seniors who elect the Bookkeeping course 
to have additional practice in Typewriting if they so desire.
Each subject is taken five periods per week and counts 
two points, unless otherwise indicated. Inasmuch as some 
of the courses require little or no preparation, thirty-four 
points will he required for graduation.
An outline of the course follows:
F ir st  Y ear
Required: English; Commercial Arithmetic; Alge­
bra ; Penmanship and Spelling, 3 periods, y2 point.
Elective: General Science; Latin; *Greek History, 4 
periods, 1 point, and fRoman History, 4 periods, 1 point; 
Physical Training, 1 period, y2 point.
S econd  Y ear
Required: English; Bookkeeping; Commerce and In­
dustry; Penmanship and Spelling, 3 periods, y2 point.
Elective: Biology; Latin; French; German; Plane 
Geometry; European History; Physical Training; 1 period, 
y2 point.
T h ir d  Y ear
Required: English; Penmanship and Spelling, 3
periods, y2 point; Typewriting; Advanced Bookkeeping or 
Stenography.
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Elective: Chemistry Latin; French; German;  
review of Mathematics; Cooking (for girls), 1 period, y2 
point; Physical Training, 1 period, \'2 point; Hygiene, 1 
period, y2 point.
F ourth Y ear
Required: English; Penmanship and Spelling, 2 peri­
ods, y2 point; *Commercial Law, 1 point, and fEconomics, 
1 point.
Elective: ^Accounting and Business Practice; Sten­
ography; Typewriting; Physics; Latin; French; German; 
* Sol id Geometry, 1 point, and f  Trigonometry, 1 point; 
American History and Government; Physical Training, 1 
period, y2 point; Hygiene, 1 period, y2 point; Cooking (for 
girls), 1 period, y2 point.
*To be taken the first half year.
fTo he taken the second half year.
tAll pupils are required to take either Advanced Bookkeeping or 
Stenography and Typewriting. If Stenography be elected, Typewrit­
ing must be taken with it.
INDUSTRIAL COURSE.
This course, established by Mr. S. D. Warren, is open 
to boys who have completed the ninth grade of the gram­
mar school. Its purpose, briefly stated, is three-fold: to 
make the pupil a more efficient workman; to instruct him 
in the principles of good citizenship; and to lead him to a 
liking of good reading and an appreciation of the best 
literature.
The following course has been adopted:
F irst Y ear
English, Algebra, Arithmetic, Beginner’s Science, 
Forge Shop.
Second Y ear
English, Geometry, Physics, Mechanical Drawing, 
Forge Shop.
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T hird  Y ear
English, Chemistry, Paper Making or Textile Work, 
Mechanical Drawing, Machine Shop.
F ourth Y ear
English, Chemistry, American History and Civil Gov­
ernment, Paper Making or Textile Work, Mechanical Draw­
ing, Machine Shop.
DEBATING.
A course in Debating, offered to Junior and Senior boys, 
comes once a week and counts one-half point toward gradu­
ation. Each member in the course is expected to take part 
in two debates before the main room. Teams to represent the 
High School in the Bowdoin Debating. League and, when 
possible, in the University of Maine Debating League will be 
chosen by competition from the members of this class.
PUBLIC SPEAKING.
All the pupils of the second, third and fourth year classes 
are required to take a course in Public Speaking. This 
consists of one class exercise a week throughout the three 
years. Exercises for the acquirement of poise, breath control, 
correct voice production, and careful enunciation are given. 
Various forms of recitation, sight reading, story telling, pre­
pared and extemporaneous speeches are practiced. Panto­
mimes are produced for the sake of freedom in action. Each 
Senior is required to appear before the school in recitation, 
play or debate; In preparation for this, he receives consider­
able individual instruction. In addition to this, the depart­
ment produces each year a play which is open to the public. 
The purpose of the course is to enable the pupil to meet con­
fidently and adequately the demands upon his powers of 
speech. A credit of one-half point a year is given to all 
who do satisfactory work in this course.
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PHYSICAL TRAINING AND HYGIENE.
Through the liberality of Miss Cornelia Warren, a 
course in Physical Training is offered to all students of the 
High School.
Class exercises which emphasize the fundamental prin­
ciples of grace, agility, muscular control and posture in their 
relation to health and efficiency are conducted for one hour 
periods each week under the supervision of the Directors.
The work has been extended this year to include a course 
in Hygiene, which deals in personal and domestic hygiene 
for girls and personal hygiene and public sanitation for boys.
The Hygiene course is open only to the two upper classes 
and those who complete it satisfactorily will receive one-half 
point. Those who do creditable work in the Gymnasium 
classes will receive one-half point each year.
MANUAL TRAINING.
An elective course in manual training and mechanical 
drawing is offered to the boys of the Ereshman class. One 
afternoon a week is devoted to this subject, and pupils com­
pleting the course are credited with one-half point.
COOKING.
A course in cooking is offered to the girls of the Senior 
and Junior classes, consisting of one lesson a week through­
out the year. One-half point will be credited to those who do 
satisfactory work. ,
* J
THE HIGH SCHOOL ASSEMBLY.
President, R eginald T. Sm all .
Vice-President, L awrence W atson.
Secretary, M arion H aselton .
Treasurer, E rnestine H udson.
The Assembly is an organization composed of all teachers 
and pupils in the High School. It exists for the purpose of
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promoting the general welfare of the school and has control of 
the various athletic organizations and other interests of the 
student body.
The Westbrook High School has adopted the athletic 
rules of the State Association of Secondary Schools.
COLLEGE ENTRANCE CERTIFICATES.
This High School is on the list of schools approved by 
The College Entrance Certificate Board of New England, and 
a certificate from the principal will admit to any of the col­
leges represented on this hoard. Certificates will be given 
to those pupils only who have shown by their scholarship and 
general deportment that they are fitted to do the work of the 
freshman class in college. In general an average of at least 
85 per cent, will be required for a college certificate.
POINT SYSTEM.
Under the point system a study pursued satisfactorily 
for a year will entitle the pupil to a credit of two points. 
Half-year studies count one point each. Thirty-two points 
must be gained to entitle the pupil to a diploma.
A study is satisfactorily completed if an average of at 
least seventy per cent, is attained. A pupil who fails to 
reach seventy per cent, in any required study, must take the 
same study the next year. If a failure is made in an elective, 
the same or another study may be taken the next year.
The course includes all studies required for admission to 
college.- It is important that pupils preparing for college 
should decide as early in their course as possible upon the 
college they intend to enter, so that a proper selection of 
studies may be made.
All selections of studies are subject to the approval of the 
principal, and must be made in writing and signed by the 
parent or guardian of the pupil. Four studies will be re­
quired of each pupil. A larger or smaller number can he 
taken only with the consent of the principal.
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Parents are cordially invited to confer with the princi­
pal and teachers at any time concerning the selection of 
studies, or upon any other matters pertaining to the welfare 
of their children.
Report of the Principal of the Bridge Street School
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
In submitting to you my report of this school for the 
past year I am glad to be able to say that both teachers and 
pupils have been favored with good health and the attend­
ance has been good throughout, as our average shows. No 
contagious diseases have come in to give us uneasiness, and 
only in a very few instances have pupils been isolated or - 
sent out for our protection and theirs, when reasons under 
our rules gave rise to their exclusion after our investigation. 
The number of pupils enrolled in 1913-14 was 267; in 1914- 
15, 260. The number advanced to the High School in June 
last was 32.
Promotions. The number failing of promotion in the 
grades was about the same as in previous years. In with­
holding promotion we try to consider all things for which it 
is supposed to stand, for the good of the school as well as the 
good of the pupils. This is a matter of no small concern to 
the teacher as well as to parents and pupils. Our course of 
study is arranged for the average pupil and it presupposes 
diligence and close application of the pupil and good teaching 
to do the work creditably. It is only natural, then, to as­
sume that some must fail of promotion from lack of ability, 
for all are not average; and added to these will be some who 
will not apply themselves as they could and should. To sus­
tain a good standard of work it is found necessary to hold 
back some in almost every class. Promotion without fitness 
means a lowered standard of work, and in many instances 
entails tension and friction between teacher and pupil in the
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grade advanced to. There are things to consider besides 
present fitness educationally, in justice to all concerned, how­
ever, and we try to give them their due weight. Modern 
courses in high schools and colleges seek courses in which to 
meet varied capacities more than formerly, while the grades 
do not have such a field to select from. Here the funda­
mentals must be had. We believe our standard of require­
ments is as high as it should be, considering the conditions 
under which it exists. It is easy to forge ahead in some 
things, but it must then be done at the expense of other things 
in the grades. On leaving the grammar school we have many 
who do not enter upon the high school course, or who if enter­
ing upon it do not finish it. I believe we are meeting the 
legitimate demands of the situation creditably. While the 
tendency of the times is to require more education to follow 
gainful occupations successfully, there is a constant pressure 
in the matter of cost of living that influences the parent to 
get the boy or girl into the earning class earlier than hereto­
fore, and the principal of the grammar school is in a position 
to recognize this tendency as perhaps no other teacher does. 
It is not so often a matter of volition with the parent or the 
pupil as it is an apparent necessity, and in some instances a 
real necessity. And it is a part of the grammar school teach­
ers’ work to try to reconcile these two opposing factors and if 
possible to inspire to the ideal of a high school training to 
equip for the business of life if it can possibly he had.
English. Our school tries to keep the English up to 
a good grade or standard, but we are too often handicapped 
by having to receive many pupils whose knowledge in this 
is defective because they have not attended our public schools 
and have not cultivated the use of English in the daily use 
of language. These pupils are not able, in altogether too 
many instances, to do the quality of work they otherwise 
could do in all their studies. Indeed only the brightest of 
them are able to do the work creditably. Reading and speak­
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ing good English is the best foundation for our whole school 
study.
Geography. A year ago I advocated the placing of 
Commercial Geography in the ninth grade, even if doing it 
should require that we take less of Bookkeeping and Algebra. 
It seems to me that a three months’ course in this study should 
be of great benefit to our ninth grade pupils. I have still 
the same conviction that I had a year ago. A text book with 
a short course could be had to meet the requirement, I believe.
Division of Grades. As was done the year before, we 
divided the class coming to the sixth grade room and sent 
some of them to another school, leaving a good-sized working 
number here. There were forty-nine who came to the eighth 
grade room to be taught by one teacher. As is evident to 
anyone who understands the work of that grade, it was much 
larger than one teacher could teach. As you knpw, there 
were twelve of these sent to the seventh grade room, making 
a class of that number and fifteen of the seventh grade re­
tained in that room. The total number of pupils taught in 
that room is twenty-seven, twelve being in the eighth grade 
and fifteen in the seventh. To make the work of the teacher 
as easy as possible in handling the two classes the teachers of 
the other two (regular seventh and eighth grades) are helpful 
in selecting and arranging the work of each of the grades here, 
it corresponding with that of their classes. In this way the 
two classes in this room are doing identically the same work 
as in the other rooms of their respective grades, and as if 
they attended in the regular classes all as one grade. This 
arrangement left thirty-seven pupils in the regular eighth 
grade room to be taught. With this division of the work it 
is going on. It was the pronounced opinion of all those in 
authority that the work could not be done with upwards of 
fifty pupils in the eighth grade, hence the division.
Truancy. We have had very few cases of truancy, in­
deed, which is gratifying. One was a confirmed case and
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was turned over to the authorities to he dealt with. There 
have been several cases where parents have taken their chil­
dren out of school to place them to- work, in violation of the 
law compelling attendance in the public schools, but these 
were the result of a lack of knowledge of the requirements 
and the pupils returned when the law was made plain to 
them.
I
School House Improvements. Quite extensive improve­
ments have been made during the year. In the fifth grade 
the room was made attractive by a new steel ceiling nicely 
decorated. In the ninth grade a new floor was laid. The 
building has been built many years and the walls in several 
rooms need retinting and the woodwork needs varnishing. 
During the twenty-six years of my connection with the school 
neither the walls nor the furniture in the ninth grade have 
been improved in paint or varnish. Doubtless we get our 
share of the repairs though, where there is always much to 
do. We believe the wear-and-tear of the house and its furni­
ture is kept down to a minimum.
Teachers. There has been no change in teachers. All 
have been in their respective places a long time and are ac­
quainted with the work of their grades. I am certain that 
I voice the sentiments of the teachers when I say that we 
have always had the cordial support and cooperation of the 
committee and superintendent in our work, and the past year 
is no exception to this, for which we are grateful. You have 
led us to see that our work is indeed a profession that is 
worthy the best there is in us and of commanding importance 
in the community we serve. After the opening term of the 
present year it was thought best, not to continue the use of 
Student-teachers in this school, and so none are now em­
ployed. The matter was taken up with the Normal School 
management, as the teachers here did not care to carry on the 
work longer under the modified plan adopted by the Normal 
School; and not being able to agree upon the conditions
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student-teachers were to work under, we felt it best to cancel 
our plan with them. The correspondence relating to the 
matter between the principal of this school and the principal 
of the Normal School is available at any time to verify our 
position, which we believe consonant with the aims and pur­
poses the city had in agreeing to the arrangement for Normal 
Students to teach in their practice work here.
Respectfully submitted,
C harles W . W entw orth ,
Principal.
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Report of Principal of Forest Street Grammar School
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
The past year has been one of steady application, much 
like other years. The attendance has been good, and also the 
interest so far as we can judge. At this writing, a few pupils 
of the first grade are ill of scarlet fever and the room is 
closed. It seems as if a child may have this disease so light­
ly that it is not recognized and the child mingles with other 
children and so spreads the disease. Parents should be very 
careful of any cases that are in the least suspicious. Better 
that a child should lose a few days’ school than risk spread­
ing so dangerous disease.
There seem to be fewer cases of bad colds than usual. 
We have thought that this may be one good result of doing 
away with the common drinking cup; or perhaps the study 
of the Grulick physiologies is teaching the children to be more 
careful regarding healthful conditions of living. The use of 
a sweeping compound by the janitor is a help, wc think.
It seems worthy of mention that the teaching force, both 
regular and special, as well as superintendent and super­
visors have been the same as they were last year. Such con­
ditions are rarely found in the school business.
Through the generous contribution of the patrons of this
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school together with a substantial sum from the school funds 
a good upright piano has been purchased. The children are 
delighted with it and the whole routine of school duties seems 
brightened.
Since the drinking fountains were installed, the demand 
for water has increased, and one fountain in each basement 
is not enough. I would request that two other fountains be 
supplied as soon as convenient.
We are able in the ninth grade to complete the advance 
work in U. S. History in about one-half year. Then for the 
remainder of the year I think it would be more interesting 
to study a different history or take a review of geography, 
as pupils become tired of a book when they have studied it 
daily for fifty-four weeks.
I would be glad to have parents and citizens visit the 
school more frequently, as I believe it would stimulate 
teachers and pupils to do better work.
Respectfully submitted,
J. A. T uttle ,
Principal Forest Street School.
Report of Director of Manual Training
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
D ear S i r :— The work in this department has gone on 
smoothly since the last report a year ago.
Each year we are more fully assured that training of this 
kind is a distinct help to the boys, since it gives them un­
excelled opportunities for gaining self-control and a better 
understanding of their own capacities and limitations. It 
also gives them a broader view of life and the world’s work, 
and offers them a good oportunity for making practical ap­
plication of many of the lessons learned in their study of 
books.
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The concrete results obtained are a cause of much sat­
isfaction as well as a strong inducement to further effort. 
We believe that such training constitutes an important ele­
ment in the boy’s education.
The weekly lessons in Mechanical Drawing given to the 
sixth grade classes have been continued with good results. 
The teachers testify to the general helpfulness of the training 
given, the pupils manifest a live interest in the work as 
taught, and it would seem wise to continue the present ar­
rangement.
In the seventh grade the registration is smaller than last 
year. Practically the same outline of work is pursued as 
was presented last year. The boys in this grade who come 
to bench-work for the first time are finding it very difficult 
to appreciate the value of accuracy.
It has taxed our powers to the utmost to convince some 
that their future success might depend upon the possession 
or the lack of this very quality. The day of the micrometer 
has already dawned.
The form work of the eighth grade has been better this 
year than usual. A commendable interest is shown by all 
of the pupils, and several have been able to accomplish con­
siderable more work than was required.
But slight changes have been made in the outlined work 
of either the eighth or the ninth grade. To better utilize 
remnants of good lumber or to include a desirable tool exer­
cise a substitution of a similar model is occasionally made, 
or the size or pattern of one previously employed is modified.
The number of pupils from High School who elected 
Manual Training this year is somewhat larger than usual. 
Individual problems in furniture construction occupy their 
chief attention. Supplementary study and observation of 
kindred subj ects contribute much to the practical value of the 
course, and give good opportunity to become acquainted with 
the best of modern industrial methods and products.
Our present equipment of hand tools is fairly complete,
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although some parts of the original equipment are nearly 
worn out and must soon be replaced. New back boards and 
tool racks have been made and put in place on the 24 pupils’ 
benches. During the present year a large number of the 
bench vises must be repaired and new parts supplied.
If best results are to be attained in our work in mechani­
cal drawing the pupils should be provided with better outfits. 
The old boards now in use are in many cases beyond repair 
and the accompanying parts are untrustworthy for accurate 
and satisfactory work.
It seems imperative that our room should receive a little 
attention this year in the way of repairs and improvements. 
Electric lights are needed in this room more than in any other 
day school in the city not already supplied. To strain the 
eyes in watching fine gauge lines on dark colored wood when 
the weather is cloudy or stormy is simply and surely causing 
some of the very ills that we pride ourselves in earnestly 
seeking to minimize or remove.
A drinking fountain should be installed for the use of 
this department as early as possible.
The common use of a drinking glass has been prohibited, 
and no paper drinking cups have been provided. The boys 
make frequent use of the faucet, and the dangers we seek 
to avoid are not lessened but increased by the present ar­
rangement.
The only criticism received regarding the quality of the 
work shown at our last exhibition was the lack of a first class 
finish on the larger pieces of furniture. It seems only fair 
to say that such criticism would not have been so fully merited 
if better accommodations had been available for performing 
that part of the work. Our work room is filled with benches 
and must be used for storage purposes as well as for class 
work during the last weeks of the school year. To do fin­
ishing work undisturbed a pupil is obliged to seek more room 
either out of doors or in some nearby building. The dust 
from the street, and the blistering heat of the summer sun
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make out-door work impracticable, and it is not easy to find 
neighbors who have space to spare for such purposes. We 
shall continue to do the best we can in the space provided 
until better conditions are possible.
We continue to recognize our debt to the Agent and Shop 
Foremen of the S. D, Warren Cc. for their continued favors 
in the way of shop privileges.
We would also assure you, Mr. Superintendent and the 
chairman and members of the School Board, that your im­
plicit confidence in placing the work so entirely in our hands 
and your frequent words of encouragement are effective in 
calling forth the best efforts of instructor and pupils alike.
Respectfully submitted,
Chas. F. J ohnson.
Report of the Teacher of Domestic Science
To Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
t
D ear S ir :—I herewith submit my second report of the 
work done in this department. As the general routine is 
practically the same from year to year, I believe it unneces­
sary to comment upon it. I think I am safe in saying, that the 
work of the pupils, as a whole, is an improvement over that 
of last year, which is as it should be, and what we are trying 
to accomplish.
It has been my aim in the sewing classes this year to 
make the work still more practical if possible, so, for example, 
when a pupil is asked to perform some duty such as patch­
ing her own dress, or hemming the same, she would know 
immediately how to do it. Naturally, some are more alert 
and quicker to grasp things, and they have to be held back 
a little to allow the slower ones to catch up, and I have given 
extra time to the latter and more personal attention. In the 
seventh grade more undergarments have been made than 
formerly which I consider to be of practical value.
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In cookery, about the same regular schedule has been 
followed as formerly, except that in the High School course, 
I have introduced “ Invalid Cookery” in a small degree, 
teaching the pupils how to make gruels, etc., for a sick per­
son. Every other month the girls serve a luncheon, setting 
the table, having a host, hostess, guest, waitress,, and cook, 
thus teaching them practical demonstration, the correct way 
of preparing and serving and all have entered enthusiastical­
ly into it. They are also taught how the kitchen should be 
kept clean and sanitary; such as the boiling of the dish towels 
and cloths, sweeping and dusting, cleaning of the refrigerator 
and the washing and oiling of the sink.
That there has been an interest on the part of the parents 
and others in the work of the school, is evident by the num­
ber of visitors admitted, over 100 being present during 
Parents’ Week and more than 1100 at Exhibition Time. 
We hope for more this year.
I wish to thank you, and the members of the School 
Committee and all the citizens of the city who have in one 
way or another, helped the school in the past year.
During the year, 80 pounds of granulated sugar, 5 bags 
of flour and 20 bars of soap were some of the materials used 
at the Cooking School; all of which were bought at retail. 
I still think that if the same, and other materials could have 
been bought at wholesale, it would have been and would be 
a saving to the city.
Respectfully submitted,
H elen M. S m ith .
Schedule of Cooking, 1913-1914
H igh S chool, J unior Class.
OCTOBER.
Carrot Marmalade, Grape Marmalade, Vegetables in differ­
ent forms, Escalloped Potatoes, French Fried Potatoes,
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Creamed Cauliflower, Plain Boiled Vegetables, Potatoes 
Baked in Half-Sbell, Apple and Celery Salad.
NOVEMBER.
Vegetable Soup, Pea Soup, Tomato Soup, Celery Soup, 
Meat Soup, Stew, Soup Stock, Baking Powder Bread 
Sticks, Crisped Crackers, Croutons, Sponge Cake, 
Orange Ice, Rebecca Pudding.
DECEMBER.
Sugar Cookery—Fondant, Chocolate Dipping, Caramels, 
Buttercups, Bonbons, Candied Orange Peel.
JANUARY.
Pastry— Plain and Puff Paste, Pies, Tarts, Cheese Straws, 
Banburies, Cinnamon Rolls, Date Pie, Lemon Sponge 
Pie, Chocolate Pie.
FEBRUARY.
Yeast Bread, P&rker House Rolls, Buns, Muffins, Griddle 
Cakes, Popovers, Waffles, Welsh Rarebit.
MARCH.
Roast Meats—Beef, Pork, Lamb, Scalloped Oysters, Sauted 
Oysters, Baked Fish, Roast Chicken, Invalid Cookery, 
Gruels, etc.
APRIL.
Cake— Cookies, Orange Cake, Snow Cake, Chocolate Cake.
MAY.
Gelatine Desserts—Bavarian Cream, Salads—Fruit, Vege­
table and Meat, Spanish' Cream, Grape Sponge.
JUNE.
Frozen Desserts—Frozen Chocolate, Pineapple Sherbet, 
Grape Frappe, Ginger Ice Cream.
Proper combinations of food are taught, also cost. The
girls prepare menus for a certain number and the cost is
limited. Table setting and serving is also taught.
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Schedule of Cooking for the Grades, 1913-1914
SEPTEMBER.
8th Grade. Apple Sauce, Baked Apples.
9 th Grade. Canning' Peaches, Grape and Apple Jelly.
OCTOBER.
Boiled and Mashed Potatoes, White Sauce, 
Tomato Soup, Creamed Potatoes, Cream 
Toast, Cereals, Table Setting and Serving. 
Creamed Turnips, Corn Chowder, Cream of 
Green Pea Soup, Crisped Crackers, Apple 
Tapioca, Escalloped Potatoes, Potato Soup.
NOVEMBER.
i
8th Grade. Baking Powder Biscuit and Rolls, Gingerbread, 
Plain and Chocolate Corn Starch Mould, 
Tea, Coffee and Cocoa.
9th Grade. Peach Short Cake, Graham Muffins, Hermit 
Cookies, Chocolate Cookies.
DECEMBER.
8th Grade. Molasses Candy, Fudge, Peppermints, Peanut 
Candy, Puffed Rice Brittle, Vinegar Candy. 
9th Grade. Fondant, Creamed Dates and Peanuts, Penoche, 
Cocoanut Cream Candy, Parisian Sweets.
JANUARY.
Plain Muffins, Cottage Pudding, Lemon Sauce, 
Molasses Cookies, Plain Bread Pudding, 
Cranberry Sauce.
Plain Pastry, Apple, Squash and Lemon Pie, 
Tarts, Mock Cherry Pie.
FEBRUARY.
8th Grade. Yeast Bread, Biscuit and Rolls, Brown Bread. 
9th Grade. Yeast Bread, Parker House Rolls, Doughnuts, 
Rice Croquettes, Chocolate Bread Pudding.
8th Grade. 
*
9 th Grade.
8th Grade. 
9th Grade.
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8th Grade. 
9th Grade.
8th Grade. 
9 th Grade.
8th Grade. 
9th Grade.
MARCH.
Fish Chowder, Fish Balls, Meat Balls, Salad 
Dressing, Salmon Salad and Egg Salad.
Baked Fish with Sauce, Creamed Fish, Salads, 
Baked Macaroni and Cheese.
APRIL.
Soft and Hard Cooked Eggs, Creamy Eggs, 
Plain Custard, Egg Vermicelli.
Omelets, Tapioca Cream, Rice Pudding, Cara­
mel Custard.
MAY.
Peanut Wafers, Plain Cake, Sponge Cake, 
Plain and Fruit Gelatines.
Sponge Cake, Chocolate Cake, Snow Cake, 
Snow Pudding with Custard Sauce.
JUNE.
8th Grade. Lemon Ice, Orange Ice, Plain Ice Cream. Re­
view in the form of preparation for ex­
hibition.
9 th Grade. Caramel Ice Cream, Strawberry and Chocolate 
Ice Cream. Review by getting ready for 
exhibition.i
As often as practical a simple meal is served to teach 
children good form in table service. There are also clean­
ing lessons and lessons on cost and proper combinations of 
food.
Schedule of Sewing, 1913-1914
6th  G rade.
Stitches T aught : Basting, running, half backstitching, 
whole backstitching, hemming, overcasting, over-hand­
ing, button-hole stitch and French trimming. Every 
stitch is applied first to a white sample.
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A rticles M ade : Gingham Bags.
Holders.
, Dish Towels.
Eyelets, Loops and Buttons.
Hooks and Eyes. '■
Stocking Darning.
Tear Darning.
At Christmas time the children made safety pin holders 
for gifts.
7tii G rade.
S titches T a u g h t : Basting, running, half backstitching, 
whole backstitching, hemming, over-casting, over-hand­
ing, button-hole stitch, cross-stitch, catch-stitch, hem­
stitch, feather-stitch and outline-stitch. Every stitch is 
applied first to a white sample.
A rticles M ade : Button Holes.
Eyelets, Loops and Buttons. '
Cooking School Aprons and Caps. 
Patching.
Hooks and Eyes.
i Stocking Darning.
Straight and Three-Cornered Tear 
\ Darning.
Tucking.
Handkerchiefs.
Undergarments.
At Christmas time the children make some fancy articles 
for gifts. The dish towels for the cooking school are also 
made in this grade.
Report of the Teacher of Music
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
D ear S ir  :— The work in the department of music has 
gone along smoothly, there being, especially during the past
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term, a general gain which is gratifying to me and my co­
workers.
In the Fall the ‘‘Introductory Sight-Singing Melodies” 
were supplied for the second and third grade room at Forest 
Street, and these are proving to be a great aid to the work.
Since placing the “Hew Educational Music Readers” in 
all our schools, there has been noticeable too great a break 
between the board work in the first and second grades, and 
the books in the rooms where we have the second and third, 
and third and fourth grades. To remove this difficulty I 
suggest putting the “ Introductory Sight Singing Melodies” 
into the first and second grade rooms, not later than the 
Spring term. In this way, the children who go into the 
third grades will become accustomed to the music notation 
and signs as read from the printed page, something that is 
difficult at first, for the average child. I should like to see 
this difficulty removed this year, if possible.
The tone-quality of our schools, while gradually im­
proving, is yet far from the standard we hope at some time 
to reach. I would have each teacher guard against the un­
wise forcing of the voices either in quantity or range of tone. 
It seems to be the opinion of many that while there may be 
danger in forcing the girl’s voice, there is no harm done in 
even encouraging the boys to sing as low as possible— and at 
times, even beyond the lowest range possible. This is a 
most dangerous practice, since unwise use of the boy’s voice 
before the change occurs, often means great injury, if not 
permanent ruin. The child voice is a most delicate instru­
ment, and can not at any time be dealt with according to the 
standards of the adult voice. In this respect, as in many 
others, Nature is far wiser than the wisest teacher, and we 
should aid Nature’s work, by careful oversight of all the 
voices under our charge. v
Unison singing well done, is far more pleasing than 
part-work poorly rendered, and we should bear in mind at
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all times, the ultimate good of our pupils, rather than our 
own present gain.
A source of great profit as well as pleasure, is the small, 
but excellent Victrola, at the Brown St. school, and the new 
piano at Forest St. These were both made possible, not 
only by the activity of pupils and teachers, but by the in­
terest and public spirit of the parents and friends, who so 
generously contributed and so made possible these very nec­
essary aids in the appreciation of music.
Last Spring, with one or two exceptions, there were no 
recitals, their place being taken, as is well known, by the 
music given at the Centennial, on Children’s Day. The re­
sult of the work is well known, and I need say no more con­
cerning it, other than this. Whatever success attended the 
musical program of that day, was due not only to the splen­
did discipline maintained in our schools, but also to the 
kindly feeling of good-will and cooperation which the Wesf- 
brook teachers have always shown me. Any work that is 
carried on by more than one person, depends for its highest 
success, upon cooperation. There must be a common ground 
of meeting, a feeling of equality, a willingness to help each 
other. This is what has been shown to me, by your corps of 
teachers, and. I take this time to thank them for it.
I wish it might be possible to carry the work in music 
further than the grades. There, we can at best, lay only 
the foundation of the structure, and the completion can only 
be carried on, either by private study, or the work in High 
School, or, what is better, by a merging of the two. A promi­
nent educator has said, in regard to the study of music, “ If 
our education is to mean the development of the whole child, 
the cultural side as well as the utilitarian, we must present 
music as the greatest single force in the appeal to the emo­
tional faculties.” Again— “ The end of school music is not 
to make singers, but rather to use singing—or music—as a 
means to secure a kind of mental training which cannot be 
adequately derived from any other subject.”
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Music is not simply an aesthetic study; it has a voca­
tional value as truly as any of the manual arts and sciences. 
This may be proved by the hundreds of thousands of dollars 
spent each year upon the study of music in the city of New 
York alone, to say nothing of the money spent in the enjoy­
ment of it.
The festival at the October meeting of the State Teach­
ers’ Association showed us what music means to high school 
pupils. What we cannot tell is the far reaching influence the 
study of such music has upon the hoys and girls of our cities 
and towns. There are many musically gifted pupils in our 
High School at the present time. Music is being recognized 
as a vital force in the educational plan.
I hope that in the near future music may he given a 
place in the High School of our city.
Respectfully submitted,
i • Carrie  B . P h in n e y .
Report of the Teacher of Writing and Drawing
Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools:
Of the work in my department, viz., that of penman­
ship and drawing, I have no radical changes to report. Minor 
changes have been made, however, with the result that we 
find ourselves established on a better working basis than be­
fore. The chief innovation of the present year, is the in­
troduction of penmanship in the High School, a feature of 
the work which has given me much satisfaction. The spirit 
of the class is excellent and the concentration and effort has 
been most gratifying. A great deal of emphasis is laid upon 
rapidity as well as quality, and occasional tests for freedom 
and rapidity exhibit quite a bit of dash, and some ability.
I believe that the best work is possible only when muscu­
lar movement writing is begun in the primary grades. When 
our primary grades of the last two years reach the grammar
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school, we may expect legible, correct movement writing, and 
a good style of business writing, for the finished product in 
the High School.
We wish that our third and fourth grades might be 
supplied with the A. jST. Palmer Manual. As the fourth 
grades who are combined with the fifth are using these texts, 
they have an obvious advantage over their companions who 
are fourth grade combined with third. The line could be 
drawn at third grade as these manuals are not used in 
primary grades.
Ruslan says, “ The whole aim of education is to help 
people not only to do the right things but also to enjoy the 
right things.” There is then, beside the teaching of drawing, 
the teaching of an intelligent appreciation for that which is 
drawn. My aim, in this connection, is to get outside the 
exercise itself and work more along analytic as well as syn­
thetic lines. I hope to bring before the public schools the 
Turner Art Exhibit, which embraces two hundred subjects, 
—works of the great masters of painting. The funds real­
ized in this way, may be expended in pictures to beautify 
barren walls, or in material for picture study, some of which 
should be part of the stock-in-trade of every school building.
We had last year quite a creditable number of students 
who were winners of penmanship awards. The quantity of 
material to be handled, was often bulky as well as heavy, 
and your assistance in disposing of it was silently appre­
ciated. I might add that we expect a great deal more of fit 
material this year, and take this opportunity of thanking 
you in advance for official assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
M ildred  N . I rv in g .
Report of the Physical Director
To Mr. Prescott Keyes, Superintendent of Schools, 
Westbrook, Maine.
D ear  S i r :— Since Physical Training was introduced 
into the public schools of our city nine years ago, each year
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has seen some advance or improvement, either in the nature 
of the work or the manner in which it has been conducted.
The past year has been no exception to this rule. The 
cooperation of parents and the dentists of our city in the 
better care of our children’s teeth has resulted in much good, 
as will be shown in the test tables that follow. This year a 
course of lectures in dental hygiene have been given in all 
schools which we believe will show greater results in ike years 
to follow.
The test tables will also show many other improvements 
due to our efforts for physical improvement, but a glance at 
the defects still existing will show ample room for work in 
the future.
During the past year we have extended our tests to the 
country schools and a glance at the results will show a need 
of work for these pupils which should be put into effect next 
year.
A course in Hygiene has been opened for High School 
students and is taught at the Gymnasium. This course we 
believe will be productive of much good.
In addition to the regular course of exercises as outlined 
and conducted in the Gymnasium, base ball, tennis, and out­
door athletics are taken up during the Spring term and basket 
ball during the Fall and Winter terms; foot ball being 
omitte'd during the past year. Those who represent these 
teams must be of robust health and good moral character and 
must stand well in their studies in order to represent their 
school in match games. Over fifty students from the High 
and Grammar schools take part in these group games each 
week. In these games even more than in the regular class 
exercises comes the opportunity for building up the manly 
qualities of obedience, sacrifice, courage, self reliance, and 
the ability to work with others for a given object, which must 
surely make for better citizenship.
IO utline  of P resent Course.
Primary Grades:— Corrective Swedish Gymnastics, con­
sisting of light free-hand exercises conducted in the school 
room.
Grammar Grades:— Corrective Swedish Gymnastics in 
the school room, Marching Tactics, Calisthenic Drills, Gym­
nastic Dancing, apparatus work and recreative games in the 
Gymnasium.
High School Students:— Marching Tactics, Corrective 
Swedish Gymnastics, Calisthenic Drills including dumb­
bells, wands and Indian clubs; Gymnastic Dancing, Appara­
tus Work including Horse, Buck, Horizontal and Parallel 
Bars, Climbing Ropes, Horizontal Ladder, Traveling and 
Trick Rings, and Swedish Boom; Recreative Games includ­
ing Basket Ball, Base Ball, Volley Ball and others.
S chedule of Classes.
HIGH SCHOOL ELECTIVE.
Freshmen and Sophomore Boys, Thursday, 2.45 P. M.
Junior and Senior Boys, Wednesday, 8 P. M.
Freshmen Girls, Monday, 2.30 P. M.
Upper Class Girls, Wednesday, 2.45 P. M.
Hygiene Class, Boys, Thursday, 2 P. M.
Hygiene Class, Girls, Wednesday, 2 P. M.
GRAMMAR SCHOOL ELECTIVE.
6th and 7 th grade boys, Forest and Bridge St., Tuesday, 
4.45 P. M.
8th and 9th grade boys, Bridge St., Thursday, 4.45 P. M.
8th and 9th grade hoys, Forest St., Friday, 4.30 P. M.
6th and 7th grade girls, Forest St., Monday, 4.30 P. M.
8th and 9th grade girls, Forest St., Wednesday, 4.30 P.M.'
6th and 7th grade girls, Bridge St., Tuesday, 4.30 P. M.
8th and 9th grade girls, Bridge St., Thursday, 4.30 P.M.
SCHOOL ROOM CLASSES.
Monday forenoon, Brown Street and Warren Schools.
Tuesday afternoon, Forest Street School.
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Thursday forenoon, Saco Street, Valentine Street and 
Church Schools.
Thursday afternoon, Bridge Street School.
ENROLLMENT IN ELECTIVE CLASSES.
Forest Street, Boys, 34 Girls, 53
Bridge Street, Boys, 34 Girls, 59
High School, Boys, 48 Girls, 58
I
FINDINGS IN PHYSICAL TESTS, SEPTEMBER, 1914.
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Round Shoulders, 59 98 20 51 23 28 9 14 15 9 326
Winged Scapulae, 86 98 16 53 21 32 11 6 16 9 348
Defective Eyesight, 63 72 1 28 13 14 8 9 4 212
Defective Hearing, 6 10 5 1 3 25
Uneven Shoulders, 14 32 1 11 3 1 2 64
Flat Feet, 34 35 3 6 2 8 4 5 97
Adenoids, 5 3 1 2 1 12
Swollen Tonsils, 17 31 11 16 3 7 3 2 6 1 97
Decayed Teeth, 85 75 39 58 39 53 21 16 13 12 411
Abnormal Heart, 3 10 3 5 3 4 1 2 1 32
Spinal Curvature, 4 8 1 13
D e fe c ts  Im proved
Round Shoulders, 18 14 3 10 5 6 56
Winged Scapulae, 18 26 4 8 1 5 62
Eyesight, 31 9 2 42
Uneven Shoulders, 4 4 1 9
D e fe c ts  Corrected
Eyesight, 20 26 16 7 69 -
Teeth, 46 33 1 12 5 5 102
Shoulders, 23 24 2 49
Hearts, 2 5 1 2 3 13
During the past years it has been our aim to make this 
department of school work a real factor in the lives of the
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pupils, endeavoring to secure the greatest good to the greatest 
number. ' •
I wish to thank you and the committee in charge for 
your sympathy and support and to extend through you my 
thanks to all of the teachers, in the .various schools for their 
cooperation in the work.
Very sincerely yours,
M a u r i c e  Ross.
Graduation of 1914
Graduating exercises of the Class of 1914, Westbrook 
High School, held at the Warren Church, June 19, 1914. 
Class Motto: Partem bene fac.
Music by High School Orchestra, Mr. Charles Hurd, 
Director.
ORDER OF EXERCISES.
“ Gretchen,” Martin
“ Class of 1914 March,” Reynold Howe Broolcs
ORCHESTRA.
Scripture Reading, Mildred Davis Burnham
Prayer
“ The Lost Chord,” Sullivan
o r c h e s t r a .
Salutatory, “ The Growth of Westbrook’s Industries,”
Boyce Allen Thomas 
“ Our Trip to Washington,” Louise Rose
Vocal Solo,
“At Parting,” . Rogers
“ Come Into the Garden, Love,” Salter
Raymond Conant Frank 
“ Rise of American Politics,” Paul Eugene Alden
“ German Folk Songs,” Florence Wyer Gray
FOLKSONGS.
“Du bist wie eine Blume,”
“Der Wirtin Tbchterlein.” 
“ Friihlingsgruss,”
CHORUS OF GIRLS.
Rubinstein
Mendelssohn
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“ Jottings from the History of Science,”
Edmund Capron Melcher 
“A Chapter of Revelations,” Doris Faye Ingersoll
Valedictory, “Pecheur d’Islande,” Madeline Courtney Hunt
CLASS SONG.
CONFERRING DIPLOMAS.
BENEDICTION.
CLASS OF 1914.
Alden, Paul Eugene Knowlton, Florence Paulinef
Bennett, Harold Clement Libby, Lewie Everett 
Berryman, William Lawrence Libby, Martha Virginiaf
Boomer, Mary Avis 
Brooks, Reynold Howe 
Brown, Dorothy Frances! 
Burnell, Gladys Maudf 
Burnell, William Merville 
Burnham, Mildred Davis* 
Decormier, Grace Antoinette 
Dinsmore, Frank Albine 
Eaton, Myrtle Mildredf 
Edwards, Granville Lee 
Fogg, Marie Bethf 
Frank, Raymond Conant 
Fuller, Carroll Edward 
Gray, Florence Wyer*f 
Hall, Ernest Cleveland 
Harmon, Erald 
Hunt, Madeline Courtney* f  
Ingersoll, Doris Fayef 
Jess, Clifford Francis
* Honor Pupils
Mayberry, Addie Frances 
Mayberry, Marion Louise 
McClellan, James Curtis 
Melcher, Edmund Capron 
*Newhall, Philip Ezra 
Perrin, Alice Philomene 
Pratt, Rahma Waldon 
Reny, Marcia 
Roberts, Louise Andrewsf 
Rose, Louise
Sherman, Joseph Bartlett 
Smith, Cheever Stanton 
Smith, Selah Edmund 
Strout, Ralph Leighton 
Thomas, Boyce Allen* 
Tourangeau, Arthur Joseph 
Warren, Sara Eleanor 
Welch, Lawrence Joseph
Winship, Helen Annette 
t Members of Chorus
CLASS OFFICERS.
President, Edmund Capron Melcher. 
Vice President, Raymond Conant Frank. 
Secretary, Louise Rose.
Treasurer, Madeline Courtney Hunt.
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Senior-
Boys,
Girls,
Total,
Junior-
Boys,
Girls,
Total,
Soph.— 
Boys, 
Girls,
— • Total,
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Girls,
Total,
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-A. A ___________A
Senior, 
Junior, - 
Sophomore, 
Freshman,
Total
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Text Books in Use in High School
Commercial Texts
Arithmetic, Moore & Miner '
Bookkeeping, Miner
Geography, Adams
Geography, Gannett, Garrison & Houston
Law, Gano
English Classics
Ancient Mariner, Coleridge
As You Like It, Shakespeare
Autobiography, Franklin
Classics for Vocal Expression, Curry
Essay on Addison, Macaulay
Essay on Burns, • Carlyle
Essay on Milton, Macaulay
Hamlet, Shakespeare
Idyls of the King, Tennyson
Ivanhoe, Scott
Julius Caesar, Shakespeare
Lady of the Lake, Scott
L’Allegro, 11 Penseroso, Comus & Lycidas, Milton
Last of the Mohicans, Cooper
Lays of Ancient Borne, Macaulay
Life of Goldsmith, Irving
Life of Johnson, Macaulay
Macbeth, Shakespeare
Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Shakespeare
Old Testament Narratives
Palamon and Arcite, Dryden
Selections from Byron, Wordsworth, Shelley,
Keats and Browning
Silas Marner, Eliot
Sir Koger de Coverley Papers, Addison & Steele
Speech on Conciliation with America, Burke
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The House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne
The Princess, Tennyson
Vicar of Wakefield, Goldsmith
Vision of Sir Launfal, 
English
Lowell
Composition and Rhetoric, Radford
Manual of Argumentation, Laycock & Spofford
Manual of Argumentation, Thomas
Practice Book, Hitchcock
Representative English Literature, Pancoast
French
Composition,
Grammars,
Grandgent
Beginner’s French Book, Francois
French Grammar, 
Texts
Fraser & Squair
Colomba, Merimee
Fables, La Fontaine
Historic French Reader, Weill
Jeanne D’Arc, Lamartine
L’Abbe Constantin Halevy
La Chute Hugo
L’Avare, Moliere
Le Consent, Erckmann-Chatrian
Le Francais et sa Patrie, Talbot
Le Pecheur d’Islande, Loti
Le Roi des Montagnes, About
L’Ete de la Saint Martin, Meilhac & Halevy
Le Tour du Monde en Quatrevingt Jours, Verne
Le Voyage de M. Perrichon, La Biche & Martin
Livre de Lecture et de Conversation, La Fontaine
Une Philosophe sous les Toits,
German
Souvestre
Composition, Bacon
Grammars, Bacon 
J oynes-Meissner
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Texts
Aprilwetter, Arnold
Der Letzte, Wildenbruch
Germelshausen, Gerstacker
Gluck Auf, Muller & Wenekelbacli
Hermann und Dorothea, Goethe
Immensee, Storm
Im Yaterland, Bacon
L’Arrabbiata, Heyse
Marchen und Erzahlungen, Guerber
Wilhelm Tell, Schiller
Willkommen in Deutschland, Mosher
Government, Civil, Ashley
Government, Civil, Macdonald
History • t
American, Muzzey
American, McLaughlin
Ancient World, West
English, Montgomery
Mediaeval and Modern, Myers
Latin •
Composition, Daniell-Brown
Composition, Dodge & Tuttle
Grammars
Elementary Latin Course, Potter
Revised Latin Grammar, Harkness
Texts W
Aeneid, Virgil
Fabulae Faciles, Ritchie
Gallic War, Csesar
Orations, Cicero
Mathematics
Algebra, Academic, Wells
Algebra, for Secondary Schools, Wells
Arithmetic, Secondary, Stone & Millis
Geometry, Plane, Wentworth & Smith
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Geometry, Solid, Wentworth & Smith
Trigonometry, Conant
Physics
Lessons in Physics, Higgins
Lessons in Physics, Gorton
Lab. Manual, Chute
Physical Geography, Davis
Introduction to General Science, I Rowell
Science
Biology, Bailey & Coleman
Botany, Leavitt
Chemistry, Brownlee & Others
General Science, Clark
Geology, Shaler
Physics, Gorton
Physics, Higgins
Text Books in Use in Grades
Bookkeeping
Elementary Bookkeeping and Business Forms, Shaw
Blanks for above, Shaw
Dictionary
High School, Webster
Geography
First Steps in, Frye
Grammar School, Frye
Home, Frye
Leading Facts in, Frye
Geography Readers
Around the World, Carroll
Big People and Little People of Other Lands, Shaw
Distant Countries, Winslow
Europe, Winslow
Our American Neighbors, Winslow
The Earth and Its People, , Winslow
The United States, Winslow.
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Grammar
Modern English, Book 1, 
Modern English, Book 2, 
History
Beginners’ American, 
Elementary American,
Leading Facts in American, 
History Readers .
Our Country’s Story, 
Mathematics
Algebra— First Steps in, 
Arithmetic— Book 1,
Book 2,
Complete,
Music
Individual Singing Exercises, 
Hatural Music Course 
Short Course in Music, Book 1, 
Mew Educational Music Course 
First Reader 
Second Reader 
Third Reader 
' Fourth Reader 
Fifth Reader 
Penmanship
Palmer Manual
Physiology— Gulick Health Readers 
Control of Body and Mind, 
Good Health,
The Body at Work,
Town and City,
Readers
Aldine
Primer,
First Reader,
Second Reader,
Third Reader,
Emerson & Bender 
Emerson & Bender
Montgomery
Montgomery
Montgomery
Tappan
Wentworth 
Wentworth & Smith 
Wentworth & Smith 
Wentworth & Smith
Abbott 
Ripley & Tapper
Jewett 
J ewett 
Jewett 
Jewett
Spaulding & Bryce 
Spaulding & Bryce 
Spaulding & Bryce 
Spaulding & Bryce
\
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Baldwin & Bender 
First Reader 
Second Reader 
Third Reader 
Fourth Reader 
Child Life
Primer, Blaisdell
First Reader, Blaisdell
Second Reader, Blaisdell
Third Reader, Blaisdell
Fourth Reader, Blaisdell
Qyr - ;
Second Reader, Ginn & Co.
Third Reader, 
Fourth Reader 
Graded Literature
First Book, Judson & Bender
Second Book, Judson & Bender
Third Book, Judson & Bender
Fourth Book, Judson & Bender
Fifth and Sixth, / J udson & Bender
Seventh & Eighth, Judson & Bender
Jones
First
Second
Third
Progressive Road to Reading, Burch ill, Ettinger & Shinier
Book 1,
Book 2 . t
Book 3
Supplementary Readers
Boy Blue and His Friends, Blaisdell
Little People'Everywhere, McDonald &Dalrymple
Mary of Plymouth, Otis
Merry Animal Tales, Bigham
Mother West Wind’s Children, Burgess
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Short Stories for Little Folks, Bryce
Squirrels, Burroughs
Stories of Great Americans for Little
Americans, Eggleston
The Golden Door, Sneath, Hodges
The Jatakas, Babbitt
Told in a Little Boy’s Pocket, Kennedy
Uncle Sam’s Secrets, Austin
Wide Awake Readers, Murray
Primer
First Reader
Second Reader
Spellers
Graded, Part I, Harrington
Graded, Part II, Harrington
New World, Wohlfarth & Rogers
VInstructions to Teachers in Regard 
to Contagious Diseases
/
Teachers should exercise the greatest care in the treat­
ment of all contagious diseases. If the teacher has the 
slightest suspicion that any case of contagious disease has 
been contracted in her- room, or that- a student having a con­
tagious disease has been attending school and associating with 
other scholars, she should immediately notify either the 
Superintendent of Schools or the Secretary of the Board of 
Health, in order that the room and its contents may be dis­
infected with all dispatch and all necessary precautions taken 
to prevent a spread of said disease.
No pupil shall be admitted to or retained in the public 
schools who does not exhibit to his teacher satisfactory evi­
dence that he has been vaccinated. No scholar afflicted with 
any contagious disease, or coming from a house where a con­
tagious disease exists, shall be admitted or retained in the 
public schools until such time has elapsed as herein stated, 
unless other provisions have been made by the Superintendent 
of Schools or the Secretary of the Board of Health:
( a )  S m a l l  P o x . N o sch olar s ick  w ith  th is  d isease 
shall be a llow ed  to a tten d  school u n til tw o w eeks a fte r  re ­
cov ery .
(b) D ip h t h e r ia . No child having this disease, or 
any other scholars in the same family, shall be allowed to 
attend school during the progress of this disease or until two 
weeks after the membrane has disappeared from the throat of 
the patient.
( c )  S c a r l e t  F e v e r . (Scarlatina, Scarlet Rash, Can­
ker Rash.) In a malignant form this disease is one of the
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most fatal of contagious diseases, and the greatest care must 
be exercised in the prevention of its spread. No child having 
been ill with Scarlet Fever shall be allowed to enter the public 
schools until after desquamation has taken place, and it is 
advised that two weeks be allowed to elapse after disinfection 
before the patient is allowed to enter school and mingle with 
other children. In families where there are other children 
who have been in contact with the disease, they may, provided 
the patient is completely isolated, be placed under the ob­
servation of a competent physician, and if, at the end of two 
weeks, there is no evidence that the disease has been communi­
cated to them, they may be allowed to return to school, pro­
vided that they do not again come in contact with the patient.
(d) M e a s l e s . Children having this disease, or those 
of the same family who have not had it, should not be al­
lowed to return to school until two weeks after the rash has 
disappeared.
(e) W h o o p in g  C o u g h . This disease makes its ap­
pearance about ten days after exposure and its “ run” is from 
'six weeks to three months. As it is highly contagious the 
patient should not. be allowed to return to school until after 
the spasmodic cough has entirely disappeared. It is not con­
sidered necessary to keep children in the same family, not 
afflicted with the disease, out of school.
( f )  M u m p s . This is another disease that is far more 
contagious than supposed by many, and the same precaution 
should be taken in cases of mumps as in other of the more 
serious cases of contagion. As the symptoms do not appear 
until about twelve days after exposure it is recommended that 
all children coming in contact with a case of mumps be ex­
cluded from school for at least two weeks after the symptoms 
have disappeared. The total duration of the disease is ten 
days and the patients may be admitted when the symptoms 
have disappeared.
(g) C h ic k e n  P o x . It is considered necessary to ex­
clude from school only those having the disease. The disease
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usually lasts about one week and the child may be admitted 
to school upon the disappearance of the eruption.
(h) I n f a n t il e  P a r a l y s is . From one to fourteen 
days are required by this disease to make its presence known 
after exposure, and, from the facts obtained by investigations, 
it is thought to be contagious to a great degree. In order 
properly to guard against it the children in a family in which 
a case has been discovered should not be admitted to school 
for a full month.
(i)  G e r m a n  M e a s l e s  (Rotheln). This eruptive dis­
ease has no relation to measles and scarlet fever with which 
it is sometimes confounded. Its period of incubation is long, 
2 to 3 weeks. The eruption appears earlier than in measles, 
often within 24 hours after the first symptoms. The rash 
fades about the third day or earlier and the fever gradually 
disappears with the rash. Desquamation is absent or very 
slight. The eruption is not so “blotchy” as that of measles; 
sometimes resembles that of scarlet fever. Incubation is 
longer than that of measles, and much longer than that of 
scarlet fever; period of invasion, shorter than that of measles l 
catarrhal, symptoms not so severe as in measles: throat symp­
toms not so marked a feature as in scarlet fever. Children 
having this disease, or those of the same family who have not 
had it, should not be allhwed to return to school until two 
weeks after the rash has disappeared.
In all cases the rule now in force requiring a physician’s 
certificate of a child’s recovery should be enforced, and, with 
the exception of cases d, e, f and g, the teacher should be^  satis­
fied that the house of any scholar having the above named 
diseases shall have been disinfeceted by the Board of Health 
before allowing the scholar to resume work in the school and 
mingle with other scholars.
Report o f the Truant Officer
W e s t b r o o k , M e ., Jan. 18, 1915.
To Superintendent Keyes and the members of the Super­
intending School Committee:
G e n t l e m e n  :— The following is the report of the truant 
officer for the year ending on the above date:
It will be seen from the date of this report that the year 
so far as the report of the truant officer is concerned has been 
advanced from Dec. 31st to the third week in January. This 
has been made necessary from the fact that the election of the 
officer comes at the regular meeting of the school board in 
January and his term thereby ends on the Monday of the 
third week.
I believe that it is perfectly safe to say that the truancy 
conditions in Westbrook during 1914 have been the best in 
the history of the city. There have been but few of the ag­
gravated cases with which we have been annoyed in the past 
few years and these have been handled in such a manner that 
no arrests or court proceedings have been necessary. There 
have been one or two cases that were troublesome for a time 
but they were finally adjusted in a satisfactory manner and 
there is every indication that truancy for the coming year 
will be at a minimum figure.
I desire to thank the officials of the school department 
and the teachers for the valuable assistance and cooperation 
given me during the year.
Respectfully, submitted,
P e r c iv a l  A. B a c iie l d e r ,
Timant Officer.
Number of visits upon schools, 
Number of visits upon families, 
Number of pupils returned,
252 
' 92 
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Report of Auditor
W e stb ro o k , Me., Jan. 1, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of 
Westbrook:
G e n t l e m e n  :—I  have the honor to present herewfth 
my report of the receipts and expenditures of the various 
departments of the City of Westbrook for the financial 
year ending December 31, 1914.
The debt at the beginning of the year was as follows :
LIABILITIES.
Bonds, $181,500 00
Deposit Fund, 205 33
Memorial Library Books, 205 61
Notes, 23,500 00
Trustees Valentine Hose Co., 100 00
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders, 221 28
Woodlawn Cemetery, 337 58
Woodlawn Cemetery Bonds, 9,811 50
RESOURCES.
Due from the Collector, $12,047 52
Sewer Assessments, 66 52
Sidewalk Assessments, 284 59
Sewer and Sidewalk Deeds, 665 54
State Pensions, 366 00
Tax Deeds, 896 88
Rufus K. Jordan, 5,432 85
Balance Net Debt, $196,121 40
$215,881 30
$215,881 20
Respectfully submitted,
S te p h e n  E. C ord  w e l l ,
Auditor.
Auditor’s Report
, W e stb r o o k , M a in e , Jan. 1, 1915.
We, the Committee on Accounts, have examined the 
following report of Auditor in detail, and in accordance 
“ with the provisions of an Ordinance relating to closing 
the Annual Accounts and publishing the City Reports,”  
we hereby approve said report, and certify that it is cor­
rect.
P h il ip  D a n a , ) Committee 
W. 0. N o y e s , > on 
C h a s . F. J oh n so n , ) Accounts.
ABATEMENTS.
D r .
To Expenditures, 
To Balances,
Or .
$678 15 By Appropriation, $700 00 
21 85
$700 00 $700 00
ALMSHOUSE AND FARM.
D r . »
To Expenditurs, $5,482 37
Or .
By Appropriation, $2,000 00 
By Receipts, 1,839 28 
By Balances, 1,643 09
$5,482 37$5,482 37
EXPENDITURES.
Allen, Sterling & Lothrop, $ 28 06
Anderson, F. D., 25
Bennett, G. R., 1 40
B. & M. R. R., 65 73
Booth by, R. C., 25 98
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Brackett, E. E .,
Brooks’ Express,
Boyce, Frank A .,
Bradbury, L. L.,
Brigham, J. D .,
Brown, Jas.,
Canton, Henry G .,
Carpenter, Frank,
Carter, H . M.,
Carter, E. M.,
Cobb, C. E.,
Connell, John F.,
Cotton, C. H. & H. L .,
Crockett, Eugene,
Cumberland Tel. Co.,
Daniels, Louis,
Desroche, Dan.,
Dolge & Co.,
Dow, Arthur,
Duran, Victore,
Eastern Argus,
England, Erviu,
Faineir, Dolfus,
Fisher, Carl,
Fluett, Henry,
Fortin, 0 .  J.,
Foster & Brown,
Garland, L.,
Gillman, L. L .,
Girard, John,
Goff, E. W .,
Harmon &  Esty,
Howe, W . H .,
Irish, H . S.,
Jap Chemical Co.,
Kelson, 0 . H .,
Kemp, John,
Kendall & Whitney,
Knight Bros.,
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Knight, W. V., 46 17
LaFond & Oo., 15 44
Lamontagne, J. B., 1 00
Lapoint, A. D., 72 70
Lawrensen, John, 419 02
Lebrecque, Regis, 2 40
Leighton, 0. H., 21 00
Libby, Everett, 47 90
Libby, Frank, 15 87
Libby, F. J., 30 60
McLean, A., 19 14
McLellan, W. E., 9 40
Morris, J. W., 459 02
Morrison & Co., A. A., 1 49
Nadeau, F., 18 75
Nadeau, P., 11 80
Nason & Oo., W. H., 49 37
Newcomb, Samuel, 38 75
N. E. T. & T. Oo., 3 70
Norman, Ed., 9 12
Obrine, Frank, 3 75
O’Herron & Oo., 11 88
Phillips & Webb, 26 29
Poole, W. R., 2 85
Portland Rendering Oo., 194 05
Pratt, Jos. G., 8 24
Presumpscot Electric Co., 62 01
Pride, B. G., 39 76
Quimby, Mrs. 0., 6 00
Raymond & Marr, 17 40
Robinson, 0. G. K., 27 03
Rocheleau, H. G., 17 11
Rusha, Mrs. Nellie, 4 00
Sanborn, Win., 3 75
Sawyer, G. H., 30 10
Sherman Store, 3 56
Skillings, John T., 400 00
Smith, Arthur, 17 72
Smith, Frank, 10 50
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Smith, Mel,
Shippen, Mike,
Stiles, Mrs. M.,
St. Peree, Louis,
Trafton, 0. S.,
True & Co., D. W.,
Turgeon, A. G.,
Union Cash Market,
Vallee, 0. A.,
Varney, Ledore,
Watson & Brackett,
Webber, Norman,
Welch, T. W.,
Westbrook Ice Co.,
West End Drug Store,
Westbrook Harness Shop,
Whitney, F. H.,
Wyman, Charles,
Young, W. H.,
Pay Roll,
RECEIPTS.
Hay, Wood, Eggs, Produce, etc., $1,839 28
BONDED DEBT.
D r .
To Expended, $ 33,000 00 
To Bal.Jan.1,’15, 193,500 00
$226,500 00
O r .
By Bal.Jan.l,’14$181,500 00 
By Receipts, 45,000 00
$226,500 00
BROWN TAIL MOTHS.
D r .
To Expenditures, $1,913 91 
To Balances, 56 25
O r .
By Appropriation, $1,910 00 
By Receipts, 60 16
$ 1 ,9 7 0  1 6 $ 1 ,9 7 0  1 6
AUDITOR 141
EXPENDITURES.
Bennett, Geo. R., $ 3 50
Chick, Guy, 7 50
Haskell, Roger, 84 67
Knight, W. V., 8 87
Morgan, Patrick, 21 94
Nason & Co., W. H., 19 10
Pay Rolls, 1,768 33
$1,913 91
COUNTY TAX.
D r . Or .
To Expenditures, $6,881 12 By Appropriation, $6,881 12
DOG LICENSES.
D r . Cr .
To Expenditures, $206 00 By Receipts, $206 00
DEPOSIT FUNDS.
D r . Cr .
To Expenditures, $ 5 70 By Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $205 33
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’15, 209 68 By Receipts, 10 00
$215 33 $215 33
EXPENDITURES.
H. S. Cobb, $5 70
RECEIPTS.
Portland Water District, $10 00
DRAINS AND SEWERS.
D r . Cr .
To Expenditures, $1,905 92 By Appropriation, $2,800 00
To Balances, 1,174 08 By Receipts, 280 00
$3,080 00 $3,080 00
\
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EXPENDITURES.
Beaumier, Frank,
Brooks’ Express,
Carrigan, Victor,
Jordan, R. K.,
Lebourne, Alex.,
Lucas, William,
Phillips & Webb,
Pomerleau & Sons, L. D.,
Porter, A. H.,
Speirs, Alex.,
Warren & Oo., S. D.,
Winslow & Oo.,
Pay Rolls,
RECEIPTS.
Entrance Fees,
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
D r .
To Expenditures, $7,239 63
Or .
By Appropriation, $7,000 00 
By Balances, 239 63
$7,239 63 $7,239 63
EXPENDITURES.
Almshouse and Farm,
Arenovsky, S.,
Atlantic Express,
Bachelder, P. A.,
Bailey Oo., Jas.,
Benoit & Co.,
Bennett, Geo. R.,
Boothby, R. 0.,
Boston Woven Hose Oo.,
Brackett, L. H.,
Braxman Oo., 0. G.,
Brooks’ Express,
Burke, Mrs. E.,
AUDITOR 143
c arll, A. J.,
Chaplain, S. W.,
Clark, Mrs. J. A..
Cobb, H. S.,
Coffin, L. F.,
Cousins, R. W.,
Cressey & Graffam,
Cumberland Tel. Co.,
Edgerly, Rowe,
Edwards & Walker,
Fielding, Harvey,
Fiske & Harris,
Foster & Brown,
Frank, L. A.,
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co.,
Goff, E. W.,
Hook & Ladder No. 1,
Hose Co. No. 1,
Hose Co. No. 2,
Howe, W. H.,
Hudson, H. S.,
Irish, H. S.,
Johnson & Bye,
Jordan, R. K.,
Knight Bros. & Co.,
Knight, David,
Knight, W. V.,
LaFond & Co.,
Lapoint, A. D.,
Lawrensen, John,
Libby, F. J.,
McLean, A.,
McLellan, W E.,
Merrill Co., T. L.,
Morris, J. W.,
Nason & Co., W. H.,
N. E. T. & T. Co.,
Paine, L. K.,
Partridge, 0. F.,
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Pennell, F. M., 313 64
Phillips & Webb, 2 85
Philpot, Edward, 10 00
Poole, W. R., 9 90
Porter, A. H. 26 00
Portland Water Dist., 45 70
Presumpscot Electric Co., 217 24
Pride, B. G., 2 75
Quality Bakery, 1 47
Raymond & Marr, 50
Robinson, 0 . G. K., 5 97
Sawyer, G. H., 19 55
Senate & Co., F. A., 8 50
Sheehan, T. B., 137 24
Smith, John, 10 14
Spear, W. W., 5 80
Trafton, 0 . S., 9 80
v allee, C. A., 36 35
Warren & Co., S. D., 7 60
Watson & Brackett, 8 08
Welch. W. S., 32 20
Westbrook Express Co., 4 67
Westbrook Garage, 90
Westbook Gas Co., 2 53
Wood, Nathan & Son, 4 50
York & Boothby, 91 14
Pay Rolls, 2,130 80
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $6,815 16 By Appropriatioi
By Receipts, 
By Balances,
$6,815 16
EXPENDITURES.
Allen, Ernest F., $ 16 25
Arenovsky, S., 1 75
AUDITOR
Artrose, James,
Babson Bros.,
Bancroft, W.,
Bergeron, E.,
Boothby, R. C.,
Brigham, J. D.,
Brown, P. A.,
Chick, Geo. W.,
Christian, Mrs. A.,
Cobb, H. S.,
Coppock, Edward,
Couturier, Adj.,
Cumberland Tel. Co.,
Doucette, M. F.,
Dyson, W. W.,
Eastern Argus,
Ferren, Edward,
Ferren, F. L.,
Fortin, 0 . J.,
Fournier, Archie,
Fournier, Mrs. Joseph,
Gagnon, E.,
Goff, E. W.,
Hebert, E.,
Hill, Loten,
Hills, Dr. L. L.,
Horr, Dr. J. L.,
Huard, Barth.,
Huston, L. P.,
Johnson, Stanley,
Knight Bros.,
Knight, W. V.,
Laundry, Patrick,
Larravee, Fred,
Lefebre, Jos.,
Lowell, L. H.,
Lucas, Wm.,
Mains, Aim on,
Martin, Delma,
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McKeague, Mrs. Wm.,
N. E. T. & T. Oo.,
Ouilette, John W.,
Peters, James,
Peoples’ Store,
Phillips & Webb,
Picculla, S.,
Pomerleau, Dana,
Porter, A. H.,
Porteras, Ulric,
Portland, City,
Presumpscot Electric Co.,
Pride, B. G.,
Raymond & Marr,
Roads and Bridges,
Roberts, A. L., 
Robicheau, R.,
Robinson, 0 . G. K.,
Shaw, Edward,
Skillings & Scates
Smith, T. P.,
St. Pierre, Alfred,
Thompson, W. P.,
Tobie, W. E.,
Union Cash Market,
Vachon, Alphonso,
Yallee, 0. A .,
Wedge, Geo.,
Welch, D.,
Welch, Jas. L.,
Welch, Patrick H.,
Welch, T. W.,
Westbrook Express Co.,
Westbrook Grocery Corp.,
West End Drug Store,
Westerberg, Gus,
Wilson, A. G.,
Witham, A. N.,
Woodman, B. J.,
Woodman, Geo. M.,
Worthington, Wtn.,
i
AUDITOR
RECEIPTS.
Temple Lodge,
Presumpscot Electric Co.,
INCIDENTALS.
D r .
To Expenditures, $7,718 46
O r .
By Appropriation, 
By Receipts,
By Balances,
$7,718 46
EXPENDITURES.
American Express Oo.,
American Surety Co.,
Anderson, F. D.,
Anthoine, M.,
Aube, Cleophas,
Bachelder, P. A.,
Barbour, M.,
Bennett, Geo. R.,
Bergeron, Rev. A. W.,
Berlin Mills Co.,
Blackbird, F. H.,
Brigham, J. D.,
Brooks’ Express,
Bryant, Harold,
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
Christian, Jos.,
Clark, F. L.,
Cobb, H. S.,
Cumberland Tel. Co.,
Cummings, E. I.,
Daniels, Mrs. Felix,
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d eering c o ., Rufus, 2 26
Duran, Ray, 21 76
Eastern Argus, 20 60
Eastman, 0. S., 71 40
Elder, F. E., 15 00
Evening Express Pub. Oo., 14 86
Farnsworth, E. L., 1 76
Ferren, F. L., 9 50
Fortin 0 . J., 107 84
Frank, L. A., 300 79
Fuller, Olive, 5 00
Goff, E. W., 44 00
Goff, Fred 0 ., 194 00
Good Roads Machinery Co., 6 00
Gray, A. E., 2 00
Green, W. E., 12 30
Gutterson & Gould, 10 70
Hamel, A. A., 16 00
Hezelton & Oo., J. H., 2 00
Hills, L. L. 16 25
Hudson, D. A., 2 00
Hutchins, H. M., 25 00
Jones, Mrs. J., 7 00
Jordan, R. K., 497 84
Kerr, Theo., 37 25
Knight Bros., 5 69
Knight, Ohas. S., 1 50
Knight, Fred D., 6 00
Knight, W. V., 2 52
Knowlton, J. J., 1 25
Lamb, W. M., 52
Lawrensen, John, 2 96
Laverty, E. J., 10 00
Lebrecque, Regis, 112 29
Leighton, D. W., 3 00
Leighton, I. D., 4 20
Libby, Florence, 28 00
Library Bureau, 3 50
Loring, Short & Harmon, 66 80
AUDITOR 1 4 9
Lowell, N. B.,
Maine Register & Year Book,
Marshall, Wm. J.,
McNair, J. F.,
Meserve, Albert,
Metcalf & Eddy,
Morgan, M. F.,
Morrison & Go., A. A.,
Morrison, W. T. L.,
Nason & Go., W. H.,
N. E. T. & T. Go.,
Partridge, 0. F.,
Phillips & Webb,
Philpot, B. F.,
Pomerleau, A.,
Portland Evening Express,
Portland Publishing Go.,
Portland Water Dist.,
Presumpscot Electric Go.,
Raymond & Marr,
Roads and Bridges,
Robinson, Frank I.,
Robinson, 0 . G. K.,
Seavey Go.,
Scates, J. 0.,
Senate & Co., F. A.,
Small, Elmer,
Small, Heirs, Samuel,
Smith, Mel,
Smith, T. P.,
Spear, W. W.,
Swett, A. W.,
Tarbox, Florence,
Thompson, 0. M.,
Townsend, H. E.,
Trafton, 0. S.,
Twomey, M. J.,
Underwood Typewriter Go.,
Vallee, G. A.,
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Warren & Oo., S. D., 299 82
Welch Stencil Co., 70
Welch, W. A., 10 00
Welch, W. S., 40 20
Westbrook City Band, 10 00
Westbrook Express Co., 25 75
Westbrook Gas Co., 37 54
Western Union Tel. Co., 13 50
White & Co., C. W., 8 33
Wilson, A. G., 71 95
Witham, A. N., 8 25
Woodman, B. J., 43 77
Woodman, Geo. M., 20 00
Pay Rolls, 370 30
RECEIPTS.
Licenses, $232 00 _
Mitchell, W. P., 144 00
George, R. N., 165 00
Anthoine, Moses, 42 31
Miller, R. N., ^ 26 65
State of Maine, 1,053 53
Tetrault, Napoleon, 17 23
Walker, Herbert S., 20 02
Adams, Jason, 3 00
INSURANCE.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $132 66 
To Balances, 142 34
By Appropriation
$275 00
EXPENDITURES. *
Burns, F. E., $75 74
Frank, O. W., 36 92
Winship, J. O., 20 00
$7,718 46
$1,703 74
, $275 00
$275 00
‘ $132 66
AUDITOR 151
D r .
To Expenditures, $11,235 66
INTEREST.
O r .
ByAppropriation 10,604 12
$11,235 66
By Receipts, 
By Balances,
MEMORIAL DAY.
D r .
To Expenditures, $125 00
O r .
By Receipts,
D r .
MEMORIAL LIBRARY.
O r .
To Expenditures, $2,600 69 By Appropriation 
By Balances,
$2,600 69
EXPENDITURES.
Anderson, C. A., 
Barnard & Co., F. J.,
Berubee, E.,
Brooks’ Express,
Cobb, H. S.,
c onant, E. L.,
Duran, Willis H.,
Foster & Brown,
Harding, J. L.,
Hezelton & Co., J.,
Hopkinson, S. F.,
Hutchins, H. M.,
Knight, W. V.,
Landry, Jos..
Libby, F. J.,
Loring, Short & Harmon,
Morris, J. W.,
Phillips & Webb, *
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Pride & Oarll, 75 00
Presumpscot Electric Oo., 130 00
Pride, B. G., 306 60
Raymond & Marr, 8 34
Robinson, O. G. K., 43 94
Schmidt, H. J., 75
Spear, W. W., 3 15
Westbrook Express, 2 75
Willey & Calhoune, 3 10
Winship, J. O., 45 00
Woodman, B. J., 30 84
Pay Rolls, 1,412 10
$2,600 69
MEMORIAL LIBRARY BOOKS.
D r .
To Expenditures, $200 37 
To Balance, 235 24
O r .
By Bal. Jan. 1, '14, $205 61 
By Receipts, 230 00
$435 61 
EXPENDITURES.
Loring, Short & Harmon, $200 37
$435 61
RECEIPTS.
State of Maine, $230 00
D r .
OLD LIABILITIES.
Or .
To Expenditures, $2,593 08 By Appropriation, $2,496 99 
By Balances, 96 09
$2,593 08 $2,593 08
EXPENDITURES.
Allen, G. M.,
Ames, O. T.,
Brooks’ Express,
$9 52 
3 63 
23 08
AUDITOR 153
Cobb, H. S., 4 75
c outrier, Adj., 4 00
Daniels, Felix, 17 19
Eastern Argus, 84 37
Electric Specialty Oo., 35 00
Enterprise Iron Works, 147 39
Farquerson, Peter, 3 18
Foster & Brown, 1 85
Graham, K. F., 20 50
Graham, J. P., 5 00
Hobbs, J. E., 100 00
Hutchinson, H. M., 30 85
Kelson, O. H., 3 41
Knight, W. V., 34 94
Landry, Jos., 56 75
Lucas, Wm., 44 00
Nason & Oo., W. H., 4 78
Portland Pub. Oo., 66 06
Portland Water Dist., 1,777 33
Presumpscot Electric Oo., 7 50
Reed, B. A., 1 25
Stiles, Mrs. M. W., 15 00
Todd & Oo., G. W., 29 00
Warren & Co., S. D., 33 32
Westbrook City Band, 5 00
Westbrook Gas Oo., 1 93
Westbrook Congregational Parish, 22 50
POLICE.
D r .
To Expenditures, $4,445 48 
To Balances, 97 02
O r .
By Appropriation, $4,500 00 
By Receipts, 42 50
$4,542 50 $4,542 50
EXPENDITURES.
American Express Oo., $ 23
Barrett, Dr. F., 12 50
I
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Bennett, G. R.,
Cook, Mrs. R.,
Cumberland Tel. Co.,
Dauchaine, Joe,
Edgerley, Rowe,
Elite Restaurant,
Fortin, 0 . J.,
Hebert, Elie,
Jeffords, G. A.,
Knight Bros.,
Knight, W. V .,
LaFond & Co.,
McLellan, W. E.,
Nason & Co., W. H.,
N. E. T. & T. Co.,
Partridge, C. F.,
Portland, City of,
Presumpscot Electric Co.,
Raymond & Marr,
Roberts, A. L.,
Senate & Co., F. A.,
Ward, Drouet & Foster,
Westbrook Express,
Westbrook Star Laundry,
Pay Rolls,
RECEIPTS.
Board of Trade,
Cumberland County Argi. Society,
Porter & Burnham,
$42 50
ROADS, PERMANENT.
D r . Or .
To Expenditures, $2,412 80 By Appropriation, $4,000 00 
To Balances, 1,587 70
$ 4 ,0 0 0  0 0 $ 4 ,0 0 0  0 0
AUDITOR 155
EXPENDITURES.
Hassam Paving Oo., $2,412 30
ROADS AND BRIDGES.
D r . O r .
To Expenditurs, $20,921 88 By Appropriation
By Receipts,
By Balances,
$20,921 88
EXPENDITURES.
Adams, William, $ 3 70
Alden Spears Sons Oo., 01 80
Allen, E. F., 18 40
Allen, Herbert, 26 15
Almshouse and Farm, 169 93
American Express, 5 18
Ames, 0. T., 8 25
Anderson, F. D., 1 20
Andrews, William, 4 62
Archambeault, A., 1 85
Atlantic Express Oo., 2 40
Austin, Willis, 2 77
Babb, Ohas., 21 28
Babb, Ray F., 29 60
Babb, W. T., 65 12
Babbidge, Jas. W., 170 58
Bailey & Oo., F. A., 6 50
Bailey, G. F., 4 00
Banks, Win., 1 85
Beesley, 0. A., 333 27
Bennett, G. R., 70
Berlin Mills Oo., 80 54
Berran Bros., 1 00
Bettey, L. J., 6 61
Blake & Oo., W. L., 117 29
B. & M. R. R., 63 25
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Boucher, 0.,
Brackett, E. J.,
Brooks’ Express,
Brown, Dorothy,
Buffalo Steam Roller Oo., 
Burnham, Clyde, 
Burshnode, Albert, 
Canton, Henry,
c arll & Co.,
Carpenter, Frank,
Carter & Co., W. E., 
Chase, A. A.,
Chick, Frank,
Chick, Harry,
Cobb, 0. M.,
Cobb, E. A.,
Cobb, H. S.,
Coffin, L. F.,
Cook, Arthur J.,
Cox, Estate,
Cox, Neal,
Cressey & Graffam, 
Grossman & Son, G. A., 
Cumberland Tel. Co., 
Cuttle, James,
Daniels, Mrs. Felix, 
Danvers, Felix,
Davis, Albert,
Dearborn, Wm.,
Dearborn, Ivory,
Dee, E. M.,
Deering Co., Rufus, 
Deering, Winslow & Co., 
Dolley, F. O.,
Doyle, Jas. H.,
Dyar Supply Co., 
Edwards & Walker, 
Foster & Brown,
Goff, E. W.,
AUDITOR
Golden, Jas., 1 85
Goodie, John, 5 96
Good Roads Mchy Co., 1,247 00
Gordon, J. S., 2 00
Gowen, Henry, 1 85
Graham, Geo., 7 27
Graham, Geo. T., 42 72
Grant, F. H., 31 50
Gustin, G. L., 7 00
Hardy, J. L., 60 00
Harmon, W. H., 27 35
Harris, Thos., 1 85
Hassam Paving Co., 11 42
Hawes, H. H. B., 60 00
h awkes, Edward, 4 62
Hawkes, Jas., 2 80
Hebert, Elie, 12
Howe, W. H., 4 80
Huard, Barth., 2 28
Hunt, Bert, 28 45
Hunt, Walter, 7 87
Hussey, John, 6 75
Ingersoll  Sergeant Drill Co., 317 75
Jennis, Peter, 1 00
Jensen, N., 5 00
Johnson, 0. M., 65 00
Johnson, Geo. F., 11 50
Johnson, G. M., 31 50
Johnson, Geo. R., 115 70
Jones, David, 10 00
Jordan, Arthur, 9 25
Jordan, R. K., 96 89
Kaufman, Chas., 66 35
Kendall & Whitney, 14 00
Knight, B. F., • 10 05
Knight Bros., 27 45
Knight, W. Y., 117 31
Knowlton, J. J., Moh. Works, 62 95
Larson, John, 1 85
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Lawrence, Winn,
Landry, Jos.,
Leighton, Dan H.,
Libby, Frank,
Libby, F. J.,
Lowell, R. J.,
Lucas, Wm.,
McDade, James,
McLean, A.,
McLellan. W. E.,
Megquier & Jones,
Morris, J. W.,
Morris, Lewis,
Morrison, A. A.,
Nason & Co., W. H.,
N. E. Roads & Mchy. Co.,
North-East Metal Culvert Co.,
N. E. T. & T. Co.,
Osgood, 0. E.,
Parker, Ernest,
Pennell, F. M.,
Plummer, L. B.,
Phillips & Webb,
Pomerleau, A.,
Pomerleau, D. M.,
Porter, A. H.,
Portland Terminal Co.,
Portland Veterinary Hospital,
Portland Water Dist.,
Powers, Patrick,
Presumpscot Electric Co.,
Pride, B. G.,
Pride, C. F.,
Pride, Geo. F.,
Pride, James,
Quinby, Albion,
Raymond & Marr,
Roberts, Arthur,
Robinson, Edward,
AUDITOR 1 5 9
Robinson, 0. G. K.,
Royal Block Powder Co.,
Sawyer, Geo. H.,
Sawyer, J. E.,
Sawyer, John R.,
Sawyer, Sumner 0.,
Shenault, D. H.,
Simmons, John,
Simmons, J. S.,
Skillings, A. T.,
Skillings, Stephen,
Small, H. A.,
Small, Elmer,
Small, H. A.,
Small, John,
Smith, Albert,
Smith, Arthur,
Smith, E.,
Smith, Mel,
Southard, Harold,
Stover, Stillman,
Tenney, Arthur,
Thayer, Henry,
Thomas, c has.,
Thompson, C. A.,
Thompson, L. D.,
Thompson, 0. M.,
Thompson, W. P.,
Trafton, 0 . S.,
Warren, A. F.,
Warren & Co., S. D.,
Welch, W. S.,
Westbrook Express Co.,
Westbrook Garage,
Westbrook Harness Shop,
Winslow & Co.,
Wheeling Corrugating Co.,
Woodbury, A. D.,
Woodbury, L. L.,
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Woodbury, N. L., 
p ay Rolls,
RECEIPTS.
c umb. County Power & Light Co.,
0. E. Osgood,
Health Department,
Incidentals,
Lumber,
N. E. T. & T. Co.,
Felix Daniels,
Brooks’ Express,
Westbrook Gas Co.,
A. D. Woodbury,
E. W. Goff,
SACCARAPPA CEMETERY.
D r .
To Expenditures, 
To Balance,
$245 11 
41 89
$287 00
O r .
By Appropriation, $150 00 
By Receipts, 137 00
$287 00
EXPENDITURES.
Brooks’ Express,
Evening Express Pub. Co.,
Jordan, R. K.,
Laverty, E. J.,
Lord Bros.,
Nason & Co., W. H.,
AUDITOR 161
Phillips & Webb,
Schmidt, H. J. J.,
Senate & Co.,
Spear, W. W.,
Warren & Co., S. D.,
Welch Stencil Co.,
Welch, W. S.,
Pay Rolls,
$245 11
RECEIPTS.
John T. Redden,
H. F. G. Hay,
SALARIES.
D r .
To Expenditures, $5,849 55
Cr .
By Appropriation, 
By Balances,
$5,849 55 $5,849 55
EXPENDITURES.
Robinson, O. G. K., Mayor, 
Jordan, R. K., Coll, and Treas., 
Woodbury, A, D., Street Oom’r,
Marr, W. H., Auditor,
Cordwell, S. E., Auditor,
Pride, F. P., Solicitor,
Bennett, G. R., Marshal,
Wilson, A. G., City Clerk,
Bachelder, P. A., Truant Officer, . 
Miller, R. W., Sealer of Weights and 
Measures,
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Ferrin, F. L., City Physician,
Cousins, R. W., City Electrician, 
Robinson, E. W., Building Inspector, 
Perry, Benj., Building Inspector,
O verseers of the P oor.
Gray, A. E., 
Mogan, Matthias, 
Nadeau, P.,
H ealth D epartment.
Horr, J. L., Dr., 
Ouillette, J. W., 
Welch, Patrick H.,
F ire  D epartm ent .
Libby, Oscar L., Chief Engineer, $ 
Reny, C. E., Ass’t Engineer,
Vallee, 0. A., Ass’t Engineer,
Bennett, G. R., Driver Hook & Ladder,
W oodlawn C em etery .
Laverty, E. J., 
Leighton, L. L., 
Swett, A. W.,
$75 00
AUDITOR 1 6 3
A ssessors.
Graham, J. P.,
Hermann, S. A.,
Knight, Jos.,
Strout, S. B.,
Turgeon, Alfred,
Welch, P. D.,
v
SCHOOL
D r .
To Expenditures, $1,152 26 
To Balances, 12 63
$1,164 89
BOOKS.
O r .
By Appropriation, 
By Receipts,
EXPENDITURES.
Allyn & Bacon,
American Book Co.,
Appleton & Oo., D.,
Atkinson, Mentzer & Oo.,
Babb & Oo., Edward E.,
Bausch & Lomb Oo.,
Bradley Oo., Milton,
Century Oo.,
Educational Society,
Ginn & Oo.,
Heath & Oo., D. 0.,
Hinds, Noble & Eldredge,
Houghton, Mifflin Oo.,
Little, Brown & Oo.,
LaFond & Co.,
McIntosh, D. C.,
McKinley Pub. Co.,
Merrill Oo., 0. E.,
Palmer Oo., A. N.,
Rand, McNally & Oo.,
Sanborn & Oo., Benj. H.,
Scribner’s Sons, Chas.
Silver, Burdett & Co.,
$1,152 26
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RECEIPTS.
Allyn & Bacon,
Prescott Keyes,
The Century Co.,
SCHOOLS,
D r .
To Expenditures, $26,182 95
$26,182 95
$27 90 
11 55 
25 44
COMMON.
Or .
By Appropriation 
By Receipts,
By Balances,
EXPENDITURES.
Allen, G. M.,
American Express,
Atlantic Express,
Babb & Co., E. E.,
Bachelder, P. A.,
Boothby, R. 0.,
Bradley & Co., M.,
Brown, Dorothy,
Burnham, G. E.,
Carmen, W. W.,
Chapman, M. M.,
Clark, Mrs. J. A.,
Cobb, H. S.,
Cumberland Hall Gymnasium,
Esterbrook Steel Pen Co.,
Fortin, 0. J.,
Girls’ Social Club,
Goff, E. W.,
Gowen, James,
Hamrfiett & Co., J. L.,
Holden Patent Book Cover Co.,
Hutchins, Henry,
Johnson, C. F.,
Keyes, Prescott,
AUDITOR 1 6 5
Knight, W. V.,
Loring, Short & Harmon,
Milton, Bradley Co.,
Nason & Co., W. H.,
N y .  E. T. & T. Co.,
Phelps, A. J.,
Porter, A. H.,
Presumpscot Electric Co.,
Pride, B. G.,
Raymond & Marr,
Rice Paper Co., C. M.,
Roberts, A. L.,
Robicheaw, J. C.,
Stanley, Earl,
Stanley, H. E.,
Senate & Co., F. A.,
Westbrook Congregational Parish,
Westbrook Express,
Worrell Mfg. Co.,
Teachers’ Pay Rolls,
Superintendent’s Pay Rolls,
Janitors’ Pay Rolls,
RECEIPTS.
Tuition,
State of Maine,
SCHOOL, COOKING AND SEWING.
i
D r .
To Expenditures, $800 08
O r .
By Appropriation, 
By Balances,
$800 03
EXPENDITURES.
Boothby, R. C., 
Brigham, J. D.,
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c haplin, S. W., 2 67
Cotton, O. H. & H. L., 75
Haskell & Anderson, 50 39
King & Dexter, 70
Morrison & Co., A. A., 21 48
Presumpscot Electric Co., 54 27
Pride, B. G., 75
Westbrook Gas Co., 8 41
Westbrook Star Laundry, 94
Whitney, F. H., 1 46
Pay Rolls, 629 02
SCHOOL, EVENING.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $288 20 By Appropriation
To Balances, 11 80
$300 00
EXPENDITURES.
Redden, J. F., $ 20 70
Pay Rolls, 267 50
SCHOOL, HIGH.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $12,352 70 By Appropriation
By Receipts, 
By Balances,
$12,352 70
EXPENDITURES.
American Express Co., $ 3 19
Andrews, W. B., 28 02
Atlantic Express Co., 1 05
Boston Bank Note Co., 45 00’
Cobb, H. S., 30 75
Oonant, L. H., 1 18
AUDITOR
Daniels, Mrs. Flora,
Doyle, Edward,
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft,
Edwards & Walker,
Eimer & Amend,
Fortin, 0. J.,
Goff, E. W.,
Gowen, James,
Knott Oo., L. E.,
Hutchins, H. M.,
Keyes, Prescott,
Landry, Jos.,
Loring, Short & Harmon,
Nason & Oo., W. H.,
Philpot, B. F.,
Presumpscot Electric Co.,
Pride, B. G.,
Raymond & Marr,
Rice Paper Co., 0. M.,
Redden, J. T.,
Robinson, 0 . G. K.,
Senate & Oo., F. A.,
Shay lor, H. W.,
Spear, W. W.,
Welch, W. S.,
Westbrook Gas Co.,
Westbrook High Senior Class,
Westbrook Express Co.,
Pay Rolls, Teachers,
Pay Rolls, Janitor,
RECEIPTS.
Tuition,
State of Maine,
Cornelia Warren,
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SCHOOL HOUSE INSURANCE.
D r .
To Expenditures, 
To Balances,
$484 58 
21 48
$456 06
O r .
By Appropriation, 
By Receipts,
EXPENDITURES.
Frank, C. W,, 
Pride & Carl], 
Stiles, Mrs. A. M.,
RECEIPTS.
John O. Winship, rebate on Pride’s Corner school, $6 06
SCHOOL, HIGH, SPECIAL. .
D r . C r .
To Expenditures, $12,796 26 ByAppropriation,$12,796 26
EXPENDITURES.
Brooks’ Express,
B. & M. R. R.,
Collins, George,
Corey Co., Walter,
Fortin, O. J.,
Gallant, Mrs. E.,
Graham, K. F.,
Gray & Hueston,
Hezelton & Co., J. H., 
Hutchinson, M. C., 
Hueston, J. H.,
Johnson, E. J.,
Jordan, R. K.,
Keller, 0.,
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, 
Kinmond, Gabel,
Knight Bros. & Co., 
Knight, W. V.,
AUDITOR 169
Lacont, Mrs. Nap., 8 13
Murray, F. H., 26 00
Nason & Co., W. H., 233 68
Robinson, 0 . G. K., 206 69
Thompson, Fred’k, 1,100 00
Westbrook Express, 50
Westbrook Gas Co., 52 25
York & Booth by, 59 00
Young, Chas., 85 00
SCHOOL, INDUSTRIAL.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $1,868 03 By Appropriate
To Balances, 160 53 By Receipts,
$2,028 56
EXPENDITURES.
American Express, $ 1 82
Atlantic Express, 35
Bausch & Lomb Co., 19 97
Beesley’s Express, 3 65
Bennett, G. R., 13 60
Berry, M. S., 61 00
Boothby, R. C., 40
Brooks’ Express, 3 90
Chemical Co., 4 00
Corey & Co., E., 32 23
Dana Warp Mill, 4 00
Edwards & Walker, 448 79
Eimer & Amend, 72 64
Fortin, O. J., 15 90
Gould, J. F., 48 64
Hezelton & Co., J. H., 152 45
Ireson, C. L., 28 59
Jordan, R. K., 11 35
Keller, C., 48 81
$12,796 26
1,628 56 
$2,028 56
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King & Dexter, 20 60
Knowlton, J. J., 166 57
Knight Bros., 28
Knight, W. V., 119 15
Nason & Co., W. H., 20
Naylor, Wm., 27 50
Phillips & Webb, . 120 40
Presumpscot Electric Co., 228 74
Pride, B. G., 92 59
Redden, J. F., 1 00
Robinson, 0 . G. K., 90 21
Spear, W. W., 2 00
Warren & Co., S. D., 4 22
Westbrook Express Co., 22 48
RECEIPTS.
Cornelia Warren, $622 16
General Electric Co., 81 00
King & Dexter, 925 40
SCHOOL, MANUAL TRAINING.
D r . Or .
To Expenditures, $1,421 39 By Appropriation 
By Balances,
$1,421 39
EXPENDITURES.
Brooks’ Express, $ 4 70
Carleton Furniture Co., 9 50
Dana Warp Mill, 1 00
Delano Mill Co., 13 00
Doten, S. H. & A. R., 12 81
Harmon & Esty, 70
Johnson, C. F., 16 49
King & Dexter, 30 83
Nason & Co., W. H., 13 22
-  $1,868 03
$1,628 56
821 39 »___ ___
$1,421 39
AUDITOR 1 7 1
N. E. Cabinet Works, 
Presumpscot Electric Co., 
Warren, J. E.,
Pay Rolls,
SCHOOL HOUSE REPAIRS.
D r .
To Expenditures, $8,017 02
O r .
By Appropriation
By Receipts, 
By Balances,
$8,017 02 
EXPENDITURES.
Babb & Co., E. E.,
Berry, Sumner,
B. & M. R. R.,
Boyce, F. A.,
Brackett, L. H.,
Burnham, G. E.,
c arll, 0. W.,
Carman, W. W.,
Chaplain, S. W.
Crockett, A. L.,
Daniels, Mrs. Flora,
Chaplain, S. W.,
Edwards & Walker,
Fortin, 0 . J.,
Frank, L. A.,
Goff, E. W.,
Graham, K. F.,
Gray & Hueston,
Hezelton & Co., J.,
Hudson, H. S.,
Hutchins, H. M.,
Johnson, C. M.,
Knight Bros.,
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Knight, W. V., 52 14
Knowlton, J. J., 38 32
Laberge, Napoleon, 19 56
Landry, J., 171 91
Lowell, N. B., 24 92
Lucas, Wm., 9 60
Manville & Oo., H. W. Johns, 141 60
Morris, J. W., 4 09
Nason & Oo., W. H., 5 15
Northrop, Coburn & Dodge Oo., 69 78
Penn Metal Oo., 33 50
Phillips & Webb, 128 86
Philpot, B. F., 10 00
Pomerleau & Sons, L. D., 8 00
Presumpscot Electric Oo., 11 50
Reed, B. A ., 5 60
Reny, E. A., 1 25
Robinson, Frank, 268 07
Robinson, O. G. K., 194 43
Spear, W. W., 47 40
Watson & Brackett, 110 44
Westbrook Express, 3 00
York & Booth by, 99 27
----------  $3,017 02
RECEIPTS.
Edwin L. Brown, $2 00
STATE ROAD.
D r .
To Expenditures, $2,874 94
$2,874 94
Or ..
By Appropriation, $1,599 00 
By Balances, 1,275 94
$2,874 94
EXPENDITURES.
Hassam Paving Oo., $2,798 40
Warren & Oo., S. D. 76 54
$2,874 94
AUDITOR 178
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1,14, $ 366 00 
To Expenditures, 1,023 00
STATE PENSIONS.
O r .
$1,389 00
By Receipts, $1,239 00 
By Bal. Jan. 1,15, 150 00
$1,389 00
D r .
To Expenditures,$24,794 66
STATE TAX.
O r .
ByAppropriation,$24,794 66
EXPENDITURES.
State of Maine, $24,794 66
D r .
STREET LIGHTS.
O r .
To Expenditures, $5,603 76
$5,603 76
By Appropriation, $5,535 00 
By Balances, 68 76
$5,603 76
EXPENDITURES.
Presumpscot Electric Oo., $5,603 76
D r .
STREET SPRINKLING.
O r .
To Expenditures, $1,228 20 By Appropriation, $1,200 00 
By Balances, 28 20
$1,228 20 $1,228 20
EXPENDITURES.
Daniels, Mrs. Flora, $633 75
Eastern Argus, 7 50
Goff, E. W., 575 00
Knight Bros., 4 75
Portland Pub. Co., 7 20
$1,228 20
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SUPPORT OF POOR.
EXPENDITURES.
D r .
To Expenditures,
O r .
By Appropriation, 
By Receipts,
By Balances,
Allen, H. A., 
Almshouse and Farm, 
Augusta, c ity of, 
Benoit Clothing Co., 
Bettey, L. J.,
Bettez, P. A., 
Boothby, R. 0., 
Brooks’ Express, 
Butler, Mrs. F. H., 
c hampaine, 0.,
Cotton, 0. H. & H. L., 
c ressey & Graffam, 
Cumberland Tel. Cu., 
Elwell, Mrs. S., 
England, Mrs.,
Ferren, F. L.,
Fluett, Mrs. Elnora, 
Fortin, O. J.,
French, David, 
Gagnon, E.,
Gilmore, L. P.,
Goff, E. W.,
Gray, A. E.,
Hamlin, J. B., 
Haskell & Anderson, 
Hawes, H. H. B.,
Hay, H. F. G., 
Hebert, Elie, 
Hopkinson, S. F.,
AUDITOR
Huard, Barth.,
Jones, Geo.,
Jordan, R. K.,
Kelley, T. 0.,
Kelson, 0. H.,
LaFond & Oo., 
Lamontagne, J. B., 
Lapoint, A. D.,
LeBel, Ernest,
Leighton, (J. H., 
Levesque, M.,
Maxwell, Mrs. Flora, 
Mogan, Michael, 
Morrison & Oo., A. A., 
Nadeau, P.,
O’Brien, Edward, 
Peoples’ Store,
Portland, City of,
Pride, B. G.,
Quinby, Mrs. 0. E., 
Raymond & Marr,
Rumford, Town of, 
Smith, Ella,
Speirs, Alex.,
Sproul, Hattie,
Trafton, 0 . S.,
Turgeon, A. G.,
Union Cash Market, 
v aill, F. S. & E. G., 
v allee, 0. A.,
Welch, T. W.,
West End Drug Oo., 
Westbrook Grocery Oo., 
Windham, Town of, 
Woodman, G. M.,
RECEIPTS.
Prime Nadeau, $ 93 75
Harry Chick, ‘ 6 00
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Town of Gorham, Maine, 20 00
Augusta, Maine, 67 94
Hallowell, Maine, 181 69
Brunswick, Maine, 59 50
Poland, Maine, 422 82
Fred Curtis Estate, 11 00
State of Maine, 233 55
-----------  $1,096 25
TAX DEEDS.
D r . O r .
Xo Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $896 88 By Receipts, $398 40
To Expenditures, 494 35 By Bal. Jan. 1. ’15 992 83
$1,391 23 $1,391 23
TEMPORARY LOAN.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $79,000 00 By Receipts, $79,000 00
WATER CONTRACT.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $1,110 00 By Appropriation, $1,050 00 
By Balances, 60 00
$1,110 00 $1,110 00
EXPENDITURES.
Portland Water Dist., $1,110 00
WOODLAWN CEMETERY.
D r . O r .
To Expenditures, $2,050 73 By Bal. Jan. 1,’14,$ 337 58
To Bal. Jan. 1,’15, 1,745 35 By Receipts, 3,458 50
$3,796 08 $3,796 08
EXPENDITURES.
Ames, 0. T., 
Anderson, F. D.,
$180 00 
8 00
AUDITOR
Bennett, G. R.,
Bugby, S. H.,
Cobb, H. S.,
c onant, E. L.,
Dolley, F. 0 .,
Evening Express Pub Co.,
Goff, E. W.,
Graff am,' Albert,
Hamblet Brick Go.,
Jordan, R. K.,
Kimball, Arthur,
Kimball, Clarence,
Knight Bros.,
Knight, David,
Knight, W. V.,
Laverty, E. J.,
Lawrensen, J.,
Leighton, L. L.,
McKay, Tom,
N. E. T. & T. Co.,
Phillips & Webb,
Pike, H. J.,
Plummer, 0. M. & H. T.,
Porter, A. H.,
Pride, Jas. H.,
Roberts, Geo. T.,
Robinson, 0 . G. K.,
Schmidt, J. J.,
Senate & Co., F. A.,
Spear, W. W.,
Taggart, Daniel,
Taggart, Leland,
Warren & Co., S. D.,
Welch Stencil Co.,
Welch, W. S.,
Wilson, A. G.,
Pay Rolls,
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RECEIPTS.
Received from sale of lots, 
Opening and trimming graves, 
Miscellaneous,
Interest on bond,
WOODLAWN CEMETERY BOND.
D r .
To Bal.Jan.1,’15, $10,508 38
O r .
By Bal.Jan.1.’14, 
By Receipts,
$10,508 38
TRUSTEES VALENTINE HOSE CO.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $100 00
O r .
By Bal. Jan. 1,
TAXES.
D r .
To Appropriation,
$136,426 07
O r .
By R. K. Jordan, Coll.,
• $136,426 07
D r .
APPROPRIATIONS.
O r .
To SundryAccts.$148,500 00 By Taxes,
By Oity Debt,
$148,500 00
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1899.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $87 46
O r .
By Receipts,
By Bal. Jan. 1, '15,
$87 46
AUDITOR 1 7 9
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1900.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $125 19
O r .
By Receipts,
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’15,
$125 19
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1901.
D r . '  O r .
T o Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $121 59 By Receipts,
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’15,
D r .
$121 59
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1902.
O r .
By Receipts,To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $142 04
$142 04
By Bal. Jan. 1,’15,
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1903.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1,14, $159 57
'$159 57
O r .
By Receipts,
By Bal. Jan. 1,15,
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1904.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, 14, $209 17
$209 17
O r .
By Receipts,
By Bal. Jan. 1, 15,
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1905.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, 14, $263 62
O r .
By Receipts,
By Bal. Jan. 1, 15,
$ 2 6 3  6 2
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R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1906.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $840 28
$340 23
O r .
By Receipts, $205 74
By Bal. Jan. 1, '15, 134 49
$340 23
R. K. JORDAN, C ollector, 1907.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $406 62
$406 62
O r .
By Receipts, $222 30
By Bal. Jan  1, ’15, 184 32
$406 62
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1908.
Dr.
To Bal Jan. 1, ’14, $510 13
$510 13
O r .
By Receipts, $299 10
By Bal. Jan. 1, ’15, ,211 03
$510 13
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 190S(.
D r .
To Ral. Jan. 1, ’14, $691 28
$691 28
Or .
By Receipts, $353 00
By Bal. Jan. 1, ’15, 338 28
$691 28
R. K. JORDAN, C ollector, 191Q.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’14, $1,037 62
$1,037 62
O r .
By Receipts, $ 306 00 
By Bal. Jan. 1,15, 731 62
$1,037 62
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1911.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1,14, $1,383 44
C r .
By Receipts, $ 3Q8 15 
By Bal. Jan. 1, 15, 1,075 29
$1,383 44 $1,383 44
AUDITOR 1 8 1
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1912.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1,^14, $2,169 22
Cr.
By Receipts, $ 591 08 
By Bal. Jan. 1, >15, 1,578 14
$2,169 22 $2,169 22
R. K. JORDAN, C ollector, 1918.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1,'14, $4,400 34
C r .
By Receipts, $2,020 14 
By Bal. Jan.1,’15, 2,380 20
$4,400 34 $4,4Q0 34
D r .
Taxes,
R. K. JORDAN, Collector, 1914.
$136,426 07
$136,426 07
C r .
By Receipts, $131,574 68 
ByBal.Jan.1,’15, 4,851 89
$136,426 07
R. K . JORDAN, C ollector.
SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS.
D r .
To Bal. Jan. 1. ’14, $284 59 
To Sundry Accts., 165 84
C r .
By Receipts, $269 20
By City Debt, 165 84
By Bal. Jan. 1, ’15, 15 39
$450 43 $450 43
R. K. JORDAN, C ollector.
SEWER ASSESSMENTS.
%
D r .
To Bqd. Jan. 1, ’14, $66 52
Or .
By Bal. Jan. 1, '15, $66 52
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R. K. JORDAN, T reasurer . 
D r . C r .
To Bal. Jan. 1,’14, $5,432 85 
To Unpaid May­
or’s Orders, 7,774 18 
To Sundry Accts.304,919 42
By Drafts, '  $317,217 97 
By Unpaid May­
or’s Orders, 150 63 
By Bal. Jan. 1, ’15, 757 85
$318,126 45 $318,126 45
UNPAID MAYOR’S ORDERS.
D r .
To Amount Paid, $ 150 63 
To Bal. Jan. 1, ’15, 7,844 83
Or.
By Bal. Jan. 1,’14, $ 221 28 
By Almshouse and 
Farm, 406 81 
By Drains and Sewers, 15 00 
By Fire Department, 26 99 
By Health Dept., 23 15 
By Incidentals, 315 00 
By Roads, Perma­
nent, 2,412 30 
By R ’dsand Bridges, 167 94 
By Salaries, 282 50 
By School House 
Repairs, 22 52 
By School, High, 168 00 
By School, High,
Special, 2 50 
By State Road, 2,798 40 
By Schools,Common, 347 26 
By School House 
Insurance, 15 00 
By Support of Poor, 193 26 
By Woodlawn Cem­
etery, 7 55 
By Water Contract, 570 00
$7,995 46 $7,995 46
AUDITOR 1 8 3
BALANCE SHEET.
LIABILITIES.
Bonds, $193
Deposit Fund,
Memorial Library Books,
Notes, 23
Trustee Valentine Hose Co.,
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders, 7
Woodlawn Cemetery, 1
Woodlawn Cemetery Bonds, 1C
RESOURCES.
Rufus k  Jordan, Coll., 1914, $4
   1913, 2
    1912, 1
“  “  “  “  1911, 1
“  “  “  “  1910,
“  “  “  “  1909,
44 44 “  44 1908,
11 “  44 “  1907,
“  “  “  44 1906,
44 “  “  “  1905,
44 “  “  “  1904,
“  41 44 “  1903,
“  “  “  44 1902,
“  “  44 44 1901,
44 44 44 44 1900,
44 44 44 44 1899,
4 4 4 4 4 4 44 Sewer and
Sidewalk Deeds,
Rufus K. Jordan, Coll., Sewer Ass’ts,
Sidewalk 
“  State Pensions, 
4 4 44 4 4 4 4 Tax Deeds,
4 4 4 4 4 4 Treasurer,
Balance Net Debt,
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S U M M A R Y  OF
Receipts, Expenditures and Appropriations
For Year Ending Dec. 31, 1914
RECEIPTS EXPENDI­TURES
APPROPRI­
ATIONS
Abatements.............. *..................... $ 678 15 $ ' 700 00
Almshouse and Farm ..................... % 1,839 28 5,482 37 2,000 00
Bonded Debt .................................. 45,000 00 30,000 00
Brown Tail Moths............................ 60 16 1,913 91 1,910 00
City Debt.......................................... 1,000 00
County Tax....................................... 6,881 12 6,881 12
Dog Licenses.................................... 206 00 206 00
Deposit Fund.................................... 10 00 5 70
Drains and Sewers.......................... 280 00 1,905 92 2,800 00
Fire Department............................. 7,239 63 7,000 00
Health Department.......................... 7 66 6,815 16 5,203 74
Incidentals....................................... 1,703 74 7,718 46 5,429 11
Insurance ......................................... 132 66 275 00
Interest ............................................ 461 09 11,235 66 10,604 12
Memorial Day.................................. 125 00 125 00
Memorial Library............................ 2,600 69 2,000 00
Memorial Library Books................. 230 00 200 37
Notes................................................. 9,000 00 9,500 00
Old Liabilities.................................. 2,593 08 2,496 99
Paving Bond...................................... 3,000 00 3,000 00
P olice................................................ 42 50 4,445 48 4,500 00
Roads and Bridges............................ 1,310 75 20,921 88 14,500 00
Roads, Permanent............................
Saccarappa Cemetery....... .............
2,412 30 4,000 00
137 00 245 11 150 00
Salaries ............................................ 5,849 55 5,500 00
School Books.................................... 64 89 1,152 26 1,100 00
Schools, Common............................ 19,480 44 26,182 95 5,500 00
School, Cooking and Sewing........ 800 03 600 00
School, Evening............................... 288 20 300 00
School, H igh.................................... 2,781 85 12,352 70 8,000 00
School, High, Special..................... 12,796 26 12,796 26
School House Insurance.................. 6 06 434 58 450 00
School House Repairs..................... 2 00 3,017 02 2,000 00
School, Industrial........................... 1,628 56 1,868 03 400 00
School, Manual Training............... 1,421 39 600 00
Sewer and Sidewalk Deeds............ 25 01
Sidewalk Assessments..................... 269 20 165 84
State Pensions.................................. 1,239 00 1,023 00
Statei Roads ...................................... 2,874 94 1,599 00
AUDITOR 1 8 5
RECEIPTS EXPENDI­TURES
APPROPRI­
ATIONS
State Tax........................................... 24,794 66 24,794 66
Street Lights.................................... 5,603 76 5,535 00
Street Sprinkling............................. 1,228 20 1,200 00
Support of Poor................................. 1,096 25 6,425 86 2,500 00
Tax Deeds.......................................... 398 40 494 35
Temporary Loan ............................ 79,000 00 79,000 00
Water Contract................................. 1,110 00 1,050 00
Woodlawn Cemetery....................... 3,458 50 2,050 73
Woodlawn Cemetery Bonds........... 696 88
Rufus K . Jordan, Coll., 1901......... 3 00
“  “  “  “  1903........ 2 95
“  “  “  “  1904 ........ 4 00
“  “  “  “  1905......... 5 00
“  “  “  “  1906......... 9 00
“  “  “  “  1907......... 9 00
“  “  “  “  1908 ........ 13 00
“  “  “  “  1909 ........ 43 50
“  “  “  “  1910........ 68 00
“  “  “  “  1911......... 225 37
“  “  “  “  1912......... 545 87
“  “  “  “  1913......... 2,005 84
“  “  “  “  1914......... 131,574 68
Unpaid Mayor’s Orders................... 150 63
$317,368 60
Less Unpaid Mayor’ s Orders......... 7,774 18
$309,594 42
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1914.............. 5,432 85
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1915.............. 757 85
$310,352 27 $310,352 27 $148,500 00
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BALANCES.
D r . O r .
OVERDRAWN. u n e x p e n d e d .
Almshouse & Farm $1,643 09 Abatements, $^ 21 85
Health Dept., 1,603 76 Brown Tail Moths, 56 25
Incidentals, 585 61 Drains and Sewers, 1,174 08
Interest, 170 45 Insurance, 142 34
Memorial Library, 600 69 Police, 97 02
Old Liabilities, 96 09 Roads, Permanent, 1,587 70
Roads and Bridges, 5,111 13 Saccarappa Cemetery, 41 89
Salaries, 349 55 School, Evening, 11 80
Schools, Common, 1,202 51 School, Industrial, 160 53
School, Cooking and School House Ins., 21 48
Sewing, 200 03 School Books, 12 63
School, High, 1,570 85 By Balance, 16,144 74
School, Manual
Training, 821 39
School House
Repairs, 1,015 02
State Road, 1,275 94
Street Lights, 68 76
Street Sprinkling, 28 20
Support of Poor, 2,829 61
Water Contract, 60 00
Fire Department, 239 63 •
$19,472 31 $19,472 31
CITY DEBT.
D r .
ToBal.Jan. 1,14, $196,121 39 
To Balances, 16,144 74 
To R. K. Jordan, 1,955 61 
To Sundry Accts., 12,239 78
C r .
By Appropriation, $4,000 00 
By Bal.Jan.1,’15, 222,461 52
$ 2 2 6 ,4 6 1  52 $ 2 2 6 ,4 6 1  52
AUDITOR 1 8 7
STATEMENT OF THE BONDED INDEBTEDNESS OF 
THE OITY OF WESTBROOK.
DATE OF MATURITY.
January 15, 1906, 4 per cent. $ 500 00
January 1, 1915, 4 tt 25,000 00
January 1, 1917, 4 t t 20,000 00
June 1, 1918, 4 It 24,000 00
April 1, 1922, 4 tt 15,000 00
January 15, 1926, 4 it 15,000 00
June 20, 1921, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1922, 4 tt 2,000 00
June 20, 1928, 4 2,000 00
June 20, 1924, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1925, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1926, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1927, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1928, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1929, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1930, 4 tt 2,000 00
June 20, 1931, 4 tt 2,000 00
June 20, 1932, 4 11 2,000 00
June 20, 1933, 4 t t 1,000 00
September 1, 1915, 4 11 3,000 00
September 1, 1916, 4 11 3,000 00
September 1, 1917, 4 11 3,000 00
September 1, 1918, 4 11 3,000 00
September 1, 1919, 4 11 3,000 00
September 1, 1920, 4 tt 3,000 00
September 1, 1921, 4 tt 3,000 00
September 1, 1922, 4 11 3,000 00
Angust 15, 1934, 4 11 45,000 00
$198,500 00
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DATE.
July 1, 1893,
T IM E .
25 years
RA TE.
6 per cent. $5,000 00
July 1, 1893, 30 6  5,000 00
Dec. 30, 1913, 2 5  1,000 00
Dec. 30, 1913, 2 i t 5  1,000 00
Dec. 30, 1913, 2 5 “  2,00000
June 8, 1914, 1 tt 5 “  1,000 00
June 8, 1914, 2 tt 5 “  1,000 00
June 8, 1914, 3 tt 5 “  1,000 00
Dec. 2, 1914, 2 tt 5 “  1,250 00
Dec. 2, 1914, 2 11 5 “  1,250 00
’ Dec, 25, 1914, 2 tt 5 “  1,000 00
Dec. 81, 1914, 2 tt 5 “  1,000 00
Dec. 31, 1914, 2 tt 5 “  2,000 00
Dec. 31, 1914, 2 tt 5 11 1,000 00
Dec. 31, 1914, 2 11 5 “  1,000 00
Dec, 31, 1914, 2 11 5 “  500 00
$26,000 00
Report of the Treasurer
W estbrook, M aine, Dec. 31, 1914.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of
Westbrook:
1 . ,  .  •
G entlemen In accordance with the requirements of 
Sec. 5, Chapter 5, of the Ordinances of this City, I here­
with submit the following report of the receipts and 
expenditures of the city during the fiscal year ending 
December 31, 1914.
Respectfully submitted,
.  . *  .* .  \  t  ! ’ 5
R uffs K. Jordan,
Treasurer.
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RUFUS K. JORDAN, Treasurer, in account
To cash received and credited to the following ac­
counts :
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1914, $ 5,432 85
Rufus K. Jordan, Collector, 1914, 131,574 68
ii a a it 1913, 2,005 84
it a it a 1912, 545 87
11 t< it n 1911, 225 37
it a tt u 1910, 68 00
u a it i i 1909, 43 50
a i« tc it 1908, 13 00
ft fi ii ii 1907, 9 00
a if f i i i 1906, 9 00
fi ii ii ii 1905, 5 00
ii fi »i ii 1904, 4 00
if if if f i 1903, 2 95
ii ii ii ii 1901, 3 00
Sidewalk Assessment, 269 20
Licenses, 232 00
Temporary Loan, 79,000 00
Almshouse and Farm, 1,839 28
Brown Tail Moths, 60 16
Drains and Sewers, 280 00
Deposit Fund, 10 00
Health Department, 7 66
Incidentals, 1,471 74
Interest, 461 09
Memorial Library Books, 230 00
Police, 42 50
Roads and Bridges, 1,310 75
State Pensions, 1,239 00
School Books, 64 89
Schools, Common, 19,480 44
School, High, 2,781 85
School House Repairs, 2 00
School, Industrial, 1,628 56
Dog Licenses, 206 00
Support of Poor, 1,096 25
Tax Deeds, 398 40
Woodlawn Cemetery, 3,458 50
Woodlawn Cemetery Bond, 696 88
School House Insurance, 6 06
Saccarappa Cemetery, 137 00
Bonds, 45,000 00
Notes, 9,000 00 $310,352 27
TREASURER 1 9 1
with the City of W estbrook, M aine.
By cash paid Mayor’s Orders and charged to the foi­
lowing accounts:
Abatements, § 678 ls
Almshouse and Farm, 5,075 56
Brown Tail Moths, 1,913 91
Drains and Sewers, 1,890 92
Deposit Fund, 5 70
Fire Department, 7,212 64
Health Department, 6,792 01
Incidentals, 7,403 46
Interest, 11,235 66
Memorial Library, 2,600 69
Memorial Library Books, 200 37
Old Liabilities, 2,593 08
Police, 4,445 48
Roads and Bridges, 20,753 94
Salaries, 5,567 05
State Pensions, 1,023 00
School Books, 1,152 26
School, Evening* 288 20
Schools, Common, 25,835 69
School, Cooking, 800 03
School, High, 12,184 70
School House Repairs, 2,994 50
School, Industrial, 1,868 03
School, Manual Training, 1,421 39
Street Lights, 5,603 76
Support of Poor,
Unpaid Mayor’ s Orders,
6,232 60
150 63
Woodlawn Cemetery, 2,043 18
Street Sprinkling, 1,228 20
Notes, 9,500 00
School House Insurance, '419 58
Insurance, 132 66
Memorial Day, 125 00
Bonds, 33,000 00
State Roads, 76 54
County Tax, 6,881 12
Temporary Loan, 79,000 00
Water Contract, 540 00
Sidewalk Tax Deeds, 25 01
Special High School, 12,793 76
Tax Deeds, 494 35
State Tax, 24,794 66
Dog Licenses, 206 00
Saccarappa Cemetery, 245 11
Sidewalk Assessment Abatement, 165 84
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1915, 757 85
§310,352 27
Report of the City Solicitor
W estbrook, Maine, Dec. 31, 1914.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
G entlemen:—For the year just passed we have been 
free from litigation and my duties have therefore been 
confined to the routine work of the city. There have 
been a few claims for damages of minor importance which 
have all been adjusted. There is therefore nothing which, 
I think, needs a specific report from this department and 
I will therefore only report a clean slate for the ensuing 
year.
Yours very respectfully,
* •
F rank P. P ride, City Solicitor.
Report o f the City Physician
W estbrook, Maine , March 17, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council of the City of 
Westbrook:
G entlemen :—There has been very little sickness 
among the outside poor the past year.
At the City Farm we have had some, more sickness 
than the previous year. All of the inmates at the farm 
are being exceptionally well cared for under the present 
management of Mr. and Mrs. Crockett. They both work 
hard to render relief and comfort to those that are sick.
Respectfully,
F. L. F erren, M. D.,
City Physician.
List Submitted by Rufus K. Jordan, 
Collector and Treasurer
Chapter 166 of the Public Laws of the State of Maine 
for the year 1907.
An act for the better collection of taxes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represen­
tatives in Legislature assembled as follows:
That on and after January first, nineteen hundred 
and eight, all municipal officers of the cities and towns 
in making out the yearly report shall cause to be printed 
in said report the names and amounts of all delinquent 
tax payers which have been committed to the treasurer 
or collector for Collection.
The failure of non-performance of this duty shall be 
not less than five dollars nor more than twenty-five 
dollars.
Approved March 27, 1907.
N A M E YEAR A M T .
Adair, Alexander 1914 $3.00
Adams, Fred 0. 1913 3.00
Adams, Fred 0. 1914 3 00
Adams, Stephen E. 1913 3.00
Adams, Stephen E. 1914 3.00
Adams, Roy 1914 3.00
Albert, Ferdinand 1911 3.00
Albert, Ferdinand 1912 3.00
Albert, Ferdinand 1913 3.00
Albert, Ferdinand 1914 3.00
Albert, Joseph 1911 3.00
Alcorn, Thomas 1913 .5.30
Allen, Albert 1912 3.00
Allen, Albert 1913 3.00
N A M E YEAR AMT.
Allen, Arthur E. 1914 3.00
Anderson, George J. 1914 12.40
Anderson, George 1913 ,3.00
Anderson, George 1914 3.00
Anderson, Harry W. 1912 5.07
Anderson, Joe 1913 3.00
Anderson, Toe 1914 3.00
Andrews, Chas. F. 1914 3.00
Andrews, Ervin L. 1914 5.35
Andrews, Henry O. 1911 3.00
Andrews, Roy A. 1912 3.00
Andrews. Thomas E. 1914 3.00
Andress, William 1914 3.00
Anniss, Pearl 1909 3.00
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Anniss, Pearl 1910 3.00 Arsenault, Pascal 1912 3.00
Anniss, Pearl 1911 3.00 Arsenault, Steves 1911 3.00
Anniss, Pearl 1912 3.00 Arsenault, Steves 1912 3.00
Anniss, Pearl 1913 3.00 Astrom, Alfred 1912 3.00
Anniss, Pearl 1914 3.00 Athas, Charles 1914 3.00
Appleby, George F. 1912 3.00 Atherton, Clifford N. 1910 3.00
Archambeau, Arthur 1912 3.00 Atherton, Clifford N. 1911 3.00
Archambeau, Arthur 1913 3.00 Atherton, Clifford N. 1912 3.00
Archambeau, Arthur 1914 3.00 Aube, George G. 1913 3.00
Archambeau, Tom 1914 2.08 Aube, George G. 1914 3.00
Archambeau, Agap 1913 3.00 Aube, Joseph 1914 3.00
Arsenault, Agno 1913 3.00 Austin, Mrs. Frank E. 1914 2.10
Arsenault, Arthur 1907 3.00 Babb, Mrs. C. A. 1911 2.12
Arsenault, Arthur 1908 3.00 Babb, Mrs. C. A. 1912 2.07
Arsenault, Arthur 1909 3.00 Babb, Mrs. C. A. 1913 2.30
Arsenault, Arthur 1910 3.00 Babbage, Ernest M. 1914 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur 1911 3.00 Babbage, Fred W. 1912 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur 1912 3.00 Babbage, Pearl 1913 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur 1913 3.00 Babbage, Pearl 1914 3 .0 0
Arsenault, Arthur 1914 3.00 Bagiev, Michiel D. 1913 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur J. 1911 1.00 Bailey, Benj. 1913 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur J. 1912 3.00 Bailey, Benj. 1914 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur J. 1913 3.00 Bailey, Dana C. 1909 3.00
Arsenault, Arthur J. 1914 3.00 Bailey, George M. 1913 3.00
Arsenault, Frank 1914 3.00 Bailey, George M. 1914 3.00
Arsenault, Charlie 1911 3.00 Bailey, Leroy M. 1909 5.00
Arsenault, Charlie 1913 3.00 Bailey, Sewell B. 1910 1.50
Arsenault, Frank D. 1914 3.00 Baillargeon, Benj. 1911 3.00
Arsenault, John J. 1911 3.00 Baillargeon, Benj. 1913 3.00
Arsenault, John J. 1912 3.00 Barbour, Alvin A. 1899 3.00
Arsenault, John 1911 3.00 Barbour, Alvin A. 1903 3.78
Arsenault, John 1912 3.00 Barbour, Alvin A. 1905 3.40
Arsenault, John 1913 3.00 Barbour, Frank 1913 2.30
Arsenault, John 1914 3.00 Barbour, Frank 1914 5.35
Arsenault, Joseph 1909 3.00 Barbour, Harry N. 1909 3.00
Arsenault, Joseph 1910 3.00 Barbour, Harry N. 1910 3.00
Arsenault, Joseph.. 1911 3.00 Barbour, Harry N. 1911 3.00
Arsenault, Joseph 1912 3.00 Barbour, Harry N. 1912 3.00
Arsenault, Joseph 1913 3.00 Barbour, Harry N. 1913 3.00
Arsenault, Joseph 1914 3.00 Barbour, Harry N. 1914 3.00
Arsenault, Malete 1911 3.00 Barteaux, Obie 1912 3.00
Arsenault, Malete 1914 3.00 Bartlett, Charles 1913 3.00
Arsenault, Maxime 1910 3.00 Barrows, Roland 1910 3.00
Arsenault, Maxime 1913 3.00 Beal, Reuben E. 1914 3.00
Arsenault, Pascal 1910 3.00 Bean, Amanda M. 1914 5.20
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Bernier, Theodore 1913 5.30 Bernier, Louis, Jr. 1913 3.00
Bernier, Theodore 1914 5.35 Bernier, Louis, Jr. 1914 3.00
Beasley, James W. 1910 3.00 Bernier, Peter 1913 3.00
Beasley, James W. 1911 3.00 Bernier, Wilfrod A. 1914 3.00
Beasley, James W. 1912 3.00 Bernier, Xavier 1911 3.00
Beasley, James W. 1914 3.00 Berry, Colby G. 1911 3.00
Beausoliel, Wilfred 1912 3.00 Berry, Geo. C. 1914 5.35
Becker, Henry 1914 3.00 Berry, Martin D. 1914 2.35
Beeber, Samuel 1912 3.00 Berry, Perley E. 1911 3.00
Beesley, Edward J. 1914 3.00 Berry, Perley E. 1912 3.00
Begin, Emile 1913 3.00 Berry, William H. 1914 3.00
Begin, Emile 1914 3.00 Bertrand, Piter 1912 3.00
Begin, George 1914 3.00 Bertrand, Piter 1913 3.00
Begin, Joseph 1914 3.00 Berubee, Alphonse 1912 2.07
Bells, Harvey 1911 3.00 Berubee, Alphonse 1913 5.30
Belanger, Jos. F. 1912 3.00 Berubee, Alphonse 1914 5.3j>
Belanger, John 1913 3.00 Betelis, J. Jeris 1913 3.00
Belanger, John 1914 3.00 Betelis, J. Jeris 1914 3.00
Belanger, Leon J. 1913 3.00 Bettie, Arthur 1914 7.70
Belanger, Leon J. 1914 3.00 Betty, Louis J. 1914 30.62
Beliss, Charles E. 1914 3.00 Betty, Onesine J. 1914 3.00
Bell, John H. 1913 3.00 Bibeau, William 1913 3.00
Bell, John H. 1914 3.00 Bibeau, William 1914 3.00
Bell, William 1913 3.00 Billings, John B. 1914 .3.00
Bell, William 1914 3.00 Bishop, Amos 1911 3.00
Bellefernelle, Joseph 1913 3.00 Bishop, Amos 1912 3.00
Bellefernelle, Joseph 1914 3.00 Bishop, Horace 1910 3.00
Bellefernelle, Thomas- 1913 3.00 Bishop, Horace 1911 3.00
Bellefernelle, Thomas 1914 3.00 Bishop, Horace 1912 3.00
Bellefernelle, Wilfred 1914 3.00 Bishop, Thomas 1914 3.00
Bellefernelle, David 1914 3.00 Bishop, William F. 1913 3.00
Bennett, Walter G. 1911 3.00 Bishop, William F. 1914 3.00
Bergeron, Elyear 1913 3.00 Blake, Andrew J. 1913 3.00
Bergeron, Elyear 1914 3.00 Blake, Andrew J. 1914 3.00
Bergeron, Joseph E. 1911 .12 Blake, Harold C. 1912 3.00
Bergeron, Joseph E. 1912 3.07 Blake, Joseph 1914 3.00
Bergeron, Joseph 1913 5.30 Blake, Lea D. 1914 3.00
Bergeron, Joseph 1914 5.35 Blanchette, Joseph 1913 3.58
Bergeron, Joseph T. 1912 3.00 Blanchette, Joseph 1914 3.59
Bergeron, Joseph T. 1913 3.00 Blemis, Levera M. 1913 2.30
Berkwood, Albert 1912 3.00 Blemis, Levera M. 1914 2.35
Berkwood, Albert 1914 3.00 Boe, Christian 1913 3.00
Brow, William 1914 3.00 Bogdahn, Jens 1913 3.00
Bernier, Louis 1913 3.00 Bogdahn,Jens 1914 3.00
Bernier, Louis 1914 3.00 Bohnson, Albert 1914 3.00
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Bohnson, Luther M. 1912 3.00
Bohnson, Luther M. 1913 3.00
Bohnson, Luther M. 1914 3.00
Boisvert, Arthur 1911 3.00
Boisvert, Napoleon 1910 5.00
Boisvert, Napoleon 1911 5.12
Bond, George 1911 3.00
Bond, George 1912 3.00
Booth, Elsworth L. 1910 2.00
Booth, Elsworth L. 1911 3.00
Boucher, Adolph 1913 3.00
Boucher, Adolph 1914 3.00
Bourgois, Albancey 1912 3.00
Bourgois, Albancey 1913 3.00
Bourgois, Albancey 1914 4.35
Boucher, Raoul 1913 2.30
Bouchard, Joseph 1913 3.00
Bouillion, Pieere 1914 3.00
Boulanger, Alfred 1912 5.07
Boulet, Henry G. 1911 3.00
Boulet, Henry G. 1912 2.95
Boulevas, Bill 1914 7.70
Boumier, Philip 1912 3.00
Boumier, Philip 1913 3.00
Boumier, Philip 1914 3.00
Bourgois, Albine 1912 3.00
Bourgois, Albine 1913 3.00
Bourgois, Albine 1914 3.00
Bourgois, Edmond 1909 3.00
Bourgois, Edmond 1910 3.00
Bourgois, Edmond 1911 3.00
Bourgois, Edmond 1912 3.00
Boutiette, Peter 1911 5.12
Brackett, Alfred 1912 8.18
Brackett, Alfred 1914 6.53
Bradbury, Frank H. 1912 2.00
Bradbury, Frank H. 1913 3.00
Bradbury, Frank H. 1914 3.00
Bradbury, Thomas 1912 3.00
Bradley, Thomas 1913 3.00
Bragdon, Lewis H. 1911 3.00
Bragdon, Lewis H. 1912 3.00
Bragdon, Lewis H. 1913 3.00
Bragdon, Lewis H. 1914 3.00
Breton, Joseph 1913 3.00
N A M E YEAR A M T .
Breton, Joseph 1914 3.00
Brock, Chas. T. 1913 3.00
Brown, Fred E. 1914 3.00
Brown, Geo. Albert 1911 3.00
Browne, Walter R. 1914 3.00
Broussonau, Donat 1913 3.00
Broussonau, Donat 1914 3.00
Boranasseau, Peter 1913 3.00
Boranasseau, Peter 1914 3.00
Bryden, John W. 1912 3.00
Bryden, V. C. 1912 3.00
Bryson, William N. 1913 1.00
Bryson, William N. 1914 3.00
Buckley, John P. 1910 18.00
Buckley, John P. 1913 19.55
Buckley, John P. 1914 20.63
Boutte, Domerick 1913 3.00
Boutte, Domerick 1914 3.00
Boutte, Florintine 1914 2.00
Boutte, Frank J. 1914 3.00
Bhuotte, Joseph 1911 3.00
Bhuotte, Joseph 1912 3.00
Boutte, Joseph F. 1913 2.00
Boutte, Joseph F. 1914 3.00
Boutte, Rock 1913 3.00
Boutte, Rock 1914 3.00
Burchard, Albert 1914 3.00
Burgen, David E. 1911 3.00
Burgen, David E. 1912 3.00
Burke, John P. 1913 3.00
Burke, John P. 1914 3.00
Burlott, Marcisse 1911 3.00
Burlott, Marcisse 1912 3.00
Burnham, C. A. 1910 3.00
Burnham, C. A. 1911 5.12
Burnham, Chas. E. 1912 3.00
Burnham, Chas. E. 1913 3.00
Burnham, Chas. E. 1914 3.00
Burnham, George E. 1914 3.00
Burnell, Harry C. 1912 3.00
Burrell, Nathan L. 1911 2.00
Burrell, Nathan L. 1912 3.00
Burrell, Nathan L. 1913 3.00
Buroughs, Frank W. 1913 3.00
Bushman, G. A. 1911 3.00
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Byrne, John L. 1914 3.00 Chamberland, Joseph 1914 3.00
Caddarette, William 1914 3.00 diamond, John B. 1912 3.00
Cairns, John 1914 2.35 Champagne, Harry 1913 3.00
Cairns, Joseph C., Jr. 1912 3.00 Champagne, Harry 1914 3.00
Cairns, Joseph C., Jr. 1913 3.00 Chandler, Albert H. 1914 3.00
Cairns, Joseph C., Jr. 1914 3.00 Chaplin, Clifford H. 1913 3.00
Calvin, John l d l l 3.00 Chaplin, Elroy W. 1913 3.00
Calvin, John 1912 3.00 Chaplin, Elroy W. 1914 3.00
Campbell, Edwin 1913 3.00 Chaplin, Sidney W. 1913 3.00
Campbell, Edwin 1914 3.00 Chaplin, Sidney W. 1914 3.00
Campbell, John F. 1912 3.00 Charland, Henry 1914 3.00
Campbell, Joseph 1914 3.00 Charland, William 1912 4.55
Campbell, Willis E. 1911 3.00 Chari}-, A. 1913 7.60
Campbell, Willis E. 1912 3.00 Charly, A. 1914 7.70
Campbell, Willis E. 1913 3.00 Chase, Howard M. 1914 3.00
Canaran, Coleman 1912 3.00 Cheasson, John 1911 3.00
Canton, Luger 1914 3.00 Chick, Edwin W. 1913 3.00
Canton, Philip 1914 3.00 Chipman, Leland M. 1914 5.35
Card, George I. 1913 3.00 Chodkervsky, Edmond 1914 3.00
Carignan, Theode 1911 3.00 Christen, Frank 1910 3.00
Carignan, Theode 1912 3.00 Christen, Frank or
Carlton, William E. 1913 3.00 Frances 1911 3.00
Carlton, William E. 1914 3.00 Christen, Frank or
Carll, Mrs. Almira 1914 25.85 Frances 1912 3.00
Carpenter, Fred 1914 3.00 Christen, Frank or
Caron, Simeon P. 1913 3.00 Frances 1913 3.00
Caron, Simeon P. 1914 3.00 Christen, Frank or
Caron, Victor L. 1912 3.00 Frances 1914 3.00
Caron, Victor L. 1913 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1908 2.00
Caron, Victor L. 1914 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1909 3.00
Carver, Frank B. 1913 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1910 3.00
Carver, Frank B. 1914 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1911 3.00
Carron, Henry 1913 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1912 3.00
Carron, Henry 1914 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1913 3.00
Carr, Elbridge G. 1912 3.00 Christian, Joseph C. 1914 3.00
Carr, Elbridge G. 1914 3.00 Christian, Oscar 1914 3.00
Carrier, Frank 1907 1.34 Christian, Ovila J. 1914 3.00
Carrier, Frank 1908 3.00 Christianson, Albert 1913 3.00
Carrier, Frank 1909 3.00 Christianson, Albert 1914 3.00
Carrier, Frank 1910 4.50 Christianson, Christian 1913 3.00
Carrier, Frank 1911 3.00 Christianson, Christian 1914 3.00
Casey, William 1912 3.00 Christianson, John 1913 3.00
Casey, William 1914 3.00 Christianson, John 1914 3.00
Celekes, Peter 1914 3.00 Christianson, John 1911 3.00
Chamberland, Joseph 1913 3.00 Christianson, John 1912 3.00
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Clauson, Claus 1914 3.00 Cousens, Delmar L. 1912 3.00
Clumc-nt, Klum 1912 3.00 Cousens, Winfield S. 1914 3.00
CIcvios, Fotios 1911 3.00 Coutin^Ludger 1913 3.00
Cobb, Herbert E. H. 1913 3.00 Cook, Geo. Fred 1912 2.07
Cobb, Herbert E. H. 1914 3.00 Cook, Geo. Fred 1913 3.00
Cobb, James D. 1910 3.00 Cook, Geo. Fred 1914 3.00
Cobb, John 1914 3.00 Coolbroth, Lewis P. 1913 3.00
Cogswell, Maynard 1913 3.00 Crague, George H. 1913 3.00
Cole, Owen C. 1914 3.00 Crague, George FI. 1914 3.00
Colprit, William P. 1909 3.00 Crague, William L., Jr. 1911 3.00
Colprit, William P. 1910 3.00 Crague, William L., Jr. 1912 3.00
Colprit, William P. 1911 3.00 Crague, William L., Jr. 1913 3.00
Conant, Geo. W. 1914 3.00 Crague, William L., Jr. 1914 3.00
Conant, Philip 1914 3.00 Crockett, Aaron L. 1912 .25
Conant, Mrs. Susan S. Crockett, Aaron L. 1913 3.00
heirs 1914 86.95 Crockett, Aaron L. 1914 3.00
Conley, James 1912 3.00 Crawley, Lawrence J. 1909 .88
Connell, John F. 1912 2.25 Crawley, Lawrence J. 1910 5.00
Connell, John F. 1913 3.00 Crawley, Lawrence J. 1911 3.00
Connell, John F. 1914 3.00 Crawlej', Lawrence J. 1912 4.04
Conners, William J. 1911 3.00 Crawley, John H. 1914 3.00
Contois, Desire 1911 3.00 Crowley, Patrick 1914 3.00
Coppas, Geo. 1913 3.00 Cummings, John 1912 3.00
Corbert, Chas. H. 1914 5.35 Cummings, Melbroy
Corning, John 1914 3.00 E. 1914 3.00
Corliss, George L. 1910 3.00 Cummings, Willis P. 1913 3.00
Corliss, George L.' 1911 3.00 Cummings, Willis P. 1914 3.00
Cote, Elmer 1913 3.00 Curran, Edward 1909 3.00
Cotie, Joseph 1913 3.00 Cutter, Clifford B. 1910 3.00
Cotie, Joseph 1914 3.00 Cutter, Clifford B. 1911 3.00
Cotie, Leopold P. 1913 3.00 Cutter, Clifford B. 1912 3.00
Cotie, Leopold P. 1914 5.35 Cutter, Clifford B. 1914 3.00
Cote, Wilfred 1911 2.50 Daniels, Felix, Jr. 1913 6.45
Cote, Wilfred 1912 3.00 Daniels, Felix, Jr. 1914 3.00
Cote, Wilfred 1913 3.00 Daniels, Joseph E. 1913 3.00
Cote, Wilfred 1914 3.00 Daniels, Joseph E. 1914 3.00
Cotton, Charles S. 1913 3.00 Daniels, Lewis 1913 3.00
Cotton, Edmund C. 1914 3.00 Daniels, Lewis 1914 3.00
Cotton, Ernest L. 1913 3.00 Dannis, Dalphis 1912 2.07
Cotton, Ernest L. 1914 3.00 Dannis, Dalphis 1913 2.30
Cotton, Walter M. 1914 3.00 Dannis, Dalphis 1914 3.00
Cotas, Charles 1912 3.00 Davis, Amos S. 1910 3.00
Couillard, March 1910 3.00 Davis, Chas. H. 1914 3.00
CouiHard, March 1911 3.00 Davis, Chas. O. 1905 4.18
Couillard, March 1912 3.00 Davis, Chas. O. 1907 3.00
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Davis, Chas. 0. 1908 3.80 Deroche, Val. 1911 3.00
Davis, John J. 1914 3.00 Deroche, Val. 1912 3.00
Davis, Joseph A. 1911 3.00 Dinsmore, Nathaniel 1913 3.00
Davis, Maguns C. 1912 3.00 Dobson, James A. 1913 3.00
Davis, Maguns C. 1913 3.00 Dobson, James A. 1914 3.00
Davis, Maguns C. 1914 3.00 Doherty, James 1914 3.00
Davis, Marvin A. 1907 3.00 Dorrant, Charles 1914 3.00
Davis, Marvin A. 1908 3.00 Doison, Ficlele 1910 3.00
Davis, Thomas 1911 3.00 Donnohue, Edward 1912 3.00
Davis, Thomas 1912 3.00 Donnohue, Edward 1913 3.00
Davis, Thomas 1913 3.00 Donnohue, Edward 1914 3.00
Davis, Thomas 1914 3.00 Doren, Albert 1914 3.00
Davis, Ravian 1914 3.00 Doucette, Alphy 1911 3.00
Davis, William 1911 3.00 Doucette, Alphy 1912 3.00
Davis, William 1912 3.00 Doucette, Damase 1913 3.00
Davis, William 1913 3.00 Doucette, Bruno 1911 3.00
Day, Ansel 1914 3.00 Doucette, Bruno 1912 3.00
Dee, William 1913 1.73 Doucette, Darmasse 1914 3.00
Debeck, Almon E. 1914 3.00 Doucette, Ferment 1910 3.00
Debeck, Charles 1914 3.00 Doucette, Ferment 1911 3.00
Debeck, Robert 1910 3.00 Doucette, George 1913 3.00
Debeck, Robert 1912 3.00 Doucette, George 1914 3.00
Debeck, Robert 1913 3.00 Doucette, James F. 1909 3.00
Decormier, Albert 1909 2.00 Doucette, James F. 1910 3.00
Decormier, Albert 1910 2.00 Doucette, Jerry 1909 .50
Decormier, Albert 1911 1.00 Doucette, Jerry 1910 5.00
Decormier, Albert 1912 3.00 Doucette, Joseph ’ 1912 3.00
Decormier, Albert 1913 3.00 Doucette, Larry 1913 3.00
Delcroppo, Gartano 1911 3.00 Doucette, Larry 1914 3.00
Dee, Geo. M. 1913 3.00 Doucette, Moses F. 1912 3.00
Delpalmer, Frank 1912 3.00 Doucette, Moses F. 1913 3.00
Deresh, Rose T. 1913 .90 Doucette, Moses F. 1914 3.00
Deroche, Joseph 1905 3.00 Douglass, Charles 1914 3.00
Deroche, Joseph 1906 3.00 Douglass, Clifford L. 1913 3.00
Deroche, Joseph 1907 3.00 Douglass, Clifford L. 1914 3.00
Deroche, Joseph 1908 3.00 Dow, Joseph L. 1913 16.10
Deroche, Joseph 1910 3.00 Dowling, Geo. W. 1913 5.30
Deroche, Joseph 1911 3.00 Dowling, Geo. W. 1914 5.35
Deroche, Joseph 1912 3.00 Doyle, David 1914 3.00
Deroche, Joseph 1913 3.00 Doyle, James E. 1913 3.00
Deroche, Lawrence 1913 3.00 Doyle, James H. 1914 3.00
Deroche, Thomas 1910 3.00 Dravis, James W. 1914 3.00
Deroche, Thomas 1911 3.00 Dresser, Clarence W. 1912 3.00
Deroche, Thomas 1912 3.00 Dresser, Clarence W. 1913 3.00
Deroche, Thomas 1913 3.00 Driscoll, Con J. 1911 3.00
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Driscoll, Con J. 1912 3.00 Dyer, Millard 1914 3.00
Driscoll, Con J. 1913 3.00 Dyer, William E. 1909 3.00
Driscoll, Con J. 1914 3.00 Dyer, William E. 1910 3.00
Drisco, Perley 1913 3.00 Dyer, William E. 1913 3.00
Drisco, Perley 1914 3.00 Dyer, William E. 1914 3.00
Duchaine, Elyar 1912 5.07 Eagles, Alexander 1913 5.30
Duchaine, Elyar 1913 5.30 Edgerly, Frank Leroy 1914 3.00
Duchaine, Elyar 1914 5.35 Edgerly, Levi 1914 3.00
Duchaine, Frank E. 1908 3.00 Edgerly, Rowe W. 1914 3.00
Duchaine, Frank E. 1909 3.00 Edwards, Granville H. 1914 3.00
Duchaine, Frank E. 1910 3.00 Edwards, Harry W. 1913 3.00
Duchaine, Frank E. 1911 3.00 Elder, Percey S. 1909 3.50
Duchaine, Frank E. 1912 3.00 Elder, Percey S. 1910 4.50
Duchaine, Frank E. 1914 3.00 Elder, Percey S. 1911 4.59
Duchaine, Jos. 1914 3.00 Elder, Percey S. 1912 4.55
Duclos, Albert 1914 3.00 Elder, Percey S. 1913 4.73
Duclos, Arthur 1914 3.00 Elder, Percey S. 1914 4.77
Dugre, George 1914 3.00 Elwell, Frank W. 1914 3.00
Dunlap, Benj. 1913 3.00 Elwell, Leon C. 1914 3.00
Dunlap, Benj. 1914 3.00 Elwell, Mrs. Percey H. 1913 2.30
Dunn, Geo. C. - 1912 1.57 Elwell, Shuman 1911 3.00
Dunnells, Clifford 1910 3.00 Elwell, Shuman 1912 3.00
Dunphe, William S. 1910 3.00 Elwell, Stephen E. 1913 3.00
Dunphe, William S. 1911 5.12 Elwell, Stephen E. 1914 3.00
Dunphe, William S. 1912 5.07 Ellis, John W. 1911 3.00
Duprey, Albert 1912 3.00 Ellis, John W. 1912 3.00
Duprey, Arthur 1910 3.00 Ellis, John W. 1913 3.00
Durell, Calvin E. 1913 3.00 Eills, John W. 1914 3.00
Durell, Calvin E. 1914 3.00 Estes, Ernest S. 1914 3.00
Dussault, William 1912 3.00 Falkenham, Albert 1911 3.00
Duval, Sam 1914 3.00 Farnsworth, M. D. 1909 3.00
Dwyer, Charles 1913 3.00 Farnsworth, M. D. 1910 3.00
Dwyer, Felix 1911 1.00 Farnsworth, M. D. 1911 3.00
Dwyer, Felix 1913 3.00 Farnsworth, M. D. 1912 3.00
Dwyer, Felix 1914 3.00 Farnsworth, M. D. 1913 3.00
Dwyer, Peter 1911 2.50 Farwell, Fred 1914 3.00
Dwyer, Peter 1912 3.00 Farwell, William E. 1912 3.00
Dwyer, Peter 1913 3.00 Farwell, William E. 1913 3.00
Dwyer, Peter 1914 3.00 Farr, Percey Freeman 1912 3.00
Dyer, Albion 1912 3.00 Farr, Percey Freeman 1913 3.00
Dyer, Alvin A. 1913 3.00 Farr, Percey Freeman 1914 3.00
Dyer, Alvin A. 1914 3.00 Fecteau, Arthur 1911 3.00
Dyer, Chas. A. 1912 3.00 Fecteau, Arthur 1912 3.00
Dyer, Chas. A. 1913 3.00 Fecteau, Arthur 1913 3.00
Dyer, Chas. A. 1914 3.00 Fecteau, Arthur 1914 3.00
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Fecteau, Joseph 1913 3.00 Fortin, Leonce 1914 3.00
Fecteau, Joseph 1914 3.00 Fortin, Marcell 1913 ' 3.00
Fecteau, Samuel 1910 3.00 Fortin, Marcelle 1914 3.00
Fecteau, Samuel 1911 3.00 Foshay, Chas. R. 1911 3.00
Fecteau, Samuel 1913 3.00 Foshay, Chas. R. 1912 3.00
Ferebee, Asa 1913 3.00 Foshay, Chas. R. 1913 3.00
Ferron, Eddie 1912 2.00 Foshay, Ezltm (
Ferron, Eddie 1913 3.00 Augustus 1914 3.00
Ferron, Eddie 1914 3.00 Foster, John C. 1912 3.00
Fields, Ernest B." 1912 5.07 Foster, John C. 1913 3.00
Fields, J. E. 1911 3.00 Foster, John C. 1914 5.35
Fields, J. E. 1912 3.00 Foster, Perley H. 1913 3.00
Fields, J. E. 1913 3.00 Foster, Perley H. 1914 3.00
Fields, James E. 1910 3.00 Foss, Jos. 1912 3.00
Fields, James E. 1911 3.00 Foss, Roger Junor 1913 3.00
Fields, James E. 1912 3.00 Foss, Walter E. 1914 3.00
Fields, Sanford 1911 3.00 Fossett, Henry A. 1913 3.00
Fields, Sanford 1912 3.00 Founier, Archelus 1914 3.00
Fields, Sanford 1913 3.00 Fournier, Augustus, 1909 3.00
Fifield, Harrj' H. 1913 3.00 Fournier, Augustus, 1910 3.00
Finnerty, Frank H. 1913 3.00 Fournier, Augustus, 1911 3.00''
Fisher, Alfred 1912 3.00 Fournier, Augustus 1912 3.00
Fisher, Alfred 1913 3.00 Fournier, Augustus 1913 3.00
Fisher, Carl 1914 3.00 Fournier, Augustus 1914 3.00
Fitch, George 1911 3.00 _ Fournier, Delphise 1913 3.00
Fitch, George 1912 3.00 Fournier, Delphise 1914 3.00
Fitch, Herman 1910 3.00 Fournier, Napoleon 1910 3.00
Fitch, Herman 1911 3.00 Fournier, Napoleon 1911 3.00
Fitch, Herman 1912 3.00 Fournier, Napoleon 1912 3.00
Fitch, Herman 1913 3.00 Fournier, Napoleon 1913 3.00
Flynn, Hugh 1913 3.00 Fournier, Napoleon 1914 3.00
Flynn, Hugh 1914 3.Of) Fournier, Napoleon 1913 3.00
Flye, Walter 1913 3.00 Fournier, Napoleon 1914 3.00
Fogg, Irving E. 1912 5.07 Fowler, Albert 1914 3.00
Fogg, Irving E. 1914 5.35 Foye, Peter 1914 3.00
Forgctte, Joseph 1910 3.00 Frazier, James FI. 1910 3.00
Forgette, Joseph 1911 3.00 French, William 1903 3.00
Forgette, Zephire 1912 2.00 French, William 1906 3.97
Forgette, Zephire 1913 3.00 French, William 1909 4.50
Forgette, Zephire 1914 3.00 Gagne, Orell W. 1912 3.00
Fori, Maicho 1912 3.00 Gagne, Orell W. 1913 3.00
Fori, Maicho 1913 3.00 Gagne, Orell W. 1914 3.00
Fori, Maicho 1914 3.00 Gagne, Oscar 1911 1.00
Fortin, August 1913 3.00 Gagne, Oscar 1912 3.00
Fortin, Leonce 1913 3.00 Gagne, Oscar • 1913 3.00
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Gagne, Oscar 1914 3.00 Geadreau, Dennis 1914 3.00
Gagne-, Eugene 1914 3.00 Gaudreau, Edisse 1914 3.35
Gagne, Fred 1914 1.77 Garett, Alfred 1914 3.00
Gagne, Pierre 1912 3.00 Geer, Geo. L. 1913 3.13
Gagne, Pierre 1913 3.00 Geer, Geo. L. 1914 6.53
Gallager, James H. 1914 3.00 George, Frank R. . 1914 3.00
Gallant, Benj. 1908 1.20 Getchell, F. G. 1912 3.00
Gallant, Benj. 1909 3.00 Giddy, Mrs. F. W. 1914 3.00
Gallant, Benj. 1910 3.00 Giddy, Frank W. 1911 5.12
Gallant, Benj. 1911 3.00 Giddy, Frank W. 1912 5.07
Gallant, Benj. ' 1912 3.00 Giguere, Philip 1914 3.00
Gallant, Benj. 1913 3.00 Gilbert, Joseph 1910 3.00
Gallant, Benj. E. 1913 3.00 Gilbert, Joseph 1911 3.00
Gallant, Benj. E. 1914 3.00 Gilbert, Joseph 1912 3.00
Gallant, Edmond 1910 3.00 Gilbert, Joseph 1913 3.00
Gallant, Edmond 1911 3.00 Gilbert, Joseph 1914. 3.00
Gallant, Eugene 1914 3.00 Gilman, Chas. H. 1909 3.00
Gallant, Frank 1914 3.00 Gilman, Chas. H. 1910 3.00
Gallant, Jerome 1914 3.00 Gilman, Chas. H. 1911 3.00
Gallant, John C. 1913 3.00 Gilman, Chas. H. 1912 3.00
Gallant, John C. 1914 3.00 Gilman, Chas. H. 1913 3.00
Gallant, John C. 1913 3.00 Gilman, Edward, Jr. 1912 3.00
Gallant, John C. 1914 3.00 Gilman, Edward, Jr. 1913 3.00
Gallant, JohnD. 1913 3.00 Gilman, Edward, Jr. 1914 3.00
Gallant, John D. 1914 3.00 Gilpatrick, Daniel O. 1914 3.00
Gallant, Joseph 1911 3.00 Gilpatrick, Dana K. 1914 3.00
Gallant, Jos. 1911 3.00 Gilpatrick, Jos. H. 1912 3.00
Gallant, Jos. 1912 3.00 Girard, Frank, Jr. 1911 5.12
Gallant, Philip 1911 3.00 Girard, Frank, Jr. 1912 5.07
Gallant, Thomas 1911 9.36 Girard, Frank, Jr. 1913 5.30
Gallant, Thomas 1912 6.21 Girard, Frank, Jr. 1914 5.35
Gallant, Thomas A. 1913 3.00 Girard, John 1906 .75
Gallant, Thomas M. 1914 3.00 Girard, Joseph A. 1914 3.00
Gammon, Philip 1913 3.00 Girarden, Arthur 1912 3.00
Garland, Chas. T. 19Tl 3.00 Girarden, Arthur 1913 3.00
Garland, Chas. T. 1912 3.00 Girarden, Arthur 1914 3.00
Garland, Chas. T.- 1913 3.00 Girarden, Lucien 1914 3.00
Garland, Chas. T. 1914 3.00 Gladu, Frank 1905 3.00
Gaudett, John 1912 3.00 Gladu, Frank 1906 3.00
Gaudreau, Arthur 1911 3.00 Gladu, Frank 1907 3.00
Gaudreau, Arthur 1912 3.00 Gladu, Frank 1908 3.00
Gaudreau, Augustus 1899 2.00 Gladu, Frank 1909 3.00
Gaudreau, Augustus 1900 3.00 Gladu, Frank 1910 3.00
Gaudreau, Dennis 1912 3.00 Gladu, Joseph 1912 3.00
Gaudreau, Dennis 1913 3.00 Gladu, Joseph 1913 3.00
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Gladu, Joseph 1914 2.35 Goodie, James A. 1911 3.00
Gladu,Joseph - 1906 4.95 Goodie, James A. 1912 3.00
Gladu,Joseph 1907 3.00 Goodnough, Melvin L. 1913 5.30
Gladu, Joseph 1909 3.00 Goodnough, Melvin L. 1914 3.35
Gladu, Joseph 1910 3.00 Goozey, Albert J. 1910 2.00
Gladu, Joseph 1911 3.00 Goozey, Albert J. 1911 3.00
Gladu, Joseph 1912 3.00 Goozey, Albert J. 1912 3.00
Gladu, Joseph 1913 3.00 Goozey, Albert J. 1913 3.00
Gladu, Joseph 1914 3.00 Goozey, Albert J. 1914 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1900 3.00 Goozey, August 1913 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1901 3.39 Goozey, August 1914 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1902 3.39 Goozey, Wilfred M. 1914 .50
Gladu, Peter I. 1903 3.39 Grady, Andrew C. 1911 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1904 3.00 Graffam, Carl D. 1913 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1905 3.00 Graffam, Carl D. 1914 5.35
Gladu, Peter I. 1907 3.00 Graffam, Daniel S. 1913 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1908 3.00 Graffam, Daniel S. 1914 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1909 3.00 Graham, Geo. C. 1911 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1910 3.00 Graham, Merle 1914 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1911 3.00 Graham, Wilber 1914 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1912 3.00 Graham, William A. 1909 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1913 3.00 Graham, William A. 1910 3.00
Gladu, Peter I. 1914 3.00 Graham, William A. 1911 3.00
Goodridge, Clarence W. 1914 2.35 Grant, Geo. R. 1911 3.00
Goodin, Alec. 1911 3.00 Grant, Geo. R. 1912 3.00
Goff, Clarence 1914 3.00 Grant, Walter E. 1914 5.35
Golden, James H. 1913 1.15 Graviln, Joseph 1913 3.00
Golden, James H. 1914 3.00 Graviln, Joseph 1914 3.00
Golder, Willis F. 1914 3.00 Graviln, William 1910 3.00
Gorden, Geo. L. 1913 3.00 Graviln, William 1912 3.00
Gorden, Geo. L. 1914 3.00 Graviln, William 1913 3.00
Gorman, Lyman 1911 3.00 Graviln, William 1914 3.00
Gorman, Samuel 1911 3.00 Graves, Edward 1911 3.00
Gorrie, Richard J. 1913 5.88 Graves, Edward 1912 3.00
Gosselin, Theophile 1913 3.00 Gray, Charles 1913 3.00
Gosselin, Theophile 1914 3.00 Gray, John 1913 3.00
Gothro, William L. 1912 3.00 Gray, John 1914 3.00
Gothro, William L. 1913 3.00 Green, Charles 1913 3.00
Gothro, William L. 1914 3.00 Green, James 1914 3.00
Goudy, Dick 1913 3.00 Green, Norman E, 1913 3.00
Goudy, Dick 1914 3.00 Green, Pearl H. 1912 3.00
Gowen, John Z. 1913 3.00 Green, Pearl H. 1913 3.00
Gowen, John Z. 1914 3.00 Green, Pearl H. 1914 3.00-
Goodie, Chas. • 1912 3.00 Green, Thomas L. 1913 5.30
Goodie, Chas. 1913 3.00 Green, Thomas L. 1914 5.35
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Greenleaf, E. B. 1911 3.00 Harnois, John 1913 3.00
Greenleaf, Frank D. 1913 3.00 Harnois, John 1914 3.00
Greenleaf, Frank D. 1914 3.00 Harnois, Phidp 1911 3.00
Greenwood, Arthur 1913 3.00 Harnois, Phidp 1912 3.00
Greenwood, Arthur 1914 3.00 Harnois, Phidp 1913 3.00
Griffin, James J. 1914 3.00 Harnois, Phidp 1914 3.00
Griffiths, Arthur L. 1913 3.00 Harriman, Fred P. 1912 3.00
Griffith®, Arthur L 1914- 3.00 Harris, Geo. 1913 3.00
Grose, Everett D. 1911 3.00 Harris, Geo. 1914 3.00
Grose, Everett D. 1914 3.00 Harvey, Amor 1912 3.00
Guimond, Joseph 1914 5.35 Harvey, Henry 1913 3.00
Gustin, George E. 1912 3.00 Harvey, Henry 1914 3.00
Hackett, Ralph E. 1913 3.00 Harvey, James 1911 3.00
Hagan, Jason M. 1912 3.00 Harvey, James 1912 3.00
Hagan, Jason M. 1913 3.00 Harvey, James 1913 3.00
Hakins, Charles 1912 3.00 Hasey, Fred W. 1913 3.00
Hakins, Mack 1912 3.00 Hasey, Fred W. 1914 3.00
Hakins, Mack 1914 7.70 Hasey, Lena 1904 1.95
Hale, Walter L. 1914 5.35 Hasey, Lena 1905 2.00
Hall, John S. 1914 3.00 Hasey, Lena 1906 1.95
Hallowell, Howard H. 1913 3.00 Hasey, Lena 1907 2.00
Hallowed, Howard H. 1914 3.00 Hasey, Lena 1908 2.00
Hamelin, John B. 1913 4.60 Hasey, Lena 1909 2.00
Hamelin, J ohn B. 1914 7.70 Hasey, Lena 1910 2.00
Hamelin, Joseph 1911 3.00 Hasey, Lena 1911 2.12
Handy, Frank 1912 3.00 Hasey, Lena 1912 2.07
Hanlon, John P. 1911 3.00 Hasey, Leroy 1911 3.00
Hanson., Verranus, Jr. 1913 3.00 Hasey, Leroy 1912 3.00
Hanson, Verranus, Jr. 1914 3.00 Hasey, Lewis 1910 3.00
Hanscomb, Walter 1913 5.30 Hasey, Lewis 1911 3.00
Hanscomb, Walter 1914 5.35 Hasey, Lewis 1912 3.00
Hansen, Christian 1914 . 3.00 Hasked, Chas. A. 1910 3.00
Hansen, Hans P. 1911 3.00 Hasked, Chas. A. 1913 3.00
Hansen, Hans 1910 3.00 Hasked, Widiam J. 1914 3.00
Hansen, Hans 1913 3.00 Hattenburg, Clarence 1914 3.00
Hansen, Hans P. 1908 3.00 Hatch, Nathaniel H. 1902 1.38
Hansen, Hans P. - - 1909 3.00 Hatch, Nathaniel H. 1903 3.00
Hansen, Hans P. 1911 3.00 Hatch, Nathaniel H. 1904 3.00
Hansen, Hans P. 1912 3.00 Hatch, Nathaniel H. 1905 3.00
Hansen, Hans P. 1913 3.00 Hawkes, A. H. 1912 1.55
Hansen, Hans P. 1914 3.00 Hawkes, A. H. 1913 1.73
Hansen, Jens 1913 3.00 Hawkes, A. H. 1914 3.00
Harkins, March 1911 3.00 Hawes, Hopkinson &
Harmon, Lewis C. 1913 3.00 Lyons 1910 34.00
Harnois, John 1912 3.00 Hawkes, Clifford P. 1912 3.00
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Hawkes, Harold 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1906 3.00
Hawkes, Mrs. Lydia R. 1913 1.00 Hendrickson  ^Thos. T. 1907 3.00
Hawkes, Percy 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1908 3.00
Hayes, Chas. D. 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1909 3.00
Hayes, John F. 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1910 3.00
Heather, Stanley 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1911 3.00
Hebert, Benj. 1913 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1912 3.00
Hebert, Benj. 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1913 3.00
Hebbe, John 1914 3.00 Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1914 3.00
Henderson, Mrs. A. 1911 2.12 Hensen, Harry C. 1913 3.00
Henderson, Mrs. A. 1912 2.07 Herman, Geo. F. 1913 3.00
Henderson, Harry G. 1912 5.07 Herman, Geo. F. 1914 3.00
Henderson, James D. 1913 5.30 Hern, Henry A. 1912 5.07
Henderson, James D. 1914 5.35 Hern, James L. 1913 5.30
Henderson, Thomas M. 1908 5.00 Herrick, Frank 1912 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1906 1.34 Herrick, Eugene 1914 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1907 3.00 Herrick, Linwood 1914 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1908 3.00 Hezelton, Jos. H., Jr. 1913 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1909 3.00 Hezelton, Jos. I-f., Jr. 1914 5.35
Hendrickson, Henry 1910 3.00 Hicks, Ernest L. 1914 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1911 3.00 Higgins, Clarence B. 1912 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1912 3.00 Higgins, Clarence B. 1913 3.00
Hendrickson, Henry 1913 3.00 Higgins, Clarence B. 1914 3.00
Hendrickson, Law­ Higgins, James 1914 3.00
rence P. 1900 3.97 Hilton, Edgar Roy 1912 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1900 3.00 Hines, Peter 1912 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1901 3.00 Hines, Peter 1913 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1902 3.00 Hines, William E. 1911 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1903 3.00 Hines, William E. 1912 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1904 3.00 Hinkley, Alice & Pearl 1914 28.20
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1905 3.00 Hinkley, Philip E. 1914 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1906 3.00 Hjort, Peter 1913 5.30
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1907 3.00 Hines, Chas. B. 1913 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1908 3.00 Hodgdon, Harry L. 1913 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1909 3.00 Hodgdon, Harry L. 1914 , 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1910 3.00 Holmes, William B. 1914 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1911 3.00 Holston, Reuben C. 1913 1.73
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1912 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1902 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1913 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1903 3.00
Hendrickson, Law. P. 1914 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1904 3.00
Hendrickson, Lewis M. 1913 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1905 3.00
Hendrickson, Lewis M. 1914 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1906 3.00
Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1902 2.39 Holt, Archie M. 1907 3.00
Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1904 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1908 3.00
Hendrickson, Thos. T. 1905 3.00 Holt, Archie M. 1910 3.00
/
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Holt, Archie M. 1911 3.00 Jefferds, Geo. A. 1911 1.00
Holt, Archie M. 1912 3.00 Jefferds, Geo. A. 1912 3.00
Holt, Archie M. 1913 3.00 Jefferds, Geo. A. 1913 3.00
Holt, Archie M. 1914 3.00 Jefferds, Geo. A. 1914 3.00
Holt, Robert I. 1912 3.00 Jensen, Andrew 1912 1.75
Holt, Robert I. 1913 3.00 Jensen, Carl 1914 3.00
Holt, Robert I. 1914 3.00 Jensen, Neils 1919 3.00
Hooper, Ai S. 1912 3.00 Jensen, Neils 1911 .59
Hooper, Earl J. 1912 3.00 Jess, John 1914 3.00
Hooper, Herbert E. 1906 .95 Jess, Moreland, 2nd 1913 3.00
Hopkinson, S. F. 1913 35.83 Jess, Moreland, 2nd 1914 3.00
Hopkinson,' S. F. 1914 96.86 Jess, Thomas 1913 3.00
Hopkins, William N. 1914 3.00 Jess, Thomas 1914 3.00
Horr, Harry B. 1914 3.00 Johnson, Chas. M. 1914 2.70
Houle, Mrs. Clara 1914 2.35 Johnson, Chas. M. 1912 3.00
Houle, Noah 1914 3.00 Johnson, Thomas A. 1919 3.00
Howard, Fred L. 1912 3.00 Johnson, Thomas A. 1911 3.00
Howe, Gilbert 1912 3.00 Johnson, Thomas A. 1912 3.00
Howe, John L. 1912 3.00 Johnson, Thomas A. 1914 3.00
Hoyt, Perley E. 1910 3.00 Johnson, William F. 1913 3.00
Hoyt, Perley E. 1911 3.00 Jones, Geo. Almon 1913 3.00
Huff, Geo. W. 1911 3.00 Jones, Chas. Leslie 1919 3.00
Huff, Geo. W. 1912 3.00 Jones, Chas. Leslie 1911 3.00
Hugrns, Joseph 1914 3.00 Jones, Chas. Leslie 1912 3.00
Hulit, Forest E. 1914 3.00 Jones, John T. 1913 3.00
Hunt, A. C. 1914 3.00 Jones, John T. 1914 3.00
Hunt, John S. 1909 3.00 Jones, Levi 1912 3.00
Hunt, John S. 1910 3.00 Jordan, Alfred H. 1913 3.00
Hunt, John S. 1911 3.00 Jordan, Alfred H. 1914 3.00
Hunter, Ezekiel 1912 3.00 Johnson, John 1914 3.00
Hunter, Ezekiel 1913 3.00 Joyce, Martin 1910 3.00
Hunter, Ezekiel 1914 3.00 Joyce, Martin 1911 3.00
Hunter, Robert 1914 3.00 Judkins, Geo. F. 1914 3.00
Huot, A. L. 1913 3.00 Kelly, Daniel B. 1914 3.00
Huot, A. L. 1914 3.00 Kelly, Lawrence J. 1912 3.00
Huy, Henry 1914 3.00 Kelly, Lawrence J. 1913 3.00
Ingersoll, Arthur E. 1914 3.00 Kelly, Lawrence J. 1914 3.00
Ingersoll, G. W. -  * 1914 3.00 Kelly, Thos. C. 1913
Ingersoll, Samuel B. 1913 4.49 Kelly, Thos.,C. 1914 3.00
Ingersoll, Samuel B. 1914 5.35 Kennie, Joseph 1913 3.00
Jackson, David K. 1912 3.00 Kennie, Joseph 1914 3.00
Jackson, David K. 1913 3.00 Kenney, John J. 1991 3.00
Jamison, (Jrren 1914 4.77 Kenney, John J. 1902 3.00
Jarvis, Alfred 1914 3.00 Kenney, John J. 1994 3.00
Jasiski, Frank 1912 3.00 Kenney, John J. 1995 3.00
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Kenney, John J. 1907 . 3.00 Knight, Edward P. 1914 3.00
Kenney, John J. 1908 3.00 Knowlton, John D. 1914 .50
Kenney, John J. 1909 3.00 Knox, Archibald O. 1913 3.00
Kenney, John J. 1910 3.00 Knox, Archibald O. 1914 3.00
Kenney, John J. 1911 3.00 Knox, Edward J. 1910 3.00
Kenney, John J. 1912 3.00 Knox, William B. 1911 3.00
Kenney, John J. 1913 3.00 Knox, William B. 1912 3.00
Kenney, Joseph F. 1914 5.35 Knox, William B. 1913 3.00
Kennie, Roy 1912 3.00 Knox, William B. 1914 3.00
Kennington, Rev.F. W. 1912 3.00 Knudson, Martin 1911 3.00
Kernon, William 1913 3.00 Knudson, Martin 1912 3.00
Kernon, William 1914 3.00 Labeau, John 1909 2.00
Kerr, Theodore A. L. 1914 2.35 Labeau, John 1910 3.00
Kessler, Willie 1914 3.00 Labeau, John 1911 3.00
Keefe, John 1912 3.00 Labeau, John 1912 3.00
Keefe, John 1913 3.00 Labeau, John 1913 3.00
Keefe, John 1914 3.00 Labeau, William F. 1911 3.00
Killian, John H. 1911 5.12 Labeau, William F. 1912 3.00
Killian, John H. 1912 5.07 Labeau, William F. 1913 3.00
Killian, John H. 1913 5.80 Labeau, William F. 1914 3.00
Killian, John H. 1914 6.00 Labarge, Chas. 1912 1.15
Killian, Thomas F. 1913 3.00 Labarge, Chas. 1913 3.00
Kimball, Wilbur E. 1913 5.30 Labarge, Chas. 1914 3.00
Kimball, Wilbur E. 1914 5.35 Labrecque, Felix 1909 3.00
King, George 1914 3.00 Labrecque, Felix 1910 3.00
King, George J. 1911 3.00 Labrecque, Felix 1911 3.00
King, George J. 1912 3.00 Labrecque, Reme J. 1911 3.00
King, George J. 1913 3.00 Labby, Frank 1914 3.00
King, George J. 1914 3.00 Lachance, Henry 1914 3.00
King, John 1910 3.00 Ladd, Dana L. 1914 3.00
Kinmond, Ernest F., J r. 1911 5.12 Ladoux, Joseph L. 1913 3.00
Kinmond, Ernest F., Jr. 1912 3.00 Lafin, Forest B. 1912 5.07
Kinmond, James Y. 1913 3.00 Lafin, Geo. F. 1913 5.48
Kinmond, James Y. 1914 3.00 Lafin, Geo. F. 1914 .12
Kirkpatrick, James 1913 5.30 Lafrance, Peter 1914 3.00
Kirkpatrick, Walter 1913 3.00 Laffin, Lockard 1911 1.73
Kirkpatrick, Walter 1914 3.00 Laffin, Lockard 1913 5.30
Knight, Chas. E. 1912 3.00 Laffin, Lockard 1914 3.00
Knight, Chas. E. 1913 3.00 Lamaurse, Alphonse A. 1910 .50
Knight, Clifford J. 1911 3.00 Lamaurse, Alphonse A. 1911 3.00
Knight, Clifford J. 1912 3.00 Lamarre, Justinien 1910 3.00
Knight, Edwin P. 1911 3.00 Lamarre, Justinien 1911 3.00
Knight, Edwin P. 1912 3.00 Lambert, William 1914 3.00
Knight, Edwin P. 1913 5.30 Lamontee, Francois 1909 3.00
Knight, Edwin P. 1914 3.00 Lamontagne, Alfred J. 1913 3.00
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Lainontagne, Alfred J. 1914 3.00 Lapointe, Bertelme 1914 3.00
Lamontagne, Joseph 1912 3.00 Larravee, Albert 1912 3.00
Lainontagne, Joseph 
Lamontagne, Joseph
1913 3.00 Larravee, Albert 1913 3.00
1914 3.Q0 Larravee, Albert 1914 3.00
Lamontagne, Wilfred 1914 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1905 3.00
Eampron, Lewis 1912 2.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1906 3.00
Lampron, Lewis 1913 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1907 3.00
Lampron, Lewis 1914 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1908 3.00
Lamuth, Anthonie 1912 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1909 3.00
Lampron, Emile 1911 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1910 3.00
Lampron, Emile 1913 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1911 3.00
Lampron, Emile 1914 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1912 3.00
Lampron, Joseph 1914 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1913 3.00
Landry, Alfred 1911 3.00 Larravee, Cleophas 1914 3.00
Landry, Alfred 1912 3.00 Larravee, Damas 1914 3.00
Landry, Archie, &D. R. 1914 18.80 Larravee, Fred 1907 2.50
Landry, Mrs. Annie 1911 2.12 Larravee, Fred 1908 2.00
Landry, Archie 1913 3.00 Larravee, Fred 1909 3.00
Landry, Archie 1914 3.00 Larravee, Fred 1910 3.00
Landry, August J. 1913 3.00 Larravee, Fred 1911 3.00
Landry, August J. 1914 3.00 Larravee, Fred 1912 3.00
Landry, D. R. 1914 3.00 Larravee, Fred 1913 3.00
Landry, Ernest 1912 3.00 Larravee, Fred 1914 3.00
Landry, Ernest 1913 3.00 Larravee, John 1906 2.00
Landry, Ernest 1914 3.00 Larravee, John 1907 3.00
Landry, Fred 1913 3.00 Larravee, John 1908 3.00
Landry, George A. 1995 1.00 Larravee, John 1909 3.00
Landry, George A. 1906 3.00 Larravee, John 1910 3.00
Landry, George A. 1908 3.00 Larravee, John 1911 3.00
Landry, George A. 1909 3.00 Larravee, John 1912 3.00
Landry, George A. 1913 3.00 Larravee, John 1913 3.00
Landry, Joseph 1911 3.00 Larravee, John 1914 3.00
Landry, Joseph 1913 3.00 Lavoie, Peter 1914 3.00
Landry, Joseph L. 1912 3.00 Lavoie, Peter 1912 3.00
Landry,Joseph C. 1911 3.00 Larrivee, Theodore 1912 2.00
Landry, Joseph C. 1912 3.00 Larrivee, Theodore 1913 3.00
Landry, Joseph C. 1913 3.00 Larrivee, Theodore 1914 3.00
Landry, Joseph Cr ' 1914 3.00 Lauritsen, Anders 1914 3.00
Landry, P. N. 1914 5.35 Laroux, Orrila 1911 3.00
Landry, Patrick 1913 3.00 Laroux, Orilla 1912 3.00
Landry, Patrick 1914 3.00 Laverty, Harold 1913 3.00
Landry, Samuel 1913 3.00 Laverty, Harold 1914 3.00
Landry, Samuel 1914 3.00 Lavesque, Xavier 1914 3.00
Landry, T. J. 1914 3.00 Lavoolette, Mrs. 1913 1.15
Lapham, Eliphalet 1912 3.00 Lavoolette, Layard 1905 2.09
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Lavoolette, Layard 1908 2.09 Lebresque, Regis 1913 3.00
Lavoolette, Layard 1909 3.00 Lebresque, Regis 1914 3.00
Lavoolette, Layard 1910 3.00 Lebresque, Eli 1911 1.00
Lawrence, Chas. A., Jr. 1912 2.00 Lebresque, Eli 1912 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1907 1.34 Lebresque, Eli 1913 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1908 3.00 Lebresque, Eli 1914 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1909 3.00 Leclair, Joseph 1912 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1910 3.00 Leclair, Tennis 1914 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1911 3.00 Lecount, Napoleon, Jr. 1914 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1912 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1905 2.45
Lawrence, Percey C. 1913 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1906 3.00
Lawrence, Percey C. 1914 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1906 3.00
Lawrence, Sam’l Albert 1912 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1907 3.00
Lawrence, Winfield S. 1914 7.70 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1908 3.00
Leavitt, Fred 1910 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1909 3.00
Lebel, Harry 1911 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr-. 1910 3.00
Lebel, Napoleon 1911 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1911 3.00
Lebel, Stanislas, Sr. 1914 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1912 3.00
Leblanc, Albert 1911 3.00 Lefabre, Edward, Sr. 1913 3.00
Leblanc, John 1913 3.00 Leaver, Edward, Jr. 1904 3.00
Leblanc, John 1914 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1905 3,00
Leblanc, Raymond 1914 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1906 3.00
Leborgne, Albert 1911 2.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1907 3.00
Leborgne, Albert 1912 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1908 3.00
Leborgne, Albert 1913 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1909 3.00
Leborgne, Albert 1914 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1910 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1899 3.57 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1911 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1903 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1912 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1905 3.00 Lefever, Edward, Jr. 1913 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1906 3.00 Leighton, Arthur E. 1912 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1907 3.00 Leighton, Arthur E. 1913 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1908 3.00 Leighton, Arthur E. 1914 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1909 3.00 Leighton, Frank B. 1913 22.55
Leborgne, Edward 1910 3.00 Leighton, Frank L. 1910 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1911 3.00 Leighton, Henry D. 1912 1.50
Leborgne, Edward 1912 3.00 Leighton, Henry D. 1913 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1913 3.00 Leighton, Henry D. 1914 3.00
Leborgne, Edward 1914 3.00 Leighton, Leonard L. 1913 3.00
Lebresque, Regis 1900 3.00 Leighton, Leonard L. 1914 3.00
Lebresque, Regis 1901 3.00 Leighton, Melvin H. 1905 2.00
Lebresque, Regis 1902 3.39 Leighton, Melvin H. 1906 3.00
Lebresque, Regis 1903 3.39 Leighton, Melvin H. 1907 3.00
Lebresque, Regis 1910 3.00 Leighton, Melvin H. 1908 3.00
Lebresque, Regis 1911 3.00 Leighton, Melvin H. i9 0 9 3.00
Lebresque, Regis 1912 3.00 Leighton, Melvin H. 1910 3.00
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Leighton, Melvin H. 1911 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1907 3.00
Leighton, Melvin H. 1912 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1908 3.00
Lejghton, Melvin H. 1913 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1909 3.00
Leighton, Melvin H. 1914 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1 9 10 3.00
Leighton, William L. 1911 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1911 3.00
Leighton, William L. 1912 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1912 3.00
Leighton, William L. 1913 3.00 Levesque .Theopholite 1913 3.00
Leighton, William L. 1914 3.00 Levesque, Theopholite 1914 3.00
Lekernec, Oscar 1913 3.00 Levine, Gilbert 1913 3.00 ,
Lemen, William 1912 3.00 Levine, Gilbert 1914 3.00
Lemioux, Wilfred 1914 3.00 Leavitte, James 1912 3.00
Leniioux, Edward Lewis, George P. 1914 4.18
Felix 1910 3.00 Legare, Paul 1913 3.00
Lemioux, Edward Lombard, James A. '1 9 1 3 3.00
Felix 1911 3.00 Loring, Perley 1913 3.00
Lemioux, Edward Libby, Alah L 1913 3.00
Felix 1912 3.00 Libby, Alah L. 1914 3.00
Lenneville, Joseph 1912 3.00 Libby, Albert 1911 3.00
Lenneville, Joseph 1913 3.00 Libby, Arthur F. 1913 3.00
Lenneville, Joseph 1914 3.00 Libby, Arthur F. 1914 3.00
Lepenven, Charles 1912 3.00 Libby, Everett B. 1908 2.00
Lepenven, Charles 1914 3.00 Libby, Everett B. 1909 3.00
Leroux, Emille 1907 3.00 Libby, Everett B. 1910 3.00
Leroux, Emille 1908 3.00 Libby, Everett B. 1913 3.00
Leroux, Emille 1909 3.00 Libby, Everett B. 1914 3.00
Leroux, Emille 1910 3.00 Libby, Frank F. 1899 3.00
Leroux, Emille 1911 3.00 Libby, Frank F. 1900 3.00
Letarte, Arthur 1908 3.00 Libby, Frank F. 1901 3.98
Letarte, Arthur 1909 3.00 Libby, Frank F. 1902 3.97
Letarte, Arthur 1910 3.00 Libby, Frank F. 1903 3.00
Letarte, Arthur 1911 3.00 Libby, Frank F. 1904 3.00
Letarte, Paul 1911 1.12 Libby, Frank F. 1905 3.00
Letarte, Paul 1912 5.07 Libby, Frank F. 1913 3.00
Letarte, Paul 1913 5.30 Libby, Frank F. 1914 3.00
Letarte. Paul 1914 5.35 Libby, George 1911 3.00
Letourneau, Narcisse 1913 3.00 Libby, George 1912 3.00
Lettiere, Angelo 1913 3.00 Libby, George N. 1912 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1899 3.00 Libby, George N. 1913 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1900 3.00 Libby, Guy 1912 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1901 3.00 Libby, John W. 1912 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1902 3.00 Libby, John W. 1913 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1903 3.00 Libby, John W. 1914 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1904 3.00 Libby, Norman R. 1914 3.00
Levesque, Theopholite 1905 3.00 Libby, Millard H. 1914 2.20
Levesque, Theopholite 1906 3.00 Libby, Oscar F. 1912 3.00
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Libby, Oscar R. 1910 3.00 Marcoux, Peter D. 1913 3.00
Libby, Oscar R. 1911 3.00 Marcoux, Peter D. 1914 3.00
Libby, Oscar R. 1912 3.00 Marcoux, Richard 1910 3.00
Libby, Oscar R. 1913 3.00 Marshall, George D. 1912 3.00
Libby, Walter F. 1910 3.00 Marshall, George D. 1913 3.00
Libby, Walter F. 1911 3.00 Marshall, George D. 1914 4.63
Libby, Walter F. 1912 3.00 Marston, F. P. 1914 7.70
Little, Frank J. 1913 3.00 Martell, Honori 1913 3.00
Little, Frank J. 1914 3.00 Martell, Honori 1914 3.00
Little, John G. 1912 3.00 Martin, Cleophas 1913 3.00
Livermore, Henry C. 1910 3.00 Martin, Cleophas 1914 3.00
Livermore, Henry C. 1911 3.00 Martin, Hiram Blaine 1911 3.00
Livermore, Henry C. 1912 3.00 Martin, Hiram Blaine 1912 3.00
Livermore, Henry C. 1913 3.00 Martin, Hiram Blaine 1913 3.00
Livermore, Henry C. 1914 3.00 Martin, Hiram Blaine 1914 3.00
Livingston, Wm. A. 1912 3.00 Martin, Joseph A. 1910 3.00
Livingston, Wm. A. 1913 3.00 Martin, Joseph A. 1911 3.00
Livingston, Wm. A. 1914 3.00 Marrier, Joseph 1913 3.00
Lombard, John M. 1911 3.00 Marrier, Joseph 1914 3.00
Lombard, John M. & Mason, Fred H. 1913 3.00
Leon 1910 4.87 Mason, Henry 1912 3.00
Lombard, Leon F. 1913 2.62 Mason, Henry 1913 3.00
Lombard Leon F. 1914 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1905 3.00
Lord, Chester A. 1913 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1906 3.00
Lord, Chester A. 1914 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1907 3.00
Lord,'Fred I. 1913 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1908 3.00
Lord, Fred I. 1914 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1909 3.00
Lord, George 1913 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1910 3.00
Lord, George 1914 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1911 3.00
Lord, Harry 1912 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1912 3.00
Lord, Herbert E. 1907 2.93 Mathews, Alfred 1913 3.00
Lord, Herbert E. 1911 3.00 Mathews, Alfred 1914 3.00
Lord, James 1911 3.00 Mathews, Ernest L. 1913 3.00
Lord, Ralph 1910 3.00 Mathews, Ernest L. 1914 3.00
Lord, William 1913 3.00 Mathews, Walter H. 1912 3.00
Lord, William 1914 3.00 Mathews, Walter H. 1913 3.00
Loring, Greeley S. C. 1913 2.30 Maithews, Walter H. 1914 3.00
Loring, Greeley S. C 1914 2.35 Maxwell, Leon 1910 3.00
Love, Robert 1911 3.00 Maxwell, Leon 1911 3.00
Lowe, Augustus 1913 3.00 Maxwell, Leon 1912 3.00
Lowe, Augustus 1914 3.00 Maxwell, Leon W. 1914 3.00
Lowell, Elmer E. 1913 1.00 May, Arthur 1913 3.00
Lowell, Ernest E. 1910 3.00 May, John H. 1906 3.00
Lowell, Ernest E. 1911 3.00 May, John H. 1907 3.00
Lowell, Ernest E. 1912 3.00 May, John H. 1908 3.00
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May, John H. 1909 3.00 McGaffey, L. E. 1914 3.00
May, John H. 1910 3.00 McGowen, Edward H. 1905 3.00
Mjay, John H. 1911 3.00 McGowen, Edward H. 1910 3.00
May, John H. 1912 3.00 McGowen, Edward H. 1911 3.00
j^ Iay, John H. 1913 3.00 McGowen, Edward H. 1912 3.00
May, John H. 1914 3.00 McGowen, Edward H. 1913 3.00
Mayberry, Earl F. 1911 3.00 McGowen, Edward H. 1914 3.00
Mayberry, Earl F. 1912 3.00 McGowen, Fred E. 1907 3.00
Mayberry, Edgar 1913 3.00 McGowen, Fred E. 1909 3.00
Mayberry, Edgar 1914 -  3.00 McGowen, Fred E. 1912 3.00
Mayberry, Arthur E. 1910 3.00 McGowen, Fred E. 1913 3.00
Mayberry, Arthur E. 1911 3.00 McGowen, Fred E. 1914 3.00
Mayberry, Arthur E. 1912 3.00 McGregor, C. George 1906 3.00
Mayberry, Arthur E. 1913 3.00 McGregor, C. George 1907 3.00
Mayberry, Arthur E. 1914 3.00 McGregor, C. George 1910 3.00
Mayberry, Mark L. 1913 3.00 McKay, Eddy 1911 3.00
Mayberry, Mark L. 1914 3.00 McKay, Eddy 1912 3.00
Mayberry, Philena McKenzie, Wm. D. 1912 3.00
Mrs. 1914 1.90 McKenney, Harold 1914 3.00
Mayette, Joseph B. 1910 4.50 McKenney, Silas H. 1913 3.00
Mayette, Joseph B. 1911 4.50 McKenney, Silas H. 1914 3.00
Mayette, Joseph B. 1912 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1900 3.00
Mayette, Joseph B. 1913 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1901 3.00
Mayette, Joseph B. 1914 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1902 3.00
Mayo, James E. 1914 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1903 3.00
McClellan, Geo. G. 1913 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1904 3.00
McClellan, Geo. G. 1914 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1905 3.00
McDade, James E. 1914 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1906 3.00
McDonald, Norris W. 1910 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1907 3.00
McDonald, Chas. H. 1909 .40 McNair, John C., Sr. 1908 3.00
McDonald, Chas. H. 1910 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1909 3.00
McDonald, Chas. H. 1911 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1910 3.00
McDonald, Chas. H. 1912 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1911 3.00
McDonald, Chas. H. 1913 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1912 3.00
McDonald, Chas. H. 1914 3.00 McNair, John C., Sr. 1913 3.00
McEntee, Thomas P. 1913 5.30 McNair, John C., Sr, 1914 3.00
McEntee, Thomas P. 1914 5.35 McNair, John A., Jr. 1910 3.00
McFarland, W. Arthur 1913 3.00 McNair, John A., Jr. 1914 3.00
McFarland, W. Arthur 1914 3.00 McNair, William A. 1913 3.00
McFarland, Elmer C. 1913 3.00 McNulty, Simeon J. 1913 3.00
McFarland, Elmer C. 1914 3.00 McNulty, Simeon J. 1914 3.00
McFarland, Harry * 1911 3.00 Madson, Arthur A. 1913 3.00
McFarland, Harry 1912 3.00 Madson, Chas. A. 1911 3.00
McFarland, Harry 1913 3.00 Madson, Chas. A. 1912 3.00
McFarland, Harry 1914 3.00 Madson, Chas. A;- 1913 3.00
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Magnian, Henri 1911 3.00 Morton, Eben H. 1913 5.30
Magnian, Henri 1913 3.00 Morton, Eben H. 1914 5.35
Malanson, Frank 1913 3.00 Morton, George C. 1911 3.00
Malanson, Frank 1914 3.00 Morton, George C. 1912 3.00
Malloy, John 1910 3.00 Morton, George C. 1913 3.00
Manchester, Bertrand Morton, George C. 1914 3.00
D. 1902 1.45 Moreau, Alfred 1910 3.00
Manchester, Bert’d D. 1903 3.97 Moreau, Alfred 1911 3.00
Manchester, Bert’d D. 1904 3.98 Moreau, Alfred 1912 3.00
Manchester, Bert’d D. 1905 4.00 Moreau, Edmund 1913 3.00
Manchester, Bert’d D. 1912 1.85 Morgan, Thomas 1911 3.00
Manchester, Bert’d D. 1914 2.35 Morgan, Thomas 1914 3.00
Manchester, Walter S. 1911 3.00 Morin, Arthur W. 1914 3.00
Manchester, Walter S. 1912 3.00 Morin, Frank A. 1913 3.00
Manchester, Walter S. 1913 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1902 3.00
Manchester, Walter S. 1914 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1903 3.00
Merrill, Earl B. 1913 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1904 3.00
Merrill, Earl B. 1914 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1905 3.00
Merrill, Frank A. 1911 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1907 3.00
Merrill, Frederick T. 1910 4.50 Morin, Joseph 1908 3.00
Merrill, Frederick T. 1911 5.12 Morin, Joseph 1909 3.00
Merrill, Frederick T. 1912 5.07 Morin, Joseph 1910 3.00
Michovs, Kavin 1914 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1911 3.00
Miele, Pasquale 1911 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1912 3.00
Miele, Pasquale 1912 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1913 3.00
Miele, Pasquale 1913 3.00 Morin, Joseph 1914 3.00
Miele, Pasquale 1914 3.00 Morin, Medie J. 1913 3.00
Miller, David 1912 3.00 Morin, Noel 1913 3.00
Miller, David 1913 3.00 Morin, Noel 1914 3.00
Miller, David 1914 3.00 Morse, William H. 1914 3.00
Miller, Harry H. 1913 5.30 Morrill, J. Lee 1911 3.00
Miller, Harry H. 1914 5.35 Morrill, J. Lee 1912 3.00
Miller, Harry M. 1914 3.00 Mouise, Joseph, Jr. 1912 3.00
Miller, William T. 1914 3.00 Mouise, Joseph, Jr. 1913 3.00
Mitchell, Daniel H. 1910 3.00 Mouise, Joseph, Jr. 1914 3.00
Mitchell, Daniel H. 1911 3.00 Morris, Benj. 1914 3.00
Mitchell, Daniel H. 1913 3.00 Morisey, Paul 1912 3.00
Mitchell, Daniel H. 1914 3.00 Morisey, Peter J. 1910 1.50
Michalerk, Stanley 1912 3.00 Morisey, Peter J. 1911 3.00
Milliken, Clifford 1913 3.00 Morisey, Peter J. 1912 4.55
Milliken, James R. 1912 3.00 Morisey, Peter J. 1913 5.88
Monahan, Michael D. 1911 3.00 Morisey, Peter J. 1914 3.00
Monahan, Michael D. 1914 3.00 Morison, Secine 1913 3.00
Moody, Harris B. 1913 3.00 Morison, Secine 1914 3.00
Moody, Harris B. 1914 3.00 Morrison, A. A. 1914 105.57
)
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Moulton, George 19 10 3.00 Nelson, Nels F. 1913 3.00
Munson, Chas. W. 1913 5.30 Nelson, Walter 1913 3.00
Munson, Chas. W. 1914 5.35 Neilson, Peter, 2nd 1913 3.00
Murch, William H. 1911 3.00 Neilson, Peter, 2nd 1914 3.00
Murphy, James J. 1913 3.00 Newcomb, Mark W. 1912 3.00
Murphy, James J. 1914 3.00 Newcomb, Mark W. 1914 3.00
Murphy, J. M. 1910 3.00 Norton, Fred A. 1912 3.00
Murphy, James J. 1903 3.00 Norton, Fred A. 1913 3.00
Murphy, James J. 1907 3.00 Norton, Fred A. 1914 3.00
Murphy, James J. 1908 3.00 O’Brian, William 1913 3.00
Murphy, Patrick 1913 3.00 O’Brian,William 1914 3.00
Murphy, Patrick 1914 3.00 Ouellette, Arthur 1912 3.00
Murry, Frank 1910 3.00 Ouellette, Arthur 1913 3.00
Murry, Frank 1911 3.53 Ouellette, Arthur 1914 12.40
Murry, Frank 1912 3.52 Ouellette, Edward 1910 2.00
Murry, Frank, Jr. 1912 3.00 Ouellette, Edward 1911 3.00
Murry, Frank, Jr. 1913 3.00 Uuellette, Edward, 1912 3.00
Murry, Frank, Jr. 1914 3.00 Ouellette, Edward 1913 3.00
Mushreau, Ernest H. 1913 3.00 Ouellette, Edward 1914 3.00
Mushreau, Ernest H. 1914 3.00 Ouellette, Frank 1909 3.00
Mushreau, Fred G. 1910 3.00 Ouellette, Frank 1910 3.00
Mushreau, Fred G. 1911 3.00 Ouellette, Frank 1911 3.00
Mushreau, Harry H. 1912 3.00 Ouellette, Frank 1912 3.00
Mushreau, Harry H. 1913 3.00 Ouellette, Frank 1913 3.00
Mushreau, Harry H. 1914 3.00 Ouellette, Fred G. 1911 4.12
Muolitrious, Erogelas 1911 3.00 Ouellette, Fred G. 1912 5.07
Nadeau, Joseph 1910 1.00 Ouellette, Fred G. 1913 5.30
Nadeau, Joseph 1911 3.00 Ouellette, Fred G. 1914 5.35
Nadeau, Joseph 1912 3.00 Ouellettel George 1910 5.00
Nadeau, Joseph 1913 3.00 Ouellette, George 1911 5.12
Nadeau, Joseph 1914 3.00 Ouellette, George 1912 5.07
Nadeau, Leon 1913 3.00 Ouellette, George 1913 2.30
Nadeau, Leon 1914 3.00 Ouellette, George 1914 2.35
Naylor, Edward A. 1911 3.00 Ouellette, Joseph 1913 3.00
Naylor, Edward A. 1912 3.00 Ouellette, Joseph 1914 3.00
Naylor, Edward A. 1913 3.00 Packard, Everett 1911 3.00
Naylor, Edward A. 1914 3.00 Paillier, Wilfred 1914 3.00
Naylor, Fred H. 1914 5.35 Palmer, Roy i9 1 3 3.00
Naylor, George 1913 3.00 Palmer, Roy 1914 3.00
Naylor, George 1914 4.77 Paqutte, Stanley 1909 3.00
Nelson, Edward 1914 3.00 Paqutte, Stanley 1910 3.00
Neal, Willis W. 1914 3.00 Paqutte, Stanley 1911 3.00
Nelson, Adrian L. R. 1913 3.00 Paqutte, Stanley 1912 3.00
Nelson, Adrian L. R. 1914 3.00 Parker, Erving W. 1911 3.00
N elson, Edwin L. R. 1914 3.00 Parker, Frank H. 1904 1.25
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Parker, Frank H. 1905 3.00 Perry, John H. 1913 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1906 3.00 Perry, John H. 1914 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1907 3.00 Perry, John L. 1913 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1908 3.00 Perry, Joseph E. 1912 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1909 3.00 Perry, Joseph 1908 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1910 3.00 Perry, Joseph 1909 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1911 3.00 Perry, Joseph 1910 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1912 3.00 Perry, Joseph 1911 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1913 3.00 Perry, Joseph 1912 3.00
Parker, Frank H. 1914 3.00 Perry, Joseph 1913 3.00
Parker, Fred W. 1912 2.00 Perry, Manuel 1913 3.00
Parker, Ferd W. 1913 3.00 Perry, Manuel 1914 3.00
Parker, Fred W. 1914 3.00 Perry, Morris J. 1914 3.00
Parkhurst, Leon 1913 3.00 Pednault, nenry 1912 3.00
Parkhurst, Leon 1914 3.60 Pednault, Henry 1913 3.00
Parkhurst, Leon A. 1907 3.00 Pednault, Henry 1914 3.00
Parkhurst, Leon A. 1908 3.00 Perrin, Alphonse R. 1914 3.00
Parkhurst, Leon A. 1909 3.00 Peter, Henry 1914 3.00
Parkhurst, Leon A. 1910 3.00 Peters, Joseph 1912 3.00
Parsons, Frank D. 1911 3.00 Peters, Joseph 1913 3.00
Parsons, Frank D. 1912 3.00 Peters, Joseph 1914 3.00
Parsons, George A. 1912 5.07 Peters, Philip 1913 3.00
Parsons, George A. 1913 5.30 Peters, Philip 1914 3.00
Pasteroras, Chris, 1914 3.00 Peterson, Chas. C. 1913 3.00
Pease, Dr. Chas. V. 1912 3.00 Peterson, Chas. C. 1914 3.00
Pednault, George 1913 3.00 Peterson, Christian 1914 3.00
Pelletier, Daarnier 1914 3.00 Peterson, Erik V. 1912 3.00
Pennell, Clifford B. 1914 3.00 Peterson, Geo. F. 1911 3.00
Pennell, Herbert W. 1911 3.00 Peterson, Geo. F. 1912 3.00
Pennell, Herbert W. 1912 3.00 Peterson, Peter C. 1907J 3.00
Pennell, Herbert W. 1913 3.00 Peterson, Peter 1908 3.00
Pennell, William J. 1914 3.00 Peterson, Peter 1913 3.00
Pinette, Marcelle 1911 .12 Phaneuf, Ulrick 1913 3.00
Pinette, Marcelle 1912 5.07 Phaneuf, Ulrick 1914 3.00
Pinette, Marcelle 1913 5.30 Phillips, Lewis E. 1913 3.00
Pinette, Marcelle 1914 5.35 Phillips, Lewis E. 1914 3.00
Percey, Gardenier 1914 5.35 Pierce, Sumner C. 1909 3.00
Perrin, Arthur 1914 3.00 Pierce, Sumner C. 1910 3.00
Perrin, Robert A. 1914 3.00 Pierce, Sumner C. 1911 3.00
Perry, Henry Thomas 1911 3.00 Pierce, Sumner C. 1912 5.07
Perry, Henry Thomas 1912 3.00 Pierce, Sumner C. 1913 5.30
Perry, Henry Thomas 1913 3.00 Pierce, Sumner C. 1914 5.35
Perry, James 1913 3.00 Pike, Herman J. 1914 1.89
Perry, Prosper 1913 3.00 Pillsbury, B. Lendall 1913 3.00
Perry, Prosper 1914 3.00 Pillsbury, B. Lendall 1914 3.00
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Pinkham, Frank A. 1910 1.00 Poitras, Leon 1914 3.00
Pinkham, Frank A. 1911 3.00 Poitras, Ulric 1913 3.00
Pi-nkham, Frank A. 
Pinkham, Frank A.
1913 3.00 Poitras, Ulric 1914 3.00
1912 3.00 Pomerleau, Eugene 1909 3.00
P/inkham, Frank A. 1914 3.00 Pomerleau, Eugene 1910 3.00
Place, Chas. F. 1913 3.00 Pomerleau, Eugene 1911 3.00
Place, Chas. F. 1914 3.00 Pomerleau, Eugene 1912 3.00
Plaisted, Harris M. 1912 3.00 Pomerleau, Joseph G. 1913 3.00
Plouf, Peter 1914 3.00 Pomerleau, Joseph G. 1914 3.00
Plummer, Chas. 1911 3.00 Pomerleau, Nap’n Jr. 1909 3.00
Plummer, Cyrus H. 1910 3.00 Pomerleau, Nap’n Jr. 1910 3.00
Plummer, Ernest S. 1913 3.00 Pomerleau, Nap’n Jr. 1911 3.00
Plummer, Ernest S. 1914 3.00 Pomerleau, Nap’n Jr. 1912 3.00
Plummer, Guy C. 1913 3.00 Poore, Edgar L. 1910 3.00
Plummer, Guy C. 1914 3.00 Porter, Ralph C. 1912 3.00
Plummer, Record L. 1913 3.00 Porter, Ralph G. 1913 3.00
Plummer, William L. 1913 3.00 Porter, Ralph C. 1914 3.00
Porrier, Chas. 1913 3.00 Powers, John 1911 3.00
Porrier, Chas. 1914 3.00 Powers, John 1912 3.00
Porrier, Louis 1910 3.00 Pratt, George H. 1914 3.00
Porrier, Louis 1911 3.00 Pratt, J oseph G. 1914 4.77
Porrier, Louis 1912 3.00 Pratt, W. Scott 1914 12.40
Porrier, Louis 1913 3.00 Pratt, Samuel 1913 3.00
Porrier, Louis 1914 3.00 Pressey, Arthur W. 1912 3.00
Porrier, Narcisse 1912 2.07 Pressey, Fred 1910 3.00
Porrier, Narcisse 1913 5.30 Pressey,Fred 1911 3.00
Porrier, Narcisse 1914 5.35 Pride, Aaron G. 1914 3.00
Poitras, Ernest 1913 3.00 Pride, Dwinal Jr. 1912 3.00
Poitras, Ernest 1914 3.00 Pride, Dwinal Jr. 1913 3.00
Poitras, Joseph 1906 3.00 Pride, Dwinal Jr. 1914 3.00
Poitras, Joseph 1907 3.00 Pride, Howard S. 1913 3.00
Poitras, Joseph 1908 3.00 Pride, Howard S. 1914 3.00
Poitras, Joseph 1909 3.00 Pride, Walter D. 1905 6.00
Poitras, Joseph 1910 3.00 Pride, Walter D. 1906 22.50
Poitras, Joseph 1911 3.00 Pride, Walter D. 1907 19.00
Poitras, Joseph 1912 3.00 Pride, Walter D. 1910 11.00
Poitras, Joseph 1913 3.00 Pride, Walter D. 1913 7.60
Poitras, Joseph 1914 3.00 Prince, Pieere 1912 3.00
Poitras, Louis C. 1907 3.00 Prince, Pieere 1913 3.00
Poitras, Louis C. 1908 5.00 Prior, Lucian 1911 3.00
Poitras, Louis C. 1914 3.00 Pugh, Norman A. 1908 2.50
Poitras, Leon 1910 3.00 Pugh, Norman A. 1909 3.00
Poitras, Leon 1911 3.00 Pugh, Norman A. 1910 3.00
Poitras, Leon -1 9 1 2 3.00 Pugh, Norman A. 1911 3.00
Poitras, Leon 1913 3.00 Pugh, Norman A. 1912 3.00
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Pugh, Norman A. 1913 5.30 Ridley, Arthur J. 1914 3.00
Pugh, Norman A. 1914 5.35 Ridley, Ovila 1914 3.00
Purrington, Harry 1913 3.00 Riggs, Frank E. 1914 5.35
Purrington, Harry 1914 3.00 Riggs, Frank E., 2nd 1914 3.00
Purrington, Kenneth 1914 3.00 Rioux, Alfred 1912 3.00
Proulx, Allred 1913 3 .0 0 " Rioux, Alfred 1913 3.Q0<
Pugh, William J. 1901 1.00 Rioux, Alfred 1914- • 3.00-
Pugh, Wj'lliam J. 1904 . 2 .50 Rioux, Amede, •' 1910 ■> 2.00
Pugh, William J. 1906 3.00 Rioux, Amede 1911 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1907 3.00 Rioux, Amede 1912 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1908 3.00 Rioux, Amede 1913 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1909 5.00 Rioux, Amede 1914 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1910 5.00 Rioux, Fabian 1914 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1911 5.12 Rioux, Medric 1912 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1912 23.70 Rioux, Medric 1913 3.00
Pugh, William J. 1913 3.00 Rioux, Medric 1914 3.00
Quigley, Joseph 1914 3.06'' Rioux, Martin 1914 3.00
Quinn, Henry 1911 3 .o i Robichamd, Alfred 1912 3.00
Quinn, Henry 1912 3.00 Robichamd, Anthony 1913: 3.00
Quinn, John 1913 3.00 Robichamd, Anthony 1914? 3.00
Raymond  ^Wm. W. 1899 3.00 Robichamd, Felix m 2 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1900 3.97 Robichamd, Felix 1913 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1901 3.00 Robichamd, Felix 1914 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1902 3.00 Robichamd, Jos. C. 1914 8.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1903 3.00 Robichamd, Philip 1914 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1904 3.00 Robinson, Edward 1914 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1905 3.06 Robinson, Harold 1914 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1906 1.00 Robson, Judson 1914 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1907 3.00 Rolfe, Archie J. 1913 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. i9 0 8 3.00 Rolfe, Archie J. 1,914 3..00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1909 3.00 Rondo, Homer •1913 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1910 3.00 Rondo, Homer 1914 3,00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1911 3.00 Rousseau, Alec 1913 3,00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1912 3.00 Rousseau, Alec 1914 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1913 3.00 Rousseau, Ferdina 1912 3.00
Raymond, Wm. W. 1914 3.00 Rousseau, Ferdina 1913 3.00
Redlon, Thomas 1914 3.00 Rousseau, Ferdina 1914 3.00
Reece, William S. 1913 3.00 Rousseau, Joseph 1914 3.00
Reece, William S. 1914 5.35 Rousseau, Joseph W. 1913 3.00
Richards, Fred 1912 3.00 Rousseau, Joseph W. 1914 3.00
Richards, Fred 1913 3.00 Rousseau, Lewis 1913 3.00
Richards, Fred 1914 4.18 Rousseau, Lewis 1914 3.00
Richardson, Carroll M. 1912 3.00 Roy, (or King) Louis) 1912 3.00
Richardson, Carroll M. 1913 3.00 Roy, (or King) Louis 1913 3.00
Richardson, Carroll M. 1914 3.00 Roy, (or King) Louis 1914 3.00
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Russell, Fred 1914: 11.52 Small, Herbert A. 1904 3.00
Rutskitz, George 1914 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1905 3.00
Sampson, Lewis 
Sampson, Lewis
1913 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1906 3.00
1914 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1907 3.00
Sanborn, Willock 1910 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1908 3.00
Sanborn, Willock 1914 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1909 3.00
Sawyer, John P. 1913 .75 Small, Herbert A. 1910 3.00
Sawyer, Philip B. 1913 1.73 Small, Herbert A. 1911 3.00
Schmalt, Fritz 1912 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1912 3.00
Scott, Sidney M. 1910 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1913 3.00
Scott, Sidney M. 1911 3.00 Small, Herbert A. 1914 3.00
Scribner, Clarence E. 1910 3.00 Small, Johnson K. 1914 25.00
Scribner, Clarence E. 1911 3.00 Small, Mrs. Nellie 1912 2.07
Secord, George 1914 3.00 Small, Mrs. Nellie 1913 2.30
Senate, Frank A. 1914 3.75 Small, Mrs. Nellie 1914 2.35
Sicard, Gust 1913 3.00 Small, Ralph D. 1914 5.35
Sicard, Gust 1914 3.00 Smith, A. M. 1914 '3.00
Seggell, Arthur 1914 3.00 Smith, Arthur L. 1911 2.12
Seidlier, I. George 1914 3.00 Smith, Arthur L . 1912 5.07
Shackford, Marvin L. 1914 5.35 Smith, Arthur L. 1913 5.30
Shackford, Wm. H. 1912 1.00 Smith, Arthur L. 1914 5.35
Shackford, Wm. H. 1913 3.00 Smith, Arthur L. 1911 3.00
Shackford, Wm. H. 1914 5.35 Smith, Arthur L. 1912 3.00
Shackford, Mrs. 1912 2.07 Smith, Chas. G. 1914 3.00
Shackford, Mrs. 1913 2.30 Smith, Christian 1913 '3 .0 0
Sharon, John 1914 3.00 Smith, Christian 1914 3.00
Shaw, Leander S. 1912 3.00 Smith, Cleveland 1911 3.00
Sheehan, Nathan • 1910 3.00 Smith, Frank 1902 3.00
Sefois, Joseph or King 1912 5.07 Smith, Frank 1903 3.00
Serois, Joseph or King : 1913 5.30 Smith, Frank 1904 3.00
Serois, Joseph or King 1914 5.35 Smith, Frank 1905 3.00
SerPis, Wilfred 1911 3.00 Smith, Frank 1907 5.00
Sisco, Harrison-M. 1912 3.00 Smith, Frank 1913 5.30
Skillings, Allen T<t 1913 7.03 Smith, George W. 1913 3.00
Skillings, George J. 4 9 1 2 18.52 Smith, George W. 1914 3.00
Skillings, George J; ■1913 18.53 Smith, Howard E. 1913 3.00
Skillings, George J. 1914 18.87 Smith, Howard E. 1914 3.00
Sklabwuos, John \ ,1914 3.00 Smith, James 1914 3.00
Sloan, William W. 1911 3.00 Smith, John 1911 3.00
Sloan, William W. 1912 3.00 Smith, John 1913 3.00
Sloan, William W. 1914 3.00 Smith, John 1914 3.00
Small, Arthur H. 1914 9.47 Smith, John Weston 1912 3.00
Small, Herbert A. 1901 3.00 Smith, John W. 1910 2.00
Small, Herbert A. 1902 3.00 Smith, John W. 1911 3.00
Small, Herbert A. 1903 3.00 Smith, John W. 1912 3.00
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Smith, John W. 1913 3.00 Stanford, Walter E. 1913 3.00
Smith, John W. 1914 3.00 Stanford, Walter E. 1914 3.00
Smith, Joseph J. 1913 3.00 Star Amusement Co. 1913 6.90
Smith, Joseph L. 1913 3.00 Stathos, Peter 1913 3.00
Smith, Joseph L. 1914 3.00 Stathos, Peter 1914 3.00
Smith, Lester F. 1914 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1899 3.00
Smith, Merrill W. 1908 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1900 3.00
Smith, Merrill W. 1909 3.00 St. Clair,. F. H. 1901 3.00
Smith, Merrill W. ltfl.0 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1902 3.00
Smith, Merrill W. 1913 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1903 1.85
Smith, Merrill W. 1914 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1904 3.00
Smith, James D. 1914 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1905 3.00
Smith, Verner L. 1913 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1906 3.00
Smith, Verner L. 1914 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1907 4.00
Smith, Vinton 1910 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1908 4.00
Smith, William D. 1914 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1909 3.00
Smith, Walter W. 1903 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1910 4.50
Smith, Walter W. 1904 3.00 St. Clair, F. H. 1911 3.00
Smith, Walter W. 1905 3.00 St. Cyr, Edward 1910 3.00
Smith, Walter W. 1906 3.00 St. Cyr, Edward 1912 3.00
Smith, Walter W. 1912 3.00 St. Cyr, Edward 1913 3.00
Smith, Walter W. 1913 3.00 St. Cyr, Edward 1914 3.00
Smith, Walter W. 1914 3.00 St. Cyr, Joseph 1913 3.00
Smith, Winfield L. 1913 1.15 St. Cyr, Joseph 1914 3.00
Smith, William W. 1914 3.00 Stevens, Walter S. 1914 3.00
Smith, William W. 1912 3.00 Stevenson, Frank A. 1913 3.00
Southard, Amaziah H. 1914 4.18 Storer, Sherman 1912 2.44
Spear, Alton H. 1913 3.00 Storer, Sherman 1913 3.58
Spear, Alton H. 1914 3.00 St. Ours, John 1912 3.00
Spencer, A. H. 1912 3.00 St. Peter, William 1913 3.00
Spencer, A. H. 1913 3.00 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1908 3.00
Spiller, Amos L. 1913 5.30 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1909 3.00
Spiller, Amos L. 1914 5.35 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1910 3.00
Spiller, George S. 1910 3.00 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1911 3.00
Spiller, George S. 1911 3.00 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1912 3.00
Spiller, John D. heirs 1912 3.32 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1913 3.00
Spiller, W. B. 1912 3.00 St. Pierre, Ferdinand 1914 3.00
Spiller, W. B. 1913 3.00 St. Pierre, Alfred 1914 3.00
Spiller, W. B. 1914 3.00 St. Pierre, Jean 1908 3.00
Spiller, William D. 1913 5.30 St. Pierre, Jean 1909 3.00
Spiller, William D, 1914 5.35 St. Pierre, Jean 1910 3.00
Spring, Frank B. 1914 5.35 St. Pierre, Jean 1911 3.00
Sproul, Arthur H. 1912 1.00 St. Pierre, Jean 1912 3.00
Sproul, Arthur H. 1913 3.00 St. Pierre, Jean 1913 3.00
Sproul, Arthur H. 1914 3.00 St. Pierre, Jean 1914 3.00
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St. Pierre, Louis 1909 3.00 Tonge, John 1911 3.00
St. Pierre, Louis 1910 3.00 Trask, Ernest L. 1913 3.00
Stt Pierre, Louis 1911 3.00 Tripp, Brothers 1907 1.50
St. Pierre, Louis 1912 3.00 Tripp, Brothers 1908 4.00
St. Pierre, Louis 1913 3.00 Tripp, Brothers 1909 4.00
St. Pierre, Louis 1914 3.00 Tripp, Brothers 1910 4.00
St. Pierre, Louis D. 1912 3.00 Tripp, Brothers 1911 4.24
St. Pierre, Louis D. 1913 3.00 Tucker, Leroy S. 1909 3.00
St. Pierre, Louis D. 1914 3.00 Tucker, Leroy S. 1910 3.00
Strout, George H . 1912 3.00 Turgeon, Archie P. 1910 3.00
Strout, Roy A. 1914 3.00 Tuttle, Bert E. 1912 3.00
Strout, Silas E. 1914 3.00' Tuttle, Bert E. 1913 3.00
Strout, Stephen 1909 3.00 Tromblay, Adelard 1910 3.00
Stubbs, William E. 1911 5.12 Tromblay, Adelard 1911 3.00
Sullivan, Geo. M. 1913 3.00 Theriault, Alphonse 1910 1.00
Sullivan, Geo. M. 1914 3.00 Theriault, Alphonse 1911 3.00
Sullivan, John Henry 1914 3.00 Theriault, Alphonse 1912 3.00
Sweeney, Charles 1910 3.00 Theriault, Alphonse 1913 3.00
Swendsen, William 1912 5.07 Theriault, Alphonse 1914 3.00
Swett, Charles S. 1913 3.00 Theriault, Belonie 1910 3.00
Swett, Charles S. 1914 3.00 Theriault, Belonie 1911 3.00
Swett, Elvin C. 1912 5.07 Theriault, Belonie 1912 3.00
Swett, Fred W . 1912 3.00 Theriault, Belonie 1913 3.00
Swett, Warren Stanley 1912 3.00 Theriault, William 1910 3.00
Talbot, William E. 1912 3.00 Theriault, William 1911 3.00
Talbot, William E. 1913 3.00 Theriault, William 1912 3.00
Talbot, William E. 1914 3.00 Theriault, William 1913 3.00
Tanner, John Albert 1913 24.28 Therlow, Lester 1911 3.00
Tanner, John Albert 1914 15.93 Theriault, Marcell 1910 3.00
Taylor, George A. 1913 3.00 Theriault, Fred 1913 3.00
Taylor, Herbert W . 1913 3.00 Theriault, Fred 1914 3.00
Taylor, Herbert W . 1914 3.00 Theriault, Jarvais 1907 .50
Tayson, Nicholai 1911 3.00 Theriault, Jarvais 1908 3.00
Taylor, Howard 0. 1910 3.00 Theriault, J|arvais 1909 5.00
Taylor, Miss Jennie 1911 2.12 Theriault, Jarvais 1910 5.00
Taylor, Ralph E. 1913 3.00 Theriault, Jarvais 1911 5.12
Taylor, Ralph E. 1914 5.35 Theriault, Jarvais 1913 5.30
Taylor, William 1914 3.00 Theriault, Jarvais 1914 5.35
Teague, James H. 1913 3.00 Theriault, Herbert 1913. 3.00
Teague, James H. 1914 3.00 Theriault, Herbert 1914 3.00
Tetrault, Mrs. Julia 1912 3.00 Theriault, Peter 1913 3.00
Tetrault, Mrs. Julia 1913 3.00 Theriault, Peter 1914 3.00
Tetrault, Napoleon P. 1914 4.77 Thestos, George 1913 3.00
Talon, John B. 1913 5.30 Thestos, George 1914 3.00
Thomas, William 1912 3.00 Thibeau, Alphonse *1914 3.00
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Thibeau, Joseph 1911 3.00 Vagois, Tanagiotis 1911 3.00
Thibeau, Joseph 1912 3.00 Van Buskirk, Harry C. 1911 3.00
Thibeau, Joseph 1913 3.00 Van Buskirk, Harry C. 1912 3.00
Thibeau, Joseph 1914 3.00 Varney, Frank J. 1913 5.30
Thomas, Chas. A. , . 1914 3.00 Varney, Frank J. 1914 5.35
Thomas, Chas. A. „ 1914 3.00 Varney, Wilbur E. 1913 3.00
Thompson, Benj. F. •t Verrill, James 1913 3.00
Heirs 19Q9 5.00 Vien, George 1913 3.00
Thompson, Benj. E ,. , Veits, Edward A. 1911 3.00
•; . Heirs . 1910 2.00 Veits, Edward A. 1914 3.00
Thuotte, Amede 1913 3.00 Vigeant, Alfred J. 1914 3.00
Thuotte, Amede ., 1914 3.00 Vigeant, Ulderic 1910 3.00
Thuotte, John 1911 3.00 Vigeant, Ulderic 1911 3.00
Thuotte, John 1912 3.00 Vigeant, Ulderic 1912 3.00
Thuotte, John 1913 3.00 Vigeant, Lllderic 1913 3.00
Thuotte, John 1914 3.00 Vincent, Donant 1911 3.00
Tompson, Charles 1913 4.73 Waite, Chas. L. 1913 3.00
Tompson, Charles 1914 3.00 Waite, Chas. L. 1914 3.00
Tondreau, Henry 1913 3.00 Walker, Arthur H. 1914 3.00
Tondreau, Henry 1914 3.00 Walker, Clarence E. 1911 3.00
Tracy, Martin L. 1910 3.00 Walker, Clarence E. 1912 3.00
Tracy, Martin L. 1911 3.00 Walker, Clarence E. 1913 3.00
Tracy, Martin L. 1913 3.00 Walker, Edward S. 1914 7.12
Tracy, Martin L. 1914 3.00 Walker, Ernest 1911 3.00
Tripp, Edward 1911 3.00 Walker, Ernest 1912 3.00
Tripp, Edward 1912 3.00 Walker, Ernest 1913 5.30
Tripp, Edward , ,  ,. .1913 3.00 " Walker, Ernest 1914 5.35
Tripp, Edward , . 1914 3.00 Walker, Harry W . 1912 5.07
cTurgeon, Louis A. 1914 3.00 Walker, Herbert S. 1912 7.42
Turner, James E. 1910 3.00 Walker, Herbert S. 1,913 9.33
Turner, James E. 1911 3.00 Walker, Herbert S. 1914 9.47
Turner, James E. 1912 3.00 Walker, Lawrence S. 1909 5.50
Turner, James E. 1913 3.00 Walker, Roy E. 1914 3.59
Turner, James E. 1914 3.00 ■ -Walker, W m. P. 1913 6.45
Tuttle, James 1914 3.00 Walker, W m. P. 1914 5.35
Tylor, Chas. L. 1912 .3,00' Walker, Winfield H. 1914 ' 3.00
Tylor, Chas. L. 1913 3.00" Warren, Albert F. 1914 11.38
Tylor, Chas. L. 1914 3.00 Warren, F. G. 1913 3.00
Urguhart, Garfield 1912 3.00 Warren, F. G. i 1914 3.00
Vachon, Alphonse 1913 3.00 Warner, Roy J. - 1912 3.00
Vachon, Alphonse 1914 3.00 Waterhouse, ■ •)
Vachon, Thomas 1910 3.00 ■ • c Melvin H. 1913 14.50
Vaile, Charles ' 1911 3.00 Waterhouse, Ml
Vaile, Charles 1912 3.00 Melvin H. 11914 5.35
Vaile, Charles 1913 3.00 Watson, Albert J. 1904 2.00
f
• > ”)
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Watson,'Albert J. i. 190,5 •> 3.00 Wentworth) Clifford 1913 3.00
Watson, Albert J. t. 1906 3.00 Wentworth, Clifford 1914 3.00
Wjatson, Albert J. 1907 3.00 Wentworth, Ernest 1910 3.00
Watson, Albert J. i 1908 3.00 Wentworth, Geo. H. 1911 3.00
\yatson, Albert J:. 1909 3.00 Wentworth, Geo. H. 1912: 3.00
Watson, Albert J. 1910 3.00 Wentworth, Geo. H. 19l3 1 3.00
Watson, Albert J. 1911 3.00 Wentworth, Geo. H. 1914 3.00
Watson, Albert J: 1912 3.00 Wentworth, Lyman 1908 3.00
Watson, Albert J. 1913. 3.00 Wentworth, Lyman 1 19b9 ‘ 3.00
Watson, Gerald D. 1911 3.00 Wentworth, Lyman ! 1910 3.00
Watson, Gerald D. 1912 3.00 Wentworth, Lyman 1911' 3.00
Watson, Gerald D. 1913 3.00 Wentworth, Lyman 1912 3.00
Watson & Merrick 1911 10.60 Wentworth, Lyman l9l3:! 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1903 3.00 Wentworth, Lyman ■ 1914' 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1904 3.00 Wentworth, Wm. C. 1909 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1905 3.00 Wentworth, W m. C. 1910 6.00
Webb, Warren W . 1906 3.00 Wentworth, W m. H. 1913 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1908 3.00 1 Wentworth, Wm. H. 1914 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1909 3.00 Wescott, Delbert E. 1914 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1910 3.00 West, Edwin 1914 3.00
Webb, Warren W . 1912 3.00 West, Harold E. 1913 2.30
Webb, Warren W . 1914 3.00 West, Harold E. 1914 5.35
Wedge, George 1912 3.00 Westerberg, Gus 1912 8.73
Wedge, George 1913 3.00 Westerberg, Gus 1913 7.60
Wedge, George 1914 3.00 Westerberg, Gus 1914 9.47
Wedge, Jos. G. 1912 3.00 Westbrook Hammock ■■ 1
Wedge, Jos. G. 1913 3.00 Company 1911 21.20
Wedges Jos. G. 1914 3.00 Weston, H. B. 1911 3.00
Welcbr Frank D. 1912 3.00 Weston, H. B. 1912 3.00
Welch, Frank D. 1913 3.00 Weston, H. B. 1913 3.00
Welch, Frank D. 19J4 3.00 Weston, H. B. ’ l9l‘4 3.00
Welch, Gilbert P. 1913 j 3.00: Weymouth, Aug. L. !l9l2 3.00
Welch, Gilbert P. 1914 3.00 Wheaton, Robert M. 1910 3.00
Welch, James A. 1913 /3.00 White, Daly • 1.912 3.00
Welch, Winfield S. 1914 . 3.00 White, George 1910 3.00
Wentworth, Amos M. 1913 3.00 White, Henry . 1913 3.00
Wentworth, Amos M. 1914 3.00 White, Joseph 1912 3.00
Wentworth, Arthur C. 1908 .89 Whitney, Chas. F. 1914 5.35
Wentworth, Arthur C. 1909 4.50 Whitney, George H. 1912 3.00
Wentworth, Arthur C. 1910 4.50 Whitney, Percey F. 1913 3.00
Wentworth, Arthur C. 1911 4.59 Whitten, Willard M. 1908 3.00
Wentworth, Whitten, Willard M. 1912 3.00
Augustus S. 1910 3.00 Whitten, Willard M. 1913 3.00
Wentworth, Whitten, Willard M. 1914 3.00
Augustus S. 1909 3.00 Wight, Simeon R. 1914 3.00
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Wilson, Jason F. 1904 1.00 Winship, Howard 1914 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1905 3.00 Winslow, Harold L. 1914 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1906 3.00 Wood, Charles A. 1913 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1907 3.00 Woodbury, Herbert L. 1908 1.34
Wilson, Jason F. 1909 3.00 Woodbury, Herbert L. 1909 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1910 3.00 Woodman, Guy P. 1913 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1911 3.00 Woodman, Guy P. 1914 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1912 3.00 Woolworth, Leon P. 1912 3.00
Wilson, Jason F. 1913 3.00 Woolworth, Leon P. 1913 3.00
Wilkins, Edgar P. 1914 3.00 Worthington, William 1914 3.00
Wilkins, Gilbert C. 1914 3.00 Wyers, Leo 1910 3.00
Wilkins, George B. 1913 3.00 York, Fred F. 1913 3.00
Wilkins, George B. 1914 3.00 York, Fred F. 1914 3.00
Wilkins, John A. 1914 3.00 York, Homer J. 1914 3.00
Williams, Aleck W . 1909 3.00 Young, Nathan M. 1914 3.00
Williams, Aleck W . 1912 7.14 Young, Charles W . 1914 3.00
Wilkins, John W . 1911 3.00 Young, Harold 1911 3.00
Williams, Charles 1912 3.00 Young, Harold 1912 3.00
Williams, Charles 1913 3.00 Young, Joseph 1912 3.00
Wilson, Edward 1913 3.00 Young, Joseph 1913 3.00
Wilson, Edward 1914 3.00 Young, Otis J. \ 1913 2.15
Wilson, George H. 1912 3.00 Young, Otis J. 1914 3.59
Report of Committee on Licenses
W estbrook, Me ., March 30, 1915.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council:
The Committee on Licenses beg leave to submit the 
following report for the year ending December 31, 1914:
P. Johnson, Victualer, $10 00
F. D. Anderson, “ 10 00
0. E. Larrabee, lt 10 00
W. Laberge, “ 10 00
W. Hebert, 10 00
H. P. Taylor, 10 00
Jos. Sampson, 10 00
Alfred Dorian, 11 10 00
Alfred Robichaud, “ 10 00
Louis Korapis, 10 00
Edward Burke, ' Pool, 10 00
Fredette & Donovan, “ 10 00
Frank Smith, 10 00
Louis Korapis, 10 00
Circus, 25 00
Star Amusement Co., Moving Pictures, 25 00
Alexander Spiers, 25 00
J. D. Brigham, Fireworks, 4th of July, 1 00
L. K. Paine, 1 00
P. Johnson, 1 00
Ernest Lebei' “  “ 1 00
C. E. Larrabee, 1 00
W. Laberge, 1 00
Ernest Lebei, Fireworks, Centennial, 1 00
C. E. Larrabee, 1 00
E. Hubbard, 1 00
J. D. Brigham, 1 00
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Moses Wernsosky, Junk,
Nathan Rolefsky,
Moses Wolfe,
Jos. Gushing,
Benj. Freeman,
S. Shine,
Max Ottlson,
Respectfully submitted,
H arold N. Lord,
A ndrew  0 .  H ooper,
J oseph B urgh,
\
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